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EXECUTIVE SUMMARYEXECUTIVE SUMMARYEXECUTIVE SUMMARYEXECUTIVE SUMMARY    

IntroductionIntroductionIntroductionIntroduction    

1 Teignbridge District Council commissioned Roger Tym & Partners (RTP) to undertake this 

study in March 2009. The brief explains that the study will assist Teignbridge District Council 

in the formation of plans, programmes and strategies to provide for retail and leisure facilities.  

2 The study has to reflect the Government’s requirements as well as the Regional Spatial 

Strategy (RSS). 

3 The study is based on survey work including a household telephone survey and in-centre 

survey, as well as desk-based research, site visits and consultations. 

Assessment of Town CeAssessment of Town CeAssessment of Town CeAssessment of Town Centre Performancentre Performancentre Performancentre Performance    

4 We have analysed the performance of Teignbridge’s centres, (namely Newton Abbot, 

Teignmouth, Dawlish, Ashburton, Bovey Tracey, Buckfastleigh, Chudleigh), in relation to key 

indicators of vitality and viability. 

5 Newton Abbot is Teignbridge’s primary market town. As the largest of the District’s 

settlements, Newton Abbot provides the greatest retail offer in Teignbridge, with a number of 

higher-order retailers, services and facilities.   

6 Convenience provision in Newton Abbot is provided by three big foodstores: ASDA who have 

an edge-of-centre location and Tesco and Sainsbury’s which are out-of-centre.  The 

comparison retail offer is anchored by the local independent Austin’s department store.    

7 Around 10 per cent of the town’s units were vacant at the time of visit. This is below the GB 

average. The retail yield has dropped over recent years, indicating improving investor returns 

for the town. Zone A rental values for retail properties have also increased, comparing 

favourably to those in Paignton but below those in Torquay.  

8 A pedestrianised primary shopping area benefits the town but the Town Centre lacks 

architectural distinctiveness and is looking tired in places with cluttered street furniture and 

aging paving fabric.  The town has a number of specific development opportunities, the main 

site being the livestock market which has potential for a large scheme and could help to lift 

the town as a whole.  

9 Teignmouth is the second largest of the Teignbridge District Town Centres. Located on the 

coast the town is a historic fishing port and traditional seaside tourist destination with a 

Victorian Town Centre.  The Teignmouth Vision will be published and consulted on in March 

2010 and will identify a number of site based regeneration priorities being identified to 

revitalise both the community and the Town Centre.  

10 The town has a modest sized Co-op supermarket and benefits from a range of local 

convenience retailers and thus provision is good. Comparison floorspace is slightly below the 

average and while there are a number of multiple retailers in the town, they tend to service 

local needs or are lower end comparison retailers. There is strong representation of 

restaurants, cafes and take-aways, reflecting the tourism element of the town’s trade.  
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11 The town’s retail fabric contains smaller shop units, with an absence of units large enough to 

encourage national and higher-order retailers to the town.  Generally Teignmouth has a good 

public realm.  

12 Dawlish is the third largest town in Teignbridge District and like Teignmouth is a coastal 

resort. Whilst tourism has declined the town remains popular and attractive. The adjacent 

holiday area at Dawlish Warren swells the local population considerably, especially during 

the main tourism season.  

13 Dawlish benefits from a good mix of independent retailers but lacks any large stores and 

national retailers, particularly a supermarket. While the town has a good selection of small 

convenience shops, residents are thought to go elsewhere for their higher-order shopping 

and main food shop - the town is suffering from declining trading conditions.  

14 The town has a low proportion of comparison retail floorspace compared to the GB average. 

The comparison offer has a focus on local service retailing such as stationers and chemists 

rather than niche or higher-end retailing (e.g. fashion clothing etc). The town also lacks an 

anchor store. There is a range of gift shops, A3 restaurant, café and take-away outlets in the 

town, in keeping with the seaside tradition.  The Dawlish Community Trust commissioned a 

masterplan study for regenerating the Town Centre which sets out a number of priority 

investment schemes. 

15 The historic town of Ashburton lies to the South of Teignbridge, just within the Dartmoor 

National Park. Ashburton is a vibrant market town that has a wealth of independent shops 

geared towards the visitor.  Services in Ashburton are also geared towards the tourist 

customer with a predominance of take-aways, cafes and restaurants.  

16 The size and shape of retail units in Ashburton is not conducive to attracting larger national 

multiples. As a result the Town Centre is dominated by smaller independent retailers which 

gives the Town Centre individuality.  

17 Environmental quality in Ashburton is high with generally well kept shop frontages and clean 

streets; the town’s character is protected by a conservation area and a high number of listed 

buildings. Vacancy rates are relatively low indicating a strongly performing town, especially 

given the current economic crisis. Opportunity for any major retail expansion is limited.  

18 Bovey Tracey is a small town located on the Eastern edge of Dartmoor. This location and the 

town’s proximity to Newton Abbot and Exeter has led to the town becoming an commuter, 

retirement and tourist destination.  

19 Bovey Tracey is well served in terms of convenience stores with two supermarkets and a 

good selection of independent convenience retailers. In terms of comparison stores, Bovey 

Tracey is lacking; those comparison stores that do exist are very practical in nature and 

augment the many service units found in the Town Centre.  Bovey Tracey’s evening 

entertainment offer is suffering in the poor economic climate with two pubs and a restaurant 

currently lying vacant.  

20 Historic features in the Town Centre are currently underexploited, and while the Town Centre 

has an interesting history, this is somewhat lost given some areas of poor maintenance and 
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lower quality shop frontages. There are four sites within, and also just outside of the Town 

Centre, that offer the potential for small retail redevelopments.  

21 Buckfastleigh is a small town bounded by several visitor attractions. The convenience offer in 

Buckfastleigh is both healthy and diverse for the size of Town Centre and includes a good 

sized Co-op. The town’s service offer is also healthy except for the absence of a bank. In 

contrast, the comparison offer is lacking with a total of only six comparison retail outlets.  

22 The town has lost a number of retail units over the last few years and more are currently lying 

vacant, indicating a struggling Town Centre that has declining appeal as a shopping 

destination. Despite the town’s location in a tourist area, there are relatively very few outlets 

to cater for tourists, who would appreciate the high quality environmental quality that the town 

offers.  While moderate redevelopment opportunities exist, evidence suggests that private 

retail redevelopment will be difficult to encourage in the Town Centre at present.  

23 Chudleigh is located between Newton Abbot and Exeter and is well connected.  This has 

meant that Chudleigh has become a commuter town. Chudleigh Town Centre has a good 

convenience offer that includes a Co-op and a number of independent retailers. The 

comparison and service offer is lower than average with an abundance of charity shops, 

second hand shops and estate agents.  

24 Retail units in the Town Centre are evidently too small to attract multiples. Despite the 

healthy level of demand from independent operators, the town is currently suffering from a 

slightly high vacancy rate. The Town Council is currently seeking support for a number of 

schemes to improve the Town Centre and there are a couple of clusters of vacant property 

that offer the potential for future retail redevelopment.  

Current Patterns of Retail and Leisure Spending Current Patterns of Retail and Leisure Spending Current Patterns of Retail and Leisure Spending Current Patterns of Retail and Leisure Spending     

25 Our assessment of current patterns of retail and leisure spending is based on a telephone 

survey of 1,204 households undertaken by NEMS Market Research in May 2009.  

26 The study area is slightly larger than the administrative area of Teignbridge District Council 

and includes a partial overlap into Torbay and South Hams to allow for inflow expenditure to 

Newton Abbot and Buckfastleigh respectively. The study looks at an indicative catchment of 

11 zones with a minimum of 100 successful survey responses in each zone. The results were 

weighted according to the actual population in each zone to ensure the correct emphasis is 

given to the respective study zones. The survey approach is a widely accepted method for 

this kind of primary research and corresponds with the recommendations in the emerging 

draft Good Practice Guidance.  

27 Overall, some 57 per cent of the comparison goods expenditure is retained within the study 

area. 33 per cent is leaked to other stores and centres and 9 per cent is attributed to Special 

Forms of Trading (SFT) which comprises shopping not done at stores, such as internet and 

catalogue shopping.  

28 The main destinations within the study area are Newton Abbot Town Centre, which secures 

£127m of the residents’ comparison goods expenditure; Willows Retail Park/Wren Retail 

Park, Torquay (outside of Teignbridge District), which secures £26m and Teignmouth Town 
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Centre which secures £16m. The main destinations for leakage outside the study area are (in 

order of importance): Exeter City Centre, Torquay Town Centre and Plymouth City Centre.  

29 83 per cent of convenience goods expenditure is retained within the study catchment. This 

equates to £188m. The 10 largest national foodstores within the catchment, collectively 

account for 54 per cent of the aggregate convenience goods expenditure of residents of the 

study area.   

30 The findings of the household survey also indicate that there are some areas of the 

catchment whereby there is a localised deficiency in convenience goods provision, these are 

Zones 3 (Dawlish), 4 (Teignmouth), 7 (Kingskerswell) and 9 (Ipplepen /Abbotskerswell).  

31 With regard to leisure spend, visits to restaurants and cafes are fairly localised, as is use of 

pubs, bars and club- many residents favour their nearest local centre .  In terms of visits to 

cinemas, across the study area, the market share is split fairly evenly between Exeter, 

Newton Abbot and Paignton. Additionally, 55 per cent do not visit cinemas at all.  

32 There are few dedicated family entertainment facilities such as ten-pin bowling centres, ice 

rinks and adventure parks etc within the study area. However leisure destinations such as 

Trago Mills and Teignmouth Pier fulfil this role. The survey revealed that 50 per cent of 

residents of the catchment do not visit theatres or concert halls. However, of those that do, 

spend is distributed to 3 the main locations outside the study area: Torquay, Plymouth, and 

Exeter.  

Quantitative and Qualitative RetQuantitative and Qualitative RetQuantitative and Qualitative RetQuantitative and Qualitative Retail Needail Needail Needail Need    

33 There is a quantitative need for new floorspace in the study area beyond 2011. This need 

increases year on year and arises as a result of increases in population and consumer 

expenditure per capita.  

34 The current retention rate of the Study Area is 57% for comparison goods expenditure, with 

43% leakage to shopping destinations outside.  

35 If the retention rate is kept at 57% in future years, the Study analysis suggests that the future 

comparison goods floorspace requirement will range from 40,600 to 58,100 sq m net for the 

period 2009-31, depending on the level of population growth in Teignbridge.  

36 RSS Proposed Changes include provision for substantial growth at Newton Abbot which will 

have SSCT status (a Strategically Significant City or Town). This could support opportunities 

and provide justification for planning interventions for enhancing the comparison goods retail 

offer in quantitative and qualitative terms at Newton Abbot. For this reason, we have 

undertaken sensitivity testing to show the floorspace provision necessary to achieve an 

increased retention of comparison goods expenditure, to reflect the SSCTs enhanced role 

and function as a retail centre.  

37 The sensitivity test calculates the likely floorspace requirements necessary to achieve an 

increased retention rate from the current 57% to 62% by 2026 (remaining at 62% up to 

2031). The sensitivity test uses Population Scenarios 3 (based on the RSS Proposed 

Changes) and 4 (based on the RSS Proposed Changes with a further 18% population 
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increase). This is because an improved retention is unlikely to be achieved without the 

population growth associated with Newton Abbot’s SSCT status.  

38 With this higher retention rate, the 2009-31 floorspace requirements will be between 61,000 

and 67,300 sq m net depending on the population scenario used. 

39 These requirements take account of committed floorspace (ie unimplemented planning 

permissions and allocations). They also include an allowance for inflow, both from residents 

outside the study area and from tourists.  

40 The requirement for new convenience goods floorspace in the short term (up to 2011) is 

negative, indicating an over supply of floorspace. There is little quantitative need for new 

convenience floorspace even in the long term, up to 3,500 sq m net depending on the 

population scenario. This is due to the projected slow growth of convenience goods spend, 

an allowance for the existing foodstores to improve their efficiency over time, and 

commitments which will ‘soak up’ need in the short term.  

41 We have prepared a sensitivity test which raises the convenience goods retention rate to 

90%.  This results in a slightly higher floorspace requirement (up to 5,400 sq m net 

depending on the population scenario. 

42 Across the study area, there is an aggregate under trade of £8.6 million. In our opinion  this is 

not so great as to justify an adjustment to the quantitative need requirements.  

43 Dawlish and Teignmouth both experience significant leakage to the superstores at Exeter 

and Newton Abbot/Kingsteignton and so there is a quantitative and qualitative need for new 

floorspace in these towns.  

Assessment of Scope for Additional Commercial Leisure and Cultural Assessment of Scope for Additional Commercial Leisure and Cultural Assessment of Scope for Additional Commercial Leisure and Cultural Assessment of Scope for Additional Commercial Leisure and Cultural 
FacilitiesFacilitiesFacilitiesFacilities    

44 The largest portion of the growth in leisure expenditure will be directed to restaurants, cafes 

and bars. The majority of spend in this category is fairly localised, with residents frequenting 

local businesses for their main spend. The growth in expenditure is likely to support an 

additional 19 food and drink operators up to 2021. 

45 In relation to cinemas, Teignbridge has a low screen density compared to the South West 

average. In addition, the growth in expenditure on cinema admissions is likely to support 

several more cinema screens within the district. It is thought that existing theatre and live 

music operators in Exeter, Plymouth, Torquay and also Teignmouth and Dawlish will absorb 

the modest growth in this sector  

46 There is a range of small museums in Teignbridge, however they play a smaller role in the 

tourism offer and there is little quantitative or qualitative need for new facilities. There is a 

library in each of the study Town Centres.  A planning application is currently being 

determined for replacement of the Carlton Theatre to include library space.   

47 Given the recent decline in admissions to bingo halls and the limited level of spend available 

to support new operators it is unlikely that a new facility would be viable. There will also be 

limited expenditure available for casinos -any growth will be absorbed by existing operators 

in Torquay and Plymouth.  
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Strategy and Recommendations Strategy and Recommendations Strategy and Recommendations Strategy and Recommendations     

Hierarchy of CentresHierarchy of CentresHierarchy of CentresHierarchy of Centres    

48 The adopted Teignbridge Local Plan (1996) does not set out a centre hierarchy. We 

recommend the following hierarchy, which reflects our opinion of how each centre matches 

the definitions in PPS4 (2009) Annex B:  

� Town Centre  Dawlish, Newton Abbot, Teignmouth,  

� District Centre  Bovey Tracey, Ashburton  

� Local Centre  Chudleigh, Buckfastleigh, South West of Exeter Urban Extension  

49 Trago Mills retail and leisure complex at Drumbridges is an out of town attraction which 

draws on a wide catchment area. Whilst it is an important destination in terms of retail and 

leisure expenditure, in our opinion it should not be included within the hierarchy of centres in 

Teignbridge and should not be a focus for further retail development.  

New Floorspace ProvisionNew Floorspace ProvisionNew Floorspace ProvisionNew Floorspace Provision    

50 Floorspace requirements are shown in the summary table below. 

51 Our view is that the majority of the requirement should go to Newton Abbot because of its 

likely SSCT status and because it is the centre with the most potential for growth and 

development.  

52 The Council will need to decide whether it will be possible to deliver the necessary 

regeneration, public realm improvements, enhanced tenant mix and new retail scheme 

developments to entice an uplift in local spending patterns under an increasing retention 

strategy. New sites would need to be provided, with large modern units to attract multiple 

retailers, particularly higher end clothing shops which the healthcheck has found are poorly 

represented.  

53 In addition, we suggest small allocations for Dawlish, Teignmouth and the smaller centres. 

Apart from a potential opportunity at Brunswick Street, Teignmouth, there are no large 

development sites in these towns and little potential for growth, but making this allocation will 

allow for flexibility should any opportunities come forward during the plan period.  

54 RTP was asked to look specifically into the need for garden centre floorspace within the 

District. The level of provision, now that the Trago Mills extension is complete, is more than 

adequate based upon the level of available expenditure.   

55 RTP was also asked to look specifically into the need for retail warehouses. Research by 

RTP has shown that in most areas retail warehouses (defined by their format rather than 

what is sold there) account for around 15% of total comparison expenditure. The Council 

may wish to adopt this as guide. Because retail warehouses have lower sales densities than 

mainstream comparison stores, this would mean allowing for 15-20% of the future floorspace 

requirement to be developed as retail warehouses. However, it is important to note that retail 

warehouse applications should be subjected to the sequential test.  

56 As stated, there is very little requirement for new convenience goods floorspace even in the 

long term.  The Council will be considering foodstore applications from Tesco and 

Sainsbury’s at Dawlish. At Teignmouth, there may be interest from a national leading 
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supermarket operator for establishing an outlet and a possible site (albeit at an out of centre 

location) for a new store.  

    Forecast retail floorspace reForecast retail floorspace reForecast retail floorspace reForecast retail floorspace requirements to 2031 by settlement/area based on Populationquirements to 2031 by settlement/area based on Populationquirements to 2031 by settlement/area based on Populationquirements to 2031 by settlement/area based on Population    

    Growth Scenario 3 RSS Proposed ChangesGrowth Scenario 3 RSS Proposed ChangesGrowth Scenario 3 RSS Proposed ChangesGrowth Scenario 3 RSS Proposed Changes    

    

57 The convenience floorspace requirements in the above table take into account Sainsbury’s 

recently quashed planning permission at Shutterton Bridge. 

58 As stated, growth in leisure expenditure could support up to 19 new operators across 

Teignbridge. In Newton Abbot new restaurants, cafés and bars use could help to strengthen 

and diversify the centre.  We also recommend that a new cinema scheme is integrated with 

the development opportunity associated with the livestock market in Newton Abbot. We do 

not recommend any new bingo halls or casinos.  There may also be scope to provide new 

facilities such as a bowling alley but it is considered that these should be market rather than 

plan led, given issues regarding commercial viability.  

59 In relation to cultural facilities, it is considered that there is limited scope or need for new 

museum, library and archive provision but that existing facilities would benefit from 

improvements. With regard to theatres and music venues the majority of the expenditure 

growth will be absorbed by existing operators in towns outside the study area.  

Garden Centres**Garden Centres**Garden Centres**Garden Centres**

Constant Market 

Share (57%)*

Increased 

Market Share 

(62% )*

Constant 

Market Share 

(83%)*

Increased 

Market Share 

(90%)*

Constant Market Share 

(78%)*

sq m net sq m net sq m net sq m net sq m net

Newton Abbot SSCT # 41,760 48,800 - -

South West of Exeter SSCT - - 1,150 (3) 1,150 (3)

Teignmouth

Dawlish

Bovey Tracey

Chudleigh

Ashburton

Buckfastleigh

Elsewhere rural area

RLS Study Area RLS Study Area RLS Study Area RLS Study Area 52,200 (1)52,200 (1)52,200 (1)52,200 (1) 61,000 (2)61,000 (2)61,000 (2)61,000 (2) 4,0204,0204,0204,020 4,0954,0954,0954,095 1,2951,2951,2951,295

# Newton Abbot and Kingsteignton - subject to LDF Policy

* For the RLS Study area to 2031

** The garden centre floorspace requirement is part of the overall comparison goods floorspace requirement

Comparison GoodsComparison GoodsComparison GoodsComparison Goods Convenience GoodsConvenience GoodsConvenience GoodsConvenience Goods

1,295  (6)

7,830 9,150 2,870 (4) 2,945 (5)

2,610 3,050

(3) Small supermarket or smaller general convenience store complemented by other specialist 

foodstores

(4) and (5) Quantitative and qualitative need identified for a new supermarket at Teignmouth and at 

Dawlish - subject to impact and sequential test

(6) No future need identified to 2026.  1,295 sq m net need identified 2026 to 2031.

NB Comparison goods floorspace need identified in Teignmouth, Dawlish and the smaller centres 

may not be met due to a lack of identifiable development sites.

- -

(1) 15-20% of total  (7,830 to 10,440 sq m net) could be met by large format retail warehousing - 

subject to impact and sequential test

(2) 15-20% of total (9,150 to 12,220 sq m net) could be met by large format retail warehousing - 

subject to impact and sequential test
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    Strategy for Newton Abbot Strategy for Newton Abbot Strategy for Newton Abbot Strategy for Newton Abbot     

60 There is a shared ambition at regional and local level to continue to improve the retail and 

leisure offer in Newton Abbot town centre, whilst ensuring its individuality and that its key 

selling points such as its markets are fully included within any planned change. In our view a 

‘no action’ option is not a realistic alternative.  

61 Newton Abbot’s town centre is relatively constrained by the busy road network that 

envelopes it, however there are a number of opportunities within these confines that will 

provide sufficient area to meet floorspace demands and potentially improve its 

attractiveness. It is understood that the Council has commissioned a regeneration 

masterplan for Newton Abbot town centre and are looking towards redevelopment or 

regeneration of these areas. We would recommend that consideration is given to the retail 

floorspace, leisure and office requirements in any redevelopment plans.  

62 The livestock market, adjacent car parks, bus station and Market Walk shopping precinct 

present the greatest opportunity for redevelopment and provision for Newton Abbot’s future 

needs. Other development opportunities are Queen’s Street corridor, 22-26 Wolborough 

Street, and Bank Street, Market Street corner.  

63 We advise that any major remodelling of the town centre be facilitated through an Area 

Action Plan (AAP).  The current lack of an AAP should not preclude any non-statutory 

masterplans being prepared in the interim or planning applications being determined, 

provided that wider, town centre issues are fully considered and that a Newton Abbot town 

centre AAP is set in motion.   Any significant out-of-centre retail development that would 

threaten the delivery of a town centre scheme should be strongly resisted.  

Strategy for Teignmouth and DawlishStrategy for Teignmouth and DawlishStrategy for Teignmouth and DawlishStrategy for Teignmouth and Dawlish    

64 The towns of Teignmouth and Dawlish do not have the physical capacity or catchment to 

achieve a large quantum of additional retail and leisure space. However, we consider there is 

an opportunity to achieve modest additional comparison floorspace within the town centres 

thus we have suggested a potential long term strategy for these towns.  As stated, there is a 

quantitative and qualitative need for a new convenience store in Teignmouth.  

65 The Teignmouth Vision regeneration strategy will be published and consulted on in March 

2010.  It will set out a number of projects to improve the town, enhance vitality and attract 

investment. A number of these are pertinent to the town’s retail function and future 

opportunities.  

66 The Dawlish Community Trust commissioned a masterplan study for regenerating the Town 

Centre which sets out a number of priority investment schemes. Dawlish does not have any 

obvious development sites that could be used for a new retail scheme. As stated, the Council 

will be considering foodstore applications from Tesco and Sainsbury’s at Dawlish.  

    Strategy for Smaller CentresStrategy for Smaller CentresStrategy for Smaller CentresStrategy for Smaller Centres    

67 The smaller centres of Ashburton, Bovey Tracey, Buckfastleigh and Chudleigh are 

constrained and fulfil local roles. However, there are some small scale redevelopment 

opportunities. In addition, their offer could be promoted through marketing (such as events 

and advertising) and good management.  
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Strategy for Edge of ExeterStrategy for Edge of ExeterStrategy for Edge of ExeterStrategy for Edge of Exeter    

68 The Edge of Exeter Urban Extension needs to aspire to a sustainable pattern of 

development. Despite its proximity to the larger Exeter City centre, a sense of community 

cohesion needs to be established to create a successful and sustainable development. A big 

part of achieving this is to have at its heart a centre providing a range of retail outlets and 

community facilities to meet the local demands of the community. 

69 Given the quantities of floorspace noted above, it can be seen that for retail, the extension 

could support a local centre, with convenience floorspace provision of up to 1,050 sq m net 

and some associated comparison and service floorspace.   

Retail BoundariesRetail BoundariesRetail BoundariesRetail Boundaries    

70 The maps in Appendix 7 show suggested Town Centre Boundaries, Primary and Secondary 

Retail Frontages and Primary Shopping Areas for each centre.  

71 The proposed Primary Shopping Areas include all vacant sites and car parks, and whole 

building plots, to enable redevelopment and expansion in future. For Newton Abbot, the 

proposed boundary includes the Asda store. New retail developments should be directed to 

sites within the Primary Shopping Areas.  
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1111 INSTRUCTIONS, CONTEXINSTRUCTIONS, CONTEXINSTRUCTIONS, CONTEXINSTRUCTIONS, CONTEXT AND OUTLINE OF T AND OUTLINE OF T AND OUTLINE OF T AND OUTLINE OF 
REPORTREPORTREPORTREPORT    STRUCTURESTRUCTURESTRUCTURESTRUCTURE    

InstructionsInstructionsInstructionsInstructions    

1.1 Teignbridge District Council commissioned Roger Tym & Partners (RTP) to undertake this 

study in March 2009.  The brief explains that the study will assist Teignbridge District 

Council in the formation of plans, programmes and strategies to provide for retail and 

leisure facilities.  Thus, the study has to reflect the Government’s requirements, as set out 

in PPS4 and PPS12 (which are discussed in Section 2 of our report).   

1.2 The Study Brief sets out ten key tasks for the study, summarised as follows: 

� Provide a context for the Retail and Leisure Study (RLS) 

Provide an understanding of retailing and leisure facilities provision and the current 

and probable future state of the retail and leisure property markets in Teignbridge 

� A Survey of residents, shoppers and visitors to Town Centres 

Identify how Town Centres are currently perceived and how they are used in the day, 

in the evening and at night time 

� Health check of Town Centres 

Assess the current vitality and viability of Town Centres 

� Needs assessment for new floorspace for retail, leisure and other main Town Centre 

uses 

� Assess quantitative needs (goods based approach) and qualitative needs for retail, 

and leisure provision at the main settlements and in rural areas for the period to 2031 

� Local retail provision on the south western edge of Exeter 

Indicate potential local retail provision requirements to serve 2,500 dwellings on the 

south western edge of Exeter 

� Defining the extent of the Town Centre areas, and also primary and secondary 

frontages 

Define the extent of Town Centre area, and also primary and secondary frontages 

� Opportunities for improving the evening and night time economy in Town Centres 

� Identify opportunities for improving the evening and night time economy in Town 

Centres 

� The role of the Newton Abbot SSCT as a retail and leisure centre and its relationship 

with the retail and leisure economies of Torbay, Exeter and Plymouth 

Identify the strategic role and function of the Newton Abbot SSCT as a centre for retail 

and leisure activity 

� Out of town concentration of retail units and commercial leisure and associated uses 

at the A38 Drumbridges junction 
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Identify the current and future role and function of the concentration of retail units, 

commercial leisure and associated uses at the A38 Drumbridges junction, its 

catchment and relationship with other retail and commercial leisure centres 

� Key Stakeholder Workshop 

To gain a greater understanding of local issues affecting the supply and need for retail 

floorspace and leisure facilities through feedback from key stakeholders with an 

interest in Teignbridge 

Context Context Context Context     

1.3 Section 8 of the brief identifies some of the context to our study and it refers to the need to 

provide an up to date evidence base to inform the preparation of the Teignbridge Local 

Development Framework and to provide information to assist in up to date understanding 

of town centre and retail issues in Teignbridge. 

1.4 Teignbridge District Council is currently preparing a Core Strategy, which, when adopted, 

will provide planning policy for the period up to 2031. The Core Strategy is currently at an 

early stage in preparation, with a timetabled adoption date of March 2012.  

1.5 In addition to providing evidence for the Core Strategy and other LDDs the RLS will assist 

in the preparation and delivery of the: 

� Council’s Corporate Plan 

� Teignbridge Community Strategy 

� AMR and regional monitoring 

� Economic Development and Tourism Strategy 

� Dartmoor National Park Development Management and Delivery DPD 

1.6 A retail study was completed for the Council in 2006 and included forecast requirements 

for the period to 2016. The study was prepared prior to the increased growth rates set out 

by the Proposed Changes Regional Spatial Strategy and did not consider requirements 

relating to leisure.  

1.7 The change in the economic climate and the limitations of the previous study as set out 

above mean that the Council has needed to commission a new study to robustly inform its 

future retail and town centre strategy.   

1.8 This study is compliant with the requirement, as set out in Policy EC1 of Planning Policy 

Statement 4 (PPS4) 2009, to prepare a robust evidence including an assessment of the 

need for retail and leisure floorspace and the capacity of centres to accommodate this. 

Structure of the remainder of the reportStructure of the remainder of the reportStructure of the remainder of the reportStructure of the remainder of the report    

1.9 The remainder of our report is structured as follows: 

� Section 2 provides a résumé of the requirements of national and regional policies in 

so far as they relate to Town Centres, the location of retail and leisure development 

and the test of soundness in the PPS12 
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� Section 3 provides our qualitative analysis of the current performance of town centres 

in Teignbridge 

� Section 4 provides our analysis of the current patterns of retail and leisure spending, 

drawing on the telephone survey of households. 

� Section 5 provides our analysis of quantitative and qualitative needs in the retail and 

leisure sectors in the period up to 2031 

� Section 6 assesses the scope for additional commercial, leisure and cultural facilities 

� Section 7 sets out our alternative strategies and recommendations to the Council.  

� Appendices (separate document), as follows: 

� Appendix 1 - Healthchecks data 

� Appendix 2 – Teignbridge in centre pedestrian survey  

� Appendix 3 - Stakeholder consultation 

� Appendix 4 - National trends in the retail and leisure sectors 

� Appendix 5 – Assessment of tourism expenditure 

� Appendix 6 – Policy Review 

� Appendix 7 – Town centre boundary and frontages maps 

� Appendix 8 - Glossary 

1.10 The main report is accompanied by two separate volumes which comprise: 

� Volume 2: Market Share, Spending Patterns and Retail Floorspace Tables 

(comparison, convenience & leisure) 

� Reports by NEMS Market Research, entitled: 

� Teignbridge Household Survey 

� Teignbridge on street pedestrian survey 

� Teignbridge on street pedestrian counts 
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2222 POLICY REVIPOLICY REVIPOLICY REVIPOLICY REVIEWEWEWEW    

2.1 The following chapter details the policy context within which this study is set.  A more 

detailed review can be found in Appendix 6.   

PPS12 PPS12 PPS12 PPS12     

2.2 PPS12 introduces a “test of soundness” for the development of the Council’s Local 

Development Framework, in particular the Core Strategy Development Plan Document.  

The “test of soundness” is as follows: 

� To be “sound” a Core Strategy should be justified, effective and consistent with 

national policy. 

� “Justified” means that the document must be: founded on a robust and credible 

evidence base the most appropriate strategy when considered against reasonable 

alternatives. 

� “Effective” means that the document must be: deliverable, flexible and able to be 

monitored.” 

PPS4PPS4PPS4PPS4    

2.3 Planning Policy Statement 4: Planning for Sustainable Economic Growth (PPS4) was 

published in December 2009 and replaces previous guidance contained in Planning 

Policy Guidance Note 4: Industrial, commercial development and small firms (PPG4, 

1992) and Planning Policy Statement 6: Planning for Town Centres (PPS6, 2005).   

2.4 The Government’s objective as set out in PPS4 is to achieve sustainable economic 

growth by:  

� Building prosperous communities by improving the economic performance of cities, 

towns, regions, sub regions and local areas  

� Reducing the gap in economic growth rates between regions, promoting regeneration 

and tackling deprivation 

� Delivering more sustainable patterns of development 

� Promoting the vitality and viability of town and other centres as important places for 

communities  

� Raising the quality of life and the environment in rural areas by promoting thriving, 

inclusive and locally distinctive rural communities  

2.5 Policies EC3 to EC5 are plan making policies regarding town and other centres.  Regional 

Planning Bodies (RPBs) and Local Planning Authorities (LPAs) are required to: 

� Set out a strategy for the management and growth of centres over the plan period 

� Promote competitive town centre environments and provide consumer choice, 

� Identify a range of sites to accommodate identified need 
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PracticePracticePracticePractice    gggguidanceuidanceuidanceuidance    

2.6 Planning for town centres: practice guidance on need, impact and the sequential 

approach was published in December 2009 alongside PPS4.  It supports the 

implementation of national policy, but does not set out new policy.  The main objectives of 

the Practice Guidance are: 

� To promote development in Town Centres. 

� To provide advice on preparing need and impact assessments and assist in 

determining planning applications. 

� To illustrate how sequential approach can be applied. 

� To encourage a greater degree of consistency and transparency to assist in 

preparation of need and impact assessments. 

2.7 The Practice Guidance states that consideration of need, sequential site assessments 

and impact assessments should be undertaken regionally to inform the RSS and locally to 

prepare the LDF.   It recognises the importance of identifying need, both quantitative and 

qualitative.  Throughout this study we have taken into account the principles set out in the 

Practice Guidance. 

Competition commission’s investigation of the UK grocery mCompetition commission’s investigation of the UK grocery mCompetition commission’s investigation of the UK grocery mCompetition commission’s investigation of the UK grocery marketarketarketarket    

2.8 The Competition Commission published the findings of its investigation of the UK grocery 

market in April 2008.  The Commission’s key recommendations are that: 

The Department of Communities and Local Government (CLG) should take such steps as 

are necessary to make the Office of Fair Trading (OFT) a statutory consultee for all 

applications for grocery stores in excess of 1,000 Sqm sales area (including applications 

for extensions which would cause the post-implementation sales area to exceed 1,000 

Sqm). 

2.9 The OFT should provide advice to the LPA on whether a particular retailer has passed or 

failed a ‘competition test’.  A grocery retailer would fail the test if: 

� it was not a new entrant to the local area (defined by a ten minute drive time); and  

� the total number of fascias in the local area were three or fewer; and  

� the retailer would have 60 per cent or more of the groceries sales area in the local 

area.  

2.10 However, Tesco asked for a judicial review over the test drawn up by the Competition 

Commission.  The appeal was overruled in March 2009 by the Competition Appeal 

Tribunal (CAT).  Mr Justice Barling, Head of The CAT, explained ‘The CC failed properly 

to consider certain matters which were relevant to its recommendation that the 

competition test be imposed. None of the matters in question could be dismissed as 

incapable of affecting the commission’s recommendation.’  

2.11 As things stand, there is no competition test per se within Government guidance.  

However, the principles of competition are important and are already recognised within 
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PPS4.  Thus in preparing this study, we have carefully considered how competition can 

be improved within the District.   

The requirements of the current and emerging Regional and Sub The requirements of the current and emerging Regional and Sub The requirements of the current and emerging Regional and Sub The requirements of the current and emerging Regional and Sub 
Regional policy Regional policy Regional policy Regional policy     

Regional planning gRegional planning gRegional planning gRegional planning guidance 10uidance 10uidance 10uidance 10    

2.12 The current Regional Spatial Strategy is Regional Planning Guidance 10 (RPG10) 

published in 2001. It provides a broad development strategy for the South West Region 

up to 2016. The RSS presents a vision and 12 key objectives which include improving 

economic competitiveness; promoting economic development in locations where it can 

best contribute to meeting local needs; addressing variations in prosperity through 

regeneration, meeting people’s requirements for jobs and facilities; and improving 

accessibility. They are based around national sustainability objectives and are 

generalised in nature and as such are of limited benefit to the local-level policy approach.  

2.13 RPG10 presents a number of policies pertinent to retail and Town Centre uses in 

Teignbridge, which is classified within the Central Sub-Region.  In particular, the RPG 

seeks to develop the local economic and service functions of towns and direct rural 

development to towns within rural areas and limit the expansion of out of town shopping 

destinations.  

2.14 In particular Policy EC6 outlines a range of more specific provisions in relation to Town 

Centres and the location of retail development.  Policy EC6 advises that LPAs should: 

� Locate larger retail, leisure, commercial and public facilities in the centres of the 

Primary Urban Areas and in other designated centres for growth specified in the 

spatial strategy;  

� Encourage developments of an appropriate scale in the market towns and larger 

settlements;  

� Ensure that such development is located where it will contribute to the regeneration 

and environmental improvement of Town Centres;  

� Ensure the protection of the vitality and viability of existing centres, including suburban 

centres, and  

� Ensure that development is located where it can help to reduce the need to travel, 

encourage journeys by modes other than the private car.  

EmerginEmerginEmerginEmerging regional spatial sg regional spatial sg regional spatial sg regional spatial strategy for the South Westtrategy for the South Westtrategy for the South Westtrategy for the South West    

2.15 The Regional Spatial Strategy (RSS) will provide planning guidance for the South West 

for the period up to 2026. Its aim is to manage the change and development in the South 

West that will be needed to support a growing population and economy. The RSS will 

inform and guide the spatial planning policy for Local Development Frameworks (LDFs). 

2.16 The South West Regional Assembly (SWRA) approved the draft RSS in March 2006. The 

Examination in Public (EiP) was held between April and July 2007 and the independent 

Panel’s Report was published in January 2008. The Proposed Changes were published 
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by the Secretary of State on 22nd July and were subjected to a three month public 

consultation period.  The RSS was due to be published in June 2009, but has been further 

delayed; a new date has yet to be confirmed.   

2.17 In Teignbridge the Proposed Changes to Draft RSS Dwelling Numbers has proposed 

provision for 15,900 new dwellings in the period to 2026. This includes 8,000 within 

Newton Abbot which has now been designated as a Strategically Significant Town or City 

(SSCT) within the Teignbridge Growth Point.  

Devon structure pDevon structure pDevon structure pDevon structure plan lan lan lan     

2.18 The current Structure Plan guidance covering Teignbridge is the Devon Structure Plan 

Review (hereon in referred to as the Structure Plan), which was adopted in October 2004 

and runs to 2016.   

2.19 As part of the changes outlined in the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004, 

Structure Plans are to be replaced by the Regional Spatial Strategies as noted above. 

However as the new RSS is yet to be formally adopted, and the existing RPG does not 

pay sufficient consideration to some land use policy areas, the Structure Plan remains a 

statutory policy document. Under the changes outlined in the Planning and Compulsory 

Purchase Act Structure Plans were to cease validity on 27th September 2007, however all 

policies in the Structure Plan have been ‘saved’ beyond this date following a Secretary of 

State direction.   

2.20 The Structure Plan highlights the significance of the retail industry to the Devon economy, 

but also notes the importance that retailing has in providing a community service.  To fulfil 

this service role, there is a need to ensure that Town Centres continue to be vibrant and 

viable economic centres.  To this end, there are four policies that govern retail 

development in Devon.   

2.21 These include a policy advocating a sequential approach to planning for retail facilities; a 

policy to maintain and enhance centres’ roles within the settlement hierarchy; a policy to 

direct the location of retail warehousing; and a policy to support retail facilities in rural 

areas. 

Local pLocal pLocal pLocal planlanlanlan    

2.22 The Teignbridge Local Plan was adopted in October 1996, and relates only to the part of 

the District outside of Dartmoor National Park.  As part of the changes outlined in the 

Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 Local Plans are to be replaced by Local 

Development Frameworks.  During the transitory period it has been agreed with the 

Secretary of State that certain policies are ‘saved’ and so still relevant to the planning 

process.  Within Dartmoor National Park, policies in the Core Strategy and a saved Local 

Plan policy apply to retail and service delivery. 

2.23 There are seven saved Teignbridge policies in relation to shopping. These are governed 

by the objectives to: 
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a) Concentrate any future shopping development in town and village centres in order to 

protect their viability and vitality as shopping centres and in order to reduce reliance 

on the private car. 

b) To seek ways in which existing shopping areas can be improved, maintained and 

revitalised. 

c) Support provision of individual shops in existing and future residential areas and in 

rural areas.    

2.24 To this end the policies generally aim to protect and enhance the primary shopping areas 

in Newton Abbot, Teignmouth and Dawlish, the shopping areas in Bovey Tracey and 

Chudleigh and town and village centres elsewhere.   

2.25 Two Teignbridge policies have been saved in relation to Town Centres, these aim to 

encourage improvements to town and village centres.  The two saved policies detail 

various schemes in Newton Abbot and Teignmouth, many of which have now been 

implemented. 

Emerging Teignbridge LDFEmerging Teignbridge LDFEmerging Teignbridge LDFEmerging Teignbridge LDF    

2.26 New plan documents are being prepared for the Teignbridge Local Development 

Framework 2006-2031. The content and timetable for preparing the Teignbridge Local 

Development Framework 2006-2031 are included in the Third Revised Teignbridge Local 

Development Scheme (LDS). 

2.27 In addition to the Core Strategy the Council is preparing Area Action Plans for Newton 

Abbot and Edge of Exeter and a site allocations plan. All these documents are at an early 

stage in plan production. The RLS will be used to inform their preparation. 

Emerging Dartmoor National Park LDFEmerging Dartmoor National Park LDFEmerging Dartmoor National Park LDFEmerging Dartmoor National Park LDF    

2.28 The Dartmoor National Park Core Strategy was adopted in April 2008.  The next local 

development document to be prepared, the Development Management and Delivery 

DPD, will set out detailed policies covering services and shopping provision within that 

part of Teignbridge lying within the National Park. 
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3333 ASSESSMENTASSESSMENTASSESSMENTASSESSMENT    OF OF OF OF TOWN CENTRETOWN CENTRETOWN CENTRETOWN CENTRE    
PERFORMANCEPERFORMANCEPERFORMANCEPERFORMANCE    

Performance analysis Performance analysis Performance analysis Performance analysis ----    the PPSthe PPSthe PPSthe PPS4444    indicators indicators indicators indicators     

3.1 Our analysis of the performance of Teignbridge’s Town Centres, (namely Newton Abbot, 

Teignmouth, Dawlish, Ashburton, Bovey Tracey, Buckfastleigh, Chudleigh), has involved 

an appraisal of each centre in relation to the key indicators of vitality and viability, as 

identified in Annex D of PPS4.  Thus, appraisal of each centre has involved:  

� On-foot surveys 

� Desk research, so as to benchmark the study centres against a range of comparator 

centres1, and 

� Consultations with commercial retail agents operating in the Teignbridge area, as well 

as town centre managers and pedestrian shoppers. 

3.2 In each centre we undertake a performance assessment using the Local Plan-defined 

centre and frontages. However it is worth noting that some of the performance 

assessment data is sourced from third party information (for example, Experian Goad), 

and the boundaries of the centres used in these assessments may not correlate fully with 

the Local Plan-defined boundary. It is also worth stating the amount of published data 

which is used to inform the performance assessment is limited for the smaller settlements. 

We have thus supported the published information with qualitative assessments of each 

centre, and, where appropriate, discussions with local stakeholders2.  

3.3 The detailed quantitative data, which informs our analysis of performance of the centres, 

are set out in Appendix 1 of this report. 

                                                           
1
 The comparator centres used are centres in neighbouring Local Authority Areas, especially those of 
Exeter, Plymouth, and Torquay.  
2
 A full list of local stakeholders consulted is provided at Appendix 

2
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Newton Abbot Newton Abbot Newton Abbot Newton Abbot Town CentreTown CentreTown CentreTown Centre    
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Introduction and Introduction and Introduction and Introduction and ccccontextontextontextontext    

3.4 Newton Abbot is Teignbridge’s primary market town. Situated to the south of the District 

the town is reasonably well connected, being adjacent to the A380 which runs south to 

Torbay and North to the A38/M5 motorway (Exeter and beyond). The A383 provides easy 

road access to the A38 for westbound connections to Plymouth and Cornwall and the 

A382 for connections north to Bovey Tracey and Drumbridges. The edge of centre town 

station is on the main line with regular services to Cornwall, London/Birmingham and 

beyond. As the largest of the District’s settlements, Newton Abbot provides the greatest 

retail offer in Teignbridge, with a number of higher-order retailers, services and facilities. 

3.5 Newton Abbot has a population of around 25,000 people in the town, which is around 19 

per cent of the Teignbridge total population. However, the town’s immediate catchment 

includes the urban areas of Kingsteignton, Kingskerswell and Ogwell Cross. Collectively 

this area has a population of around 41,5003 where functional linkages between 

employment and commuting unite the three settlements.  

3.6 Demographic forecasts for the District identify a growth in population by 23 per cent up to 

2029, which is above the rate expected for the South West Region and England. 

Demographically, the projections show a general decline in the share of children and the 

working age (above 30 years old) and an increasing share of young adults (aged 20 to 29) 

and a rapid increase in the number of residents over 60.   

3.7 Emerging issues from the Regional Spatial Strategy indicate that Newton Abbot will be the 

focus for growth in the district for both housing and employment. As a Strategically 

Significant City and Town, the RSS policy for Newton Abbot stipulates a need for 8,000 

dwellings and an additional 6,500 employee jobs. 

3.8 The aim is to attract significant additional growth which will enhance the town’s role as an 

employment and service centre and increase self-containment levels. The proposed 

levels of growth will require the town to maximise its urban capacity coupled with mixed 

use urban extensions.    

Town CentreTown CentreTown CentreTown Centre    aaaassessssessssessssessmentmentmentment    

3.9 Herein the following sections look at the performance of Newton Abbot’s Town Centre. 

However, there are a number of additional retail facilities in out-of-town locations. For 

convenience there are two additional supermarkets which provide a significant amount of 

convenience floorspace for the town, these are Tesco on Newton Road and Sainsbury’s 

at Penn Inn roundabout. For comparison retailing there is a freestanding B&Q store on 

Jetty Marsh Road and two adjacent retail parks on Newton Road and Greenhill Way. The 

retail parks have a number of high profile warehouse style units, including representation 

from: Halfords; Matalan; Brantano; Homemaker; Richleys; Homebase and; Fairway 

Furniture. 

                                                           
3
 Population and statistics relating to Newton Abbot are taken from RTP’s current Teignbridge 
Employment Land Review study and comprise the following wards areas: Bradley, Buckland and Milber, 
Bushell, College, Kerswell-with-Combe, Kingsteignton East and Kingsteignton West. 
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Retail Retail Retail Retail rrrrankingsankingsankingsankings    

3.10 Management Horizons Europe’s (MHE) UK Shopping Index ranks the trading 

performance of all major retail centres in the UK. The index includes all major city, town 

and district centres in the UK as well as other retail parks and outlet centres. Newton 

Abbot Town Centre is ranked 249th in the 2008 UK index; its ranking has remained steady 

since the mid 1990’s and has actually improved slightly from a ranking of 270 in 2003/04. 

It is also worth noting that Kingsteignton appears on the Index with a ranking of 754. The 

ranking refers to the two retail parks at Newton Road Retail Park and Greenhill Way.  

Newton Abbot is classified as a Major District retail centre, while the retail parks at 

Kingsteignton are classed as Minor District retail facilities. Within the District, Newton 

Abbot attains the highest MHE ranking, followed by Kingsteignton, Teignmouth (1,139th), 

Dawlish (1,789th), Ashburton (3,120th), Buckfastleigh (3,575th), Bovey Tracey (3,575th), 

Chudleigh (3,870th), Moretonhampstead (4,226th), Exminster (5,720th) and Shaldon 

(5,720th).  

Diversity of Diversity of Diversity of Diversity of uuuusessessesses    

3.11 Figure 1 (map) and Table 2 of Appendix 1 illustrate the diversity of retail uses in Newton 

Abbot Town Centre. This is based upon the Goad plan of August 2008, which has been 

updated to reflect any changes observed during RTP site visits in May 2009. It can be 

observed that the centre contains a total of 271 units, which includes convenience and 

comparison A1 units, services (A1, A2, A3 and A5 uses) and miscellaneous uses such as 

employment centres, post offices, information and vacant units.  It should be noted that 

this does not include the individual stores located within the market. 

Convenience goods 

3.12 Convenience uses make up 24 units within the Town Centre equating to 9 per cent, which 

is about average for Town Centres in Great Britain. However when considering the total 

convenience floorspace (14,840sqm or 25 per cent of Town Centre floorspace), provision 

is above the national average of 17 per cent of total floorspace.  The Town Centre Goad 

plan for Newton Abbot includes the edge-of-centre ASDA supermarket but does not 

account for the large Tesco store on Newton Road and the Sainsbury’s supermarket at 

Penn Inn roundabout.  

3.13 The centre contains representation from five of the six convenience goods sub-categories 

(butchers, Bakers, greengrocers & fishmongers, grocery and frozen foods, off-licences 

and tobacconists & newsagents), with off-licences being the one exception. The Town 

Centre convenience offer is dominated by ASDA but also has competition from 

Somerfield, located on Market Walk and Iceland on Courtenay Street.  

Comparison goods 

3.14 There are 127 comparison A1 retail outlets, equivalent to 47 per cent of units in the 

centre. When comparing the figures in terms of comparison floorspace provision (26,600 

Sqm), Newton Abbot has marginally less comparison floorspace as a percentage of all 

uses compared to the national average. There is presence from all 16 of the Goad 

comparison sub-categories (see Table 2 in Appendix 1 for list) in the Town Centre.  
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3.15 In terms of store numbers the greatest number is given over to ‘electrical, home 

entertainment, telephone and video’ shops (18 stores), 7 of which are for mobile phone 

shops. There are 17 charity shops, 16 booksellers/art/stationers, 12 furniture and carpet 

shops, 12 charity shops and 11 chemists/opticians. 

3.16 Clothing stores tend to be under-represented in the Town Centre, especially women’s 

clothing for which there are 7 stores, an under-representation of 2.5 percentage points 

from the GB average. The town has just one men’s clothing store.  

3.17 In general the Town Centre has a good mix of retailers and is anchored by Austins, a local 

independent department store, who operate 4 stores in a series of larger units and a 

furniture store within the Town Centre. The multiple operator representation tends to be 

from the mid to low end, with retailers such as Evans, New Look, Peacocks and Dorothy 

Perkins.  

3.18 The town’s core retail area comprises Courtenay Street, with a strong secondary influence 

within the covered Market Walk/Square, which is a 1970s scheme connecting the bus 

station and multi-storey car park to the prime shopping offer at Courtenay Street. The 

Local Plan primary shopping frontages include both Courtenay Street, Market 

Walk/Square and the west end of Queen Street. The town has numerous multiple 

retailers, including amongst others: Boots, WH Smith, Argos, the Body Shop, Specsavers, 

Marks & Spencer, Waterstones, Carpet Right and several national mobile phone retailers.     

3.19 Queen Street offers around 46 comparison retail units in one long stretch which connects 

from the bottom of Courtenay Street (primary shopping area) to the station. The units on 

Queen Street are small and support a good range of independent retailers, which mainly 

provide for local needs but are nonetheless a valuable addition to the town’s comparison 

offer. 

Services 

3.20 There are 89 service uses in the Town Centre, which amounts to one third of all units and 

sits in-line with the average for GB. Within the services sector the main sub-uses are for 

‘restaurants, cafes and fast food take-aways’ and ‘hairdressers, beauty parlours & health 

centres’ for which there are 32 and 23 units respectively. Although public houses do not 

appear in the Goad listings, we note that there are few public houses in the Town Centre; 

however there are three notable clusters along the perimeter, particularly on East Street, 

Queen Street and Market Street. In total there are 16 public houses. We also note that 

there is good provision for café and take-away A3 use along Queen Street. 

Proportion of vacant street level property  

3.21 At the time of the on-foot surveys there were 27 vacant units in Newton Abbot, compared 

to 20 when the Goad assessment was undertaken in August 2008.  Vacant units comprise 

10 per cent of the total units in the centre; however despite the increase over the last year 

this is still below the national average of 13 per cent. We also note that the national 

average figure provided by Goad may be artificially low and not representative of the 

numerous retailers that have gone into administration in the last 12 months. A plan 
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showing the location of vacant units in the Town Centre can be found in Figure 1 of 

Appendix 1.   

3.22 Overall there has been a net increase of 7 vacant units or 35 per cent since August 2008. 

Three of the units that were vacant in August 2008 have been filled. One of these was 

filled by an independent print shop and an Indian take-away on Queen Street and a 

vacant unit on Union Street has been filled by a music shop. A number of other new units 

within the town have taken over from units that were previously occupied. They include a 

book shop, another printing shop, a florist, a new restaurant (replacing the Meze Taverna 

in Market Square) and a tanning studio.   

3.23 Around half of the units that are presently vacant are located on Queen Street (12 units), 

while a relatively high number of vacancies are clustered around Market Walk/Square (5 

units).  

Operator Operator Operator Operator ddddemandemandemandemand    

3.24 FOCUS’ Town Centre reports for retailer requirements show that there are currently 11 

operator requirements from comparison retailers (January 2009). Collectively the 

aggregate operator demand ranges from a minimum of 6,801sqm to a maximum of 

23,054sqm. This includes a couple of requirements from mid-end retailers such as 

Monsoon Accessorize and Desire by Debenhams which is seen to be a positive sign and 

one which adds to the clothing sub-sectors. There are also a number of requirements 

from discount stores such as TK Maxx, Poundland, TJ Hughes, and 99p Store.  

3.25 During the period from 2003 to 2007, Newton Abbot consistently had requirements from 

25-30 operators; however demand has dropped down to 11 requirements in January 2009 

(the most recent record). Other comparator centres show a similar pattern as retailers 

have been withdrawing their interest nationally during the recession as economic 

performance, consumer confidence and thus retail trading has deteriorated.  

3.26 Retail property agents comment that Courtenay Street generally has good retailer 

requirements as it provides the main walk through the town and offers the bigger units 

which are of interest to larger national retailers. Generally the requirements come from 

multiples, with inquiries from local independents for secondary units, with little take up at 

present. There also seems to be a level of interest for A3 uses in the Town Centre to 

complement the Town Centre’s comparison offer. Agents also feel that there is limited 

demand from warehouse retail operators who tend to look for locations in Exeter, Torquay 

and Plymouth. 

The The The The rrrretail etail etail etail pppproperty roperty roperty roperty oooofferfferfferffer    

3.27 The mean floorspace requirement from the 9 comparison operators on the FOCUS 

listings is for 1,659sqm, whereas the mean floorspace of all existing comparison retail 

units in the Town Centre is 211sqm, indicating that there is a significant shortfall in larger 

units. This assessment may be slightly biased, as demand from local operators is unlikely 

to be registered on the FOCUS database thus underestimating the requirements for 

smaller units. 
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3.28 The average vacant unit size is presently 136sqm (based upon the unit sizes provided in 

the Goad plan); thereby negating interest from some of the national comparison retailers 

identified through the FOCUS listings. The largest ‘prime pitch’ vacancy is the former 

Adams (children’s wear) store on Market Walk (210sqm), which fits the size requirements 

for both Phones 4 U and Monsoon Accessorize.    

3.29 Despite availability of a variety of stores and locations - albeit somewhat smaller than the 

desired requirement - it may be that national comparison retailers will refrain from opening 

new stores until economic performance and consumer spending increases. 

3.30 One retail agent felt that the Market Walk scheme was under-performing, partly due to the 

strong competition on Courtenay Street and the poor physical fabric of the development, 

and also because of the poor linkages, whereby shoppers use Market Walk as a transit to 

the bus station and car park more than a primary shopping area.  

Prime Prime Prime Prime rrrretail etail etail etail yyyyieldsieldsieldsields    

3.31 Retail premises yields can be considered an efficient measure of the confidence of 

investors in the long term profitability of the Town Centre for retailing and other 

commercial developments. The yield is calculated by dividing the capital value of the 

property by the annual rental value: the lower the yield the greater the level of investor 

confidence in a centre. Information on prime retail yields is published twice-yearly by the 

Government’s Valuation Office. Information is available for the main centres in 

Teignbridge and comparator towns within the South Devon area (data and graphs 

provided in Appendix 1).  

3.32 Retail yields in Newton Abbot have dropped from a high of 8.5 per cent in 2001, falling to 

8 per cent and then 7 per cent to a current yield of 6.5 per cent in 2008. We note that 

between 2007 and early 2008 the yield dropped to a low of 5.5 per cent. This indicates 

ongoing investor confidence and hence a shortening of investor return. Newton Abbot’s 

yield is broadly comparable to Town Centres such Torquay (6 per cent) and Paignton (7 

per cent), however nearby Exeter has the strongest retail yield in the sub-region of 5 per 

cent.   

Prime zPrime zPrime zPrime zone A one A one A one A sssshopping hopping hopping hopping rrrrentsentsentsents    

3.33 Changes in prime retail rents are listed by PPS4 as a further effective indicator of the 

vitality and viability of the town. Rental data is published in FOCUS’ commercial property 

database. We have also discussed rental values with a number of retail agents. 

3.34 Zone A rental values for Newton Abbot are available up to June 2008 and thus, do not 

necessarily reflect the recent changes in economic circumstance. However, since 2001, 

rental values for zone A properties have increased steadily from £538 per Sqm to £753 

per Sqm in 2008. Rental values in Newton Abbot compare favourably to those in Paignton 

(£538 per Sqm), while the rates are marginally higher in Torquay (£968). Plymouth and 

Exeter attain significantly higher prime zone A rents at £1,937 and £2,421 per Sqm 

respectively. 

3.35 Commercial property agents were able to inform the study further, stating that rental 

values have been static in the last few years and have been dropping in the last year as a 
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repercussion of the recession. The rental market is very much in favour of the retailers at 

present, where they can negotiate the best rates with landlords, often looking for the best 

value location across many towns.  

3.36 In addition, commercial property agents observe that rental values tend to fall off 

considerably as you get further away from Courtenay Street, with rental values in the 

region of £220 per Sqm towards the end of Queen Street.     

Pedestrian fPedestrian fPedestrian fPedestrian flowslowslowslows    

3.37 Pedestrian flow counts were undertaken at twelve locations in Newton Abbot Town Centre 

over three days between Wednesday 20th May and Saturday 23rd May; this allowed for a 

mixture of weekday and weekend counts.  The pedestrian counts were undertaken by 

NEMS Market Research; the location of the flow counts are listed below and detailed on 

Figure 3.1. 

1. 175 Queens Street, D&S Sewing Machines  

2. 78a Queens Street, Entrance to Daves Barber 

3. 45 Queen Street, The Courtney Pub 

4. 1 Union Street, SES Recruitment 

5. 6 Bridge House, Courtney Street, Tourist Information 

6. 30 Courtney Street, WH Smiths 

7. Market Walk, Bodyshop 

8. 28 Market Walk, Somerfield 

9. Courtney Street, Austins (homeware) 

10. 11 Wolborough Street, Magpies Gifts 

11. 2-3 East Street, Newton Gallery 

12. 19 Bank Street, Animals in Distress 
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Figure Figure Figure Figure 3333....1111        Indexed Indexed Indexed Indexed ppppedestrian edestrian edestrian edestrian ccccount for Newton Abbotount for Newton Abbotount for Newton Abbotount for Newton Abbot    

 

Legend for index scoreLegend for index scoreLegend for index scoreLegend for index score 

    

Table Table Table Table 3333....1111    Pedestrian cPedestrian cPedestrian cPedestrian count in Newton Abbot 2009ount in Newton Abbot 2009ount in Newton Abbot 2009ount in Newton Abbot 2009    

Location Location Location Location 

NumberNumberNumberNumber    
LocationLocationLocationLocation    

Weds Weds Weds Weds     

20202020
thththth    MayMayMayMay    

FriFriFriFri    

22222222
ndndndnd    MayMayMayMay    

SatSatSatSat    

23232323
rdrdrdrd    MayMayMayMay    TotalTotalTotalTotal    IndexIndexIndexIndex    

Averages for Averages for Averages for Averages for Five Minute PeriodFive Minute PeriodFive Minute PeriodFive Minute Period    

1 
175 Queens Street, D&S Sewing 

Machines 
15 3 7 25 7 

2 
78a Queens Street, Entrance to Daves 

Barber 
51 19 20 90 26 

3 45 Queen Street, The Courtney Pub 114 50 61 225 65 

4 1 Union Street, SES Recruitment 41 19 17 77 22 

5 
6 Bridge House - Courtney Street, 

Tourist Information 
40 22 23 85 25 

6 30 Courtney Street, WH Smiths 147 98 100 345 100 

7 4 Market Walk, Bodyshop 95 74 75 244 71 

8 28 Market Walk, Somerfield 80 65 69 214 62 

9 6 Courtney Street, Austins (homeware) 79 78 77 233 68 

10 11 Wolborough Street, MagpiesGifts 29 25 29 83 24 

11 2-3 East Street, Newton Gallery 25 28 30 82 24 

12 19 Bank Street, Animals in Distress 47 50 55 151 44 

 

 0 – 25    26 - 50 

 

 

 51 – 75    76 - 100 
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3.38 The busiest location in Newton Abbot was outside WH Smiths on Courtney Street, this 

was followed by 4 Market Walk and 45 Queen Street.  There is a pronounced difference in 

the pedestrian flows between the majority of locations and the five locations of 175 Queen 

Street, 78a Queen Street, 11 Wolborough Street, 2-3 East Street and 6 Bridge Street.  

These locations are peripheral to the main areas of activity which span a wide area from 

Courtney Street, along Queen Street and up into Market Walk. 

3.39 In all but three locations the busiest day was Wednesday, coinciding with one of the 

outdoor markets and the livestock market on a Wednesday. 

TrafficTrafficTrafficTraffic    

3.40 The Town Centre benefits from a pedestrianised public realm scheme around 

Wolborough Street, Bank Street and all along Courtenay Street.  At the time of the visit 

there were no serious traffic problems, however Queen Street would benefit from some 

remodelling. At present Queen Street has a one-way system (running east to west) for 

cars and a single line of on-street parking. This makes the street busy and makes it 

difficult for drivers to see pedestrians crossing the road and vice versa. The paving along 

Queen Street is narrow, which detracts from the shopping environment, making it difficult 

for people with buggies and when concentrations of shoppers are on the street. 

3.41 The main through flow of traffic bypasses the Town Centre along East Street and around 

the outer edge of ASDA to Halcyon Road. This seems to work reasonably well and has 

little impact on Town Centre shopping. There is restricted access allowing entry only to  

bus services along Highweek Way. The bus interchange is located on Sherborne Road, 

an edge of centre location.   

State of State of State of State of Town CentreTown CentreTown CentreTown Centre    environmental quality environmental quality environmental quality environmental quality     

3.42 The town has a mixed public realm environment. The main points can be summarised as 

follows: 

� A new, high quality, public realm scheme around St Leonard’s Tower, encompassing 

Wolborough Street and Bank Street. With a wide pedstrianised street scene, the area 

forms one of the main public open spaces in the Town Centre 

� The public realm along Courtenay Street is fair, although the paving fabric and 

benches look tired. Cluttered signs and street furniture detract from the shopping 

environment. Presence of trees and greenery along Courtenay Street is a positive 

addition to the town and helps to break up the brick and concrete surroundings 

� Courtenay Street comprises a complete mix of architectural styles ranging from 

Victorian era to the present day. Although not a negative attribute, the main shopping 

area lacks distinctiveness 

� Queen Street can be busy at times and the narrow paving does not assist pedestrian 

flow. There is a variety of shop frontages along Queen Street with a mix of age, style 

and quality.  

� At present there is no signage scheme within the Town Centre 
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� Market Walk/Square is looking dated and would benefit from a refurbishment in order 

to increase the vitality and viability of the scheme. The Market Hall however has 

recently undergone an internal refurbishment with some modest external 

improvements 

� St Leonard’s Tower and the Library are the two main architectural attractions in the 

town, adding character and enhancing the public realm. 

Crime and SafetyCrime and SafetyCrime and SafetyCrime and Safety    

3.43 Crime and perceptions of crime influence the attractiveness of an area for investment. 

High rates of crime can influence retailers directly for example; through increased 

inventory shrinkage, and a need for greater security, as well as indirectly, for example; 

through the loss of customers as people choose alternative centres due to fear of crime. 

3.44 According to the Devon & Cornwall Police4, the level of crime in Teignbridge District is 

average compared with the rest of Devon and Cornwall and the average number of crimes 

for Sep-Nov 2009 represents a 14.5% decrease from the same three month period in 

2008. 

3.45 According to the 2008 British Crime Survey, 56% of Devon & Cornwall residents have 

high or excellent confidence in the local police5.  This is slightly higher than for the South 

West (54%) and England % Wales (53%). 

3.46 Crime reduction work at Teignbridge Council is completed under the umbrella of the 

South Devon and Dartmoor Crime and Disorder Reduction Partnership (CDRP) and co-

ordinated by a Community Safety team. In the past year Teignbridge has, among other 

initiatives, worked to achieve anti-social behaviour and run multiple campaigns aimed at 

raising awareness of crime and offering useful advice to residents.  Results from 

Teignbridge Council's annual satisfaction survey of local residents shows that people's 

fear of crime is dropping. 

3.47 Among the long-standing initiatives which help keep local crime down is a Community 

Environment Warden service, which ensures a uniformed presence across the district. 

The scheme has helped deter crime, including anti-social behaviour, and provides advice 

and reassurance to the public.  

3.48 Teignbridge also operates an award-winning CCTV system throughout the district 

designed to help ensure even safer streets. Last year alone it was responsible for over 

400 arrests and the recovery of over £40k of goods from local shops. It monitors nearly 50 

locations across Teignbridge from its base in Newton Abbot.  

3.49 Newton Abbot town centre feels safe. There is little evidence of crime and police presence 

seems to be low. The pedestrian survey asked shoppers about personal safety, lighting 

and police presence, 77 per cent of respondents felt that safety/lighting and police 

                                                           
4
 www.devon-cornwall.police.uk  

5
 British Crime Survey 2008, Home Office http://www.homeoffice.gov.uk/rds/crimeew0809.html  
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presence was either: good, satisfactory or very good. Newton Abbot’s local policing team 

report that: 

‘Newton Abbot is a safe place to live with the likelihood of being a victim of crime being 

well below the national average. In addition the incidents of serious crime are very low 

indeed. The main problems are spontaneous incidents of vandalism committed by those 

passing through the area. There are also problems with fear of crime. Some of this is 

created by differing views of what is acceptable causing relatively low level behaviour 

being interpreted as a significant threat.’  

Potential development opportunitiesPotential development opportunitiesPotential development opportunitiesPotential development opportunities    

3.50 The town has a number of potential development opportunities. The key site is the 

livestock market to the rear of Market Street and presents a very good opportunity to 

develop a new retail scheme for the Town Centre. The scheme could also have catalytic 

virtues which would position Market Walk as the main link between the new scheme on 

the livestock site and the current prime pitches on Courtenay Street. This would therefore 

increase the interest and vitality of Market Walk and provide an incentive to refurbish the 

scheme to a level akin with the new development. The livestock market also presents the 

opportunity to provide larger, modern units sought by national retailers, thus creating a 

latent demand, which would hopefully lead to enhanced competition and diversity in the 

Town Centre. 

3.51 There is a vacant plot at 22-26 Wolborough Street which has planning permission for a 

three storey mixed use development comprising retail, commercial and residential use. It 

is thought that there will be 1 large A1 retail unit and two smaller units providing 1,729 

Sqm of net floorspace for the town.  

3.52 There is another vacant site situated in the open square area of Bank Street. At present 

the site is cordoned with wire fencing and has a neglected appearance. It is understood 

that the landowner was refused planning permission for a development some time ago 

and that the District Council was unsuccessful in an attempt to compulsorily purchase the 

site. Any development would need to be low impact so as not to conflict with the nearby 

buildings and retail businesses. 

Summary of Newton Abbot healthchecksSummary of Newton Abbot healthchecksSummary of Newton Abbot healthchecksSummary of Newton Abbot healthchecks    

� Newton Abbot is the largest town and employment base in Teignbridge District. The 

town’s MHE retail ranking has remained static in recent years, indicating that it has kept 

pace with other towns in the UK 

� Convenience provision is mainly from the ‘big three’ foodstores in the town: ASDA who 

have an edge-of-centre location and Tesco and Sainsbury’s which are out-of-centre.  

� The comparison retail offer is anchored by the local independent Austin’s department 

store.  This is an excellent comparison store occupying five retail units.  Newton Abbot 

has a strong independent retail offer. Queen Street is dominated by local retailers which 

provide more for local needs and add value to the town’s retail offer 
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� Around 10 per cent of the town’s units were vacant at the time of visit. This is below the 

GB average, with around half of the vacancies on Queen Street and a cluster along 

Market Walk/Square.  We understand that many of the voids had buyer interest at the 

time of the visit. 

� The retail yield has dropped over recent years, indicating improving investor returns for 

the town. Zone A rental values for retail properties have also increased, comparing 

favourably to those in Paignton but below those in Torquay 

� A pedestrianised primary shopping area benefits the town and a new paving scheme 

around the St Leonard’s Tower is a welcome addition. The Town Centre lacks 

architectural distinctiveness and is looking tired in places with cluttered street furniture 

and aging paving fabric. Queen Street in not a shopper friendly environment and would 

benefit from some remodelling. Market Walk/Square is looking dated and under-

performing 

� The town has a number of specific development opportunities, the main site being the 

livestock market which has potential for a large scheme and could help to lift the town as 

a whole. 
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Introduction and cIntroduction and cIntroduction and cIntroduction and contextontextontextontext    

3.53 Teignmouth is the second largest of the Teignbridge District Town Centres. Located on 

the coast the town is a historic fishing port and traditional seaside tourist destination with a 

Victorian Town Centre. Up until the 1950s the town was marketed as a prime tourist 

destination; however the tourism role has declined over the later half of the 20th Century. 

Nonetheless, tourism related trade and business is still prevalent in the town and is the 

focus for much activity, especially during the summer months. 

3.54 The town has a population of around 14,500 with 3,350 employee jobs6. Given that there 

are roughly 8,000 working age residents in Teignmouth, the town is a net exporter of 

workers, with an outflow of 1,800 workers to employment destinations mainly in Exeter, 

Newton Abbot and Torbay.  

3.55 The Teignmouth Vision will be published and consulted on in March 2010.  It will identify  

a number of site based regeneration priorities to revitalise both the community and the 

Town Centre. Of particular relevance to this retail study are the following projects: 

� Brunswick Street – regeneration scheme to revitalise this underused and stagnant 

area of the Town Centre 

� Retail Core – public realm improvements to Bank Street and Wellington Street to 

improve pedestrian and vehicle access 

� Foodstore Redevelopment (longer term) – partial or total redevelopment of the Co-op 

store on the edge of the Town Centre to better integrate with the retail environment. 

Retail rRetail rRetail rRetail rankingsankingsankingsankings    

3.56 Teignmouth is listed in the MHE retail rankings of UK towns. The town is in 1,139thplace, 

which is a seventh tier ‘minor district’ classification. Teignmouth’s retail ranking has 

dropped considerably over the past ten or so years, where its former ranking in 1996 was 

587th. Although the retail offer is thought to have remained broadly static during this time, 

the likely explanation for such a drop in the ranking is that other towns have improved 

their position relative to that of Teignmouth. Thus Teignmouth is the third highest ranked 

retail destination in Teignbridge after Newton Abbot and the Newton Road/Greenhill Way 

Retail Park in Kingsteignton. 

Diversity of uDiversity of uDiversity of uDiversity of usessessesses    

3.57 Figure 2 (map) and Table 3 of Appendix 1 show the different uses and locations of the 

retail units in Teignmouth. The data is based upon the Experian Goad Plan of July 2007; 

however the data has been updated by RTP during the on-foot surveys in May 2009. 

Convenience  

3.58 Convenience retail uses make up 26 units and 13 per cent of the shops in Teignmouth 

Town Centre. There is presence from all of the convenience sub-categories which 

                                                           
6
 ABI (2007), NOMIS. 
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includes: butchers; bakers; greengrocers/fishmongers; grocery and frozen foods; off-

licences and confectioners, tobacconists and newsagents. There is a convenience 

floorspace of 4,930sqm, which is 20 per cent of the total retail floorspace and above the 

GB average, which is 17 per cent. 

3.59 The Town Centre food offer is anchored by the Co-op store on Lower Brooke Street, 

which is an edge-of-centre location. However there are many local independent 

convenience retailers and as such there is an over-representation in some of the 

convenience goods sub-sectors compared to the GB average, notably, bakers (6 units), 

greengrocers/fishmongers (3 units) and confectioners, tobacconists and newsagents (7 

units). Therefore, Teignmouth’s choice and mix of convenience retailers is thought to be 

good. 

Comparison 

3.60 There are 95 comparison A1 retail units in the town, which comprises 46 per cent of the 

retail offer and is more-or-less in-line with the average for GB towns. The comparison 

floorspace is 10,260sqm and at 43 per cent of the total floorspace this is below the GB 

average, indicating that the units in Teignmouth are below average in size. The primary 

retail area is along Bank Street, Wellington Street and Teign Street. 

3.61 The following observations are made in relation to comparison goods sub-sectors: 

� The greatest number of stores fall into the booksellers, arts/crafts and stationers sub-

category (13 stores) where there are 50 per cent more units than would be expected 

based upon the GB average 

� Charity shops and second hand shops are also over-represented (with an index of 

181) with 12 stores 

� The town is served well for electrical, home entertainment and telephone/video 

shopping (10 stores) 

� Footwear is well-represented but the clothing sub-sector in general is particularly 

under-represented 

� There is no outright comparison anchor store, however the recent addition of Carpet 

Right on Bank Street (taking up space in the recently vacated Woolworths outlet) is 

likely to take on the role of an anchor retailer 

� There are a number of multiple retailers in the town however they tend to service local 

needs (e.g WH Smith and Boots) or are lower end comparison retailers such as New 

Look and Peacocks. 

Services 

3.62 Service units such as restaurants, cafes, hairdressers, laundrettes, travel agents, banks, 

building societies and estate agents make up 70 (or 35 per cent) of units in the Town 

Centre. There is strong representation for restaurants, cafes and take aways, which 

account for 35 units. This reflects the tourism element of the town’s trade, where there is a 

particular cluster of restaurants, cafes and sandwich shops around The Triangle, Triangle 

Place and Regent Street. Although the Goad plan does not list public houses, there is 
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also reasonably good provision in the town with a concentration on Northumberland 

Place.  

Proportion of vacant street level property 

3.63 The residual units in the Town Centre can be attributed to vacancies, of which there were 

15 at the time of visiting. At 7 per cent this is encouragingly below the GB average. The 

number of vacant units has actually reduced since the original Goad survey in July 2007 

and our visit confirmed that 9 of the previously vacant properties have come back into 

use, albeit that some others have since fallen into vacancy, resulting in a net reduction of 

3 units. New retailers include: Subway (sandwich shop), an independent deli; a gallery; 

musical instrument shop; several hairdressers and cafés and tanning studio. 

3.64 The vacancies are spread throughout the Town Centre, although 5 of the 12 are located 

around Brunswick Street, which is in need of regeneration. We also note that there has 

been a significant amount of churn across the various retail outlets with 26 units changing 

uses, which were previously occupied during the original Goad survey. 

Operator dOperator dOperator dOperator demandemandemandemand    

3.65 FOCUS’ Town Centre report identified 4 retailer requirements from comparison retail 

operators (January 2009). The floorspace requirement for these retailers ranges from a 

minimum 1,905sqm to a maximum requirement of 3,205sqm (Table 14 Appendix 1). 

Argos and The Original Factory Shop both have requirements registered. Argos would 

strengthen the multiple retailer representation in the comparison sector and also fill a void 

as there is currently no variety, department of catalogue type store present in Teignmouth. 

Retailer requirements registered on the FOCUS database have historically been relatively 

low, ranging from a high of 9 requirements in 2004 to a low of just 1 in 2000. However, 

unlike many other settlements such as Newton Abbot, Paignton, Torquay and Exeter who 

have seen a rapid decline in retailer requirements since the recession, Teignmouth’s 

modest requirement from 4 retailers has remained static since 2006. 

TTTThe retail phe retail phe retail phe retail propertropertropertroperty oy oy oy offerfferfferffer    

3.66 The mean area of floorspace requirements registered on the FOCUS database is for 

852sqm per unit. However the average unit size of the existing Town Centre comparison 

units is only 108sqm, thus, there is a shortage or absence of units to interest multiple 

retailers such as those identified through FOCUS. Of course the smaller units will prove 

popular with local independent retailers, especially during the recession where rental 

expenditure is considerably lower in the smaller units. 

3.67 The largest vacant units in the town are located on Brunswick Street, which at present is 

not part of the primary shopping area. There are a couple of appealing vacant units on 

Wellington Street; however the sales areas are on the small side at 120sqm and 90sqm 

respectively. 

3.68 General comments from retail agents contacted as part of the study indicated a 

consensus that some of the units are looking a bit tired, but this is the case with nearly all 

towns. There may be some latent demand, whereby improved units would be more 
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appealing to prospective retailers; however the agents felt that there is unlikely to be 

interest from higher quality comparison retailers. 

Prime retail yPrime retail yPrime retail yPrime retail yieldsieldsieldsields    

3.69 The retail yield in Teignmouth currently stands at 7.75 per cent (Table 15, Appendix 1). 

The yield stood at its lowest between 2007 and 2008 at 6.75 per cent, but has seen a 

steady improvement from a rate of 9.5 per cent in 2001. This is a pattern which is evident 

across the UK as retail rental values have, in broad terms, grown at a stronger rate than 

the commercial property market. 

3.70 The retail yield in Teignmouth is comparable to that of Dawlish (8 per cent) and Paignton 

(7 per cent) but is weaker than Totnes (6 per cent) and Newton Abbot (6.5 per cent). 

Prime zone A shopping rPrime zone A shopping rPrime zone A shopping rPrime zone A shopping rentsentsentsents    

3.71 Prime rental data is sourced from the commercial property database FOCUS. 

Unfortunately, no published rental data is available for Teignmouth Town Centre (or any 

of the smaller centres in Teignbridge). 

3.72 There are 3 A1 retail properties available for rent, which are currently advertised on the 

FOCUS database. The average rental value is £222 per Sqm, compared to the prime 

zone A values attained in Newton Abbot of £753 per Sqm. Teignmouth’s prime zone A 

rental value is likely to be considerably lower. Somewhere around £400-500 per Sqm for 

the larger units on Bank Street would seem reasonable.     

Pedestrian fPedestrian fPedestrian fPedestrian flowslowslowslows    

3.73 Pedestrian flow counts were undertaken at six locations in Teignmouth Town Centre over 

three days between Saturday 23rd May and Tuesday 2nd June; this allowed for a mixture 

of weekday and weekend counts.  The pedestrian counts were undertaken by NEMS 

Market Research; the location of the flow counts are listed below and detailed on Figure 

3.2: 

� 12 The Triangle Place, Dart 7 Partners 

� Regent Street, WH Smiths 

� 13 Wellington Street, HSBC 

� 7 Bank Street, Carpetright 

� 47 Northumberland Place, Amandas Bakery 

� 3 Teign Street, Owl and the Pussy Cat 
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Figure Figure Figure Figure 3333....2222    Indexed Indexed Indexed Indexed pedestrian cpedestrian cpedestrian cpedestrian count for Teignmouthount for Teignmouthount for Teignmouthount for Teignmouth    
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Table Table Table Table 3333....2222        Pedestrian cPedestrian cPedestrian cPedestrian count in Teignmouth 2009ount in Teignmouth 2009ount in Teignmouth 2009ount in Teignmouth 2009    

Location Location Location Location 

nnnnumberumberumberumber    
LocationLocationLocationLocation    

Saturday Saturday Saturday Saturday 

23rd 23rd 23rd 23rd 

MayMayMayMay    

Friday Friday Friday Friday 

29th 29th 29th 29th 

MayMayMayMay    

Tues Tues Tues Tues 

2nd 2nd 2nd 2nd 

JuneJuneJuneJune    TotalTotalTotalTotal    IndexIndexIndexIndex    

Averages for five minute Averages for five minute Averages for five minute Averages for five minute 

pppperioderioderioderiod    

1 
12 The Triangle Place, Dart 7 

Partners 
64 63 26 153 68 

2 3 Regent Street, WH Smiths 59 76 18 153 68 

3 13 Wellington Street, HSBC 78 96 49 224 100 

4 7 Bank Street, Carpetright 84 71 48 203 91 

5 
47 Northumberland Place, 

Amandas Bakery 
26 30 18 73 33 

6 
3 Teign Street, Owl and the 

Pussy Cat 
45 45 24 114 51 

3.74 There are two clear areas of heavy pedestrian activity in Teignmouth, these are right in 

the centre of the town on Wellington Street and Bank Street.  The least busy area was 

well behind the main shopping area where the retail offer is far less densely arranged.  

Locations 1, 2  and 6 are on the periphery of the main shopping streets.  Locations 1 and 

2, on the East side of the town may be busier than the location 6 on the West side of the 

town due to the positioning of the large Co-op on this side of town, from which pedestrians 

can walk into the Town Centre.  Friday was overall the busiest day in Teignmouth, this 

was very closely followed by Saturday.   

TrafficTrafficTrafficTraffic    

3.75 Traffic movement in the Town Centre during the time of assessment was fairly minimal 

and during busy peak periods the Promenade is closed to car borne traffic. Large areas of 

pedestrian retail around The Triangle and Bank/Teign Street provide a car free shopping 

environment, which is a positive addition to the town. 

State of the State of the State of the State of the Town CentreTown CentreTown CentreTown Centre    environmental qenvironmental qenvironmental qenvironmental qualityualityualityuality    

3.76 Teignmouth has a good public realm environment. The prime retail stretch along Bank 

Street and Teign Street has numerous hanging baskets and the paving is neat, although 

the fabric is starting to look dated and dirty in places. Contrary to this, the paving around 

Triangle Place is high quality. The town has an overhead coloured lighting arrangement 

along many of the streets. While these may appeal to some and is stereotypical of older 

seaside towns, it may detract from the built character of the Victorian centre and Georgian 

buildings which dominate the sea front.  

3.77 We understand that the Teignmouth Vision document will identify a number of built 

environment qualities which detract and weaken the town in general, these include: 

� The B3199 which spans east to west to the north of the Town Centre is a barrier for 

access to local residents and provides a poor gateway to the town 
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� The station to the north-east edge of the town is poorly connected 

� A number of public facilities are aging, such as the Carlton Theatre and the 

Promenade 

� The Pier has a weak focus and lack connection to the Town Centre 

� A tired retail environment  

Crime and SafetyCrime and SafetyCrime and SafetyCrime and Safety    

3.78 The pedestrian survey in Teignmouth Town Centre illustrated that visitors and shoppers 

felt that personal safety, lighting and policing issues were good (48 per cent) and very 

good (21 per cent). Only 10 per cent of pedestrians interviewed felt that crime and safety 

was ‘poor’.  

3.79 The Teignmouth Neighbourhood Policing Team are working to reduce antisocial 

behaviour in the Town Centre and along The Den and using patrols to reduce crime in the 

neighbourhoods. ‘Teignmouth is a low crime area and a very safe place to live’. 

Potential development oPotential development oPotential development oPotential development opportunitiespportunitiespportunitiespportunities    

3.80 There is a development opportunity along Brunswick Street. We understand that the 

Teignmouth Vision will highlight this area for regeneration, which could comprise a new 

public space at Brunswick Square, which is currently a car park and ground level retail 

units and residential above. The development would serve to enhance a lagging area of 

the town and help to draw custom between The Den and Northumberland Place. In 

addition it provides an opportunity to provide some larger, modern retail units which could 

enhance the comparison offer. Conversely, this area is disjointed from the Town Centre 

and retail core and may struggle to integrate; agents were concerned that the loss of 

parking would be a negative for the town.  

3.81 Other regeneration aspirations in the Teignmouth Vision will include a desire to redevelop 

the Carlton Theatre, new public realm schemes along The Den, Station Square and The 

Promenade and a new retail scheme in Teign Street to develop the apartment building to 

the north.  

3.82 There may be a potential opportunity for an out of centre supermarket, which would help 

to ‘localise’ convenience shopping pattern. However this would alter shopping patterns 

and reduce Town Centre trade especially where there would be no opportunity for linked 

shopping trips to the Town Centre.  
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Summary of Teignmouth healthchecksSummary of Teignmouth healthchecksSummary of Teignmouth healthchecksSummary of Teignmouth healthchecks    

� The Teignmouth Vision regeneration strategy will be published and consulted on in 

March 2010 and will set out a number of projects to improve the town, enhance 

vitality and attract investment. A number of these are pertinent to the town’s retail 

function and future opportunities, including: regeneration scheme for Brunswick 

Street, retail core public realm enhancements and a new foodstore development 

� The town has a modest sized Co-op supermarket and benefits from a range of local 

convenience retailers and thus provision is good 

� Comparison floorspace is slightly below the average and while there are a number of 

multiple retailers in the town, they tend to service local needs (e.g WH Smith and 

Boots) or are lower end comparison retailers such as New Look and Peacocks 

� There is strong representation for restaurants, cafes and take-aways, reflecting the 

tourism element of the town’s trade. There is a particular cluster of restaurants, cafes 

and sandwich shops around The Triangle, Triangle Place and Regent Street 

� The town’s retail fabric contains smaller shop units, with an absence of units large 

enough to encourage national and higher-order retailers to the town 

� Generally Teignmouth has a good public realm and in this respect there are no major 

problems. However, the Vision document has set out a number of improvements, 

which include: better connection to the town from the north and from the station; 

enhancement of aging public facilities (theatre, promenade and pier); and investment 

into the retail core   
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Dawlish Dawlish Dawlish Dawlish Town CentreTown CentreTown CentreTown Centre    
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Introduction and cIntroduction and cIntroduction and cIntroduction and contextontextontextontext    

3.83 Dawlish is the third largest town in Teignbridge District. It hosts a resident population of 

13,500 and like Teignmouth is a coastal resort. Whilst tourism has declined the town 

remains popular and attractive. The adjacent holiday area at Dawlish Warren swells the 

local population considerably, especially during the main tourism season. Dawlish also 

benefits from its close proximity to Exeter with road and rail connections.  

3.84 Within the two wards of Dawlish Central and Dawlish South, which make up the 

settlement, there are roughly 3,300 employee jobs7. The employment base has 

contracted by 10 per cent between 2003 and 2007 indicating a longer term trend for 

decline.  

3.85 The employment containment analysis shows that there is a net outflow of 1,154 workers 

to places of work outside of the town. The majority of out-commuters travel to locations 

elsewhere in the Exeter and Heart of Devon housing market area, with significant flows to 

Newton Abbot and Torbay.  

3.86 A significant body of work has been undertaken to develop a masterplan for regenerating 

Dawlish Town Centre. We therefore draw upon some of this work in relation to Dawlish’s 

future role, potential development sites and assessment of the Town Centre. The 

masterplan’s assessment of the Town Centre identified a number of ‘post-resort’ trends 

including: 

� In-migration of older residents, resulting in an aging population with reduced 

economic activity (only 53 per cent of residents are of working age) 

� Suburbanisation of Dawlish as a settlement resulting from economic and labour 

market integration with the expanding Exeter city-region 

� Reduced local employment and a decline in the town’s role as a local shopping and 

services centre. 

3.87 The regeneration strategy includes a number of issues and proposals which are of 

interest to the town’s retail and leisure potential. These include: 

� A debate around the need for a large foodstore to retain expenditure. However a 

reluctance given the impact it may have on the town’s independent retailers and a lack 

of land in and near to the Town Centre 

� A new café and performance space in the centre of the Lawn along with naturalisation 

and contemporary landscaping to Dawlish Water 

� An eco-centre for Dawlish’s waterfowl collection 

� Public realm scheme to re-vitalise The Strand, which would include improved 

connection to the Lawn, broader and safe pedestrian environment, reclaiming parking 

lines for paving and a Townscape Heritage Initiative 

                                                           
7
 ABI (2007), NOMIS. 
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� A new Market Place between the Lawn and Jubilee Bridge with new road layout to 

maximise traffic efficiency and address the domination of vehicle movements around 

Piermont Place. 

Retail rRetail rRetail rRetail rankingsankingsankingsankings    

3.88 Dawlish is ranked 1,789th in the MHE UK Shopping Index and is classed as an eighth tier 

‘local’ centre. Dawlish has dropped down through the rankings from a high of 828th in 

2000/01, however this is partly due to an increasing number of settlements being added to 

the MHE Index. 

Diversity of uDiversity of uDiversity of uDiversity of usessessesses    

3.89 Figure 3 and Table 4 of Appendix 1 show the location and different retail uses in Dawlish 

Town Centre. The data is reproduced from the Experian Goad plan of July 2006, but has 

been updated by RTP in May 2009. There are 117 retail units in Dawlish Town Centre, 

comprising 17 convenience, 49 comparison, 43 service and 8 miscellaneous and vacant 

units. 

Convenience 

3.90 The 17 convenience units make up 15 per cent of the town’s retail offer and all 6 of the 

Goad sub-categories for convenience are represented (butchers, bakers, 

greengrocers/fishmongers, grocery and frozen foods, off-licences and confectioners, 

tobacconists and newsagents). Overall, Dawlish has good provision for local convenience 

goods, given that, on average in the UK, convenience retailing accounts for less than 10 

per cent of units. Thus there is an apparent over-representation compared to the UK wide 

index, especially for bakers, for which there are 6 shops and grocery and frozen foods (5 

stores). We note that of the 6 bakery store there are 2 confectioners/biscuit stores within 

this count.    

Comparison 

3.91 The 49 A1 units make up 42 per cent of the town’s total units, which is slightly less than 

the GB average of 44 per cent. When regarding floorspace areas for A1 uses, Dawlish 

has circa 4,640 Sqm of gross floorspace, or 35 per cent, which is significantly below the 

GB benchmark of 50 per cent. This highlights the smaller nature of the store sizes in the 

town.  

3.92 The greatest number of stores is attributed to the ‘charity shops, pets and other 

comparison’ Goad sub-category, with 7 stores in the town (4 of which are charity shops). 

There are also 6 stores each for ‘booksellers, arts/crafts, stationers/copy bureaux’  and 

‘electrical, home entertainment, telephones and video’ sub-categories. The ‘gift, china, 

glass and leather goods’ sub-category has 5 stores, which can be seen as an over-

representation in the national context but is fitting with Dawlish’s function as a visitor 

destination. 

3.93 When looking at stores that are under-represented compared to the GB wide average for 

Town Centres, Dawlish has a lower representation in the clothing sub-categories, 
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especially ‘men’s & boys wear’ for which there are no stores and ‘women’s, girls & 

children’s clothing’, which comprises 2.5 per cent of retail uses (3 stores) compared to a 

national average of over 5 per cent. Also under-represented are: ‘furniture, carpets & 

textiles (3 stores), ‘DIY, hardwear & household goods’ (1 store), ‘car, motor cycles & 

motor accessories’ (0 stores) and ‘jewellers and clock repairs’ (1 store). 

3.94 All towns show over and under-representation of certain stores and it is no different for 

Dawlish. The town has a reasonable mix of retailers, including strong  representation of 

local independents, which is slightly more focused on local service retail, such as 

stationers, chemists rather than niche or higher-end retailing (e.g. fashion clothing etc). 

The town doesn’t really have an anchor retail store; prior to liquidation the Woolworths 

store at the bottom of The Strand would probably have performed this role. The town has 

little representation from national operators and although such presence may help to 

increase retail trade and self-containment of expenditure, the general trend in recent 

years is for low-end value and discount stores to take up space in smaller towns.    

3.95 The Local Plan primary shopping frontages includes The Strand and Piermont Place. In 

addition, Brunswick Place and to a certain extent, Queen Street, provide the main other 

shopping space in the Town Centre. The inclusion of Piermont Place as a primary 

shopping area is somewhat misleading as retail use is almost exclusively given over to A3 

in the form of cafes, take-aways and restaurants. In addition this contradicts the situation 

in Teignmouth, where A3 uses around The Triangle have been excluded from the primary 

frontage designations. 

Services 

3.96 The largest service use is taken up by ‘restaurants, cafes, fast-food and take-aways’, for 

which there are 24 outlets, comprising 21 per cent of all Town Centre uses. This is a 6 per 

cent over-representation when benchmarking to the GB average. Such uses are spread 

throughout the town, with strong presence on Piermont Place and Brunswick Place. There 

is also a good split between the restaurants, cafes and fast-food/take-aways. Although not 

included in the Goad listings, the town has 12 pubs, many of which also serve food. 

Therefore the town is well represented for eating and drinking establishments. 

3.97 Other service uses include ‘hairdressers, beauty parlours & health centres’ (9 stores), 

‘laundries & drycleaners’ (1 store), ‘travel agents’ (1 store), ‘banks & financial services’ (2 

stores), ‘building societies’ (1 store) and ‘estate agents and auctioneers’ (5 stores).     

Proportion of vacant street level property 

3.98 There were 7 vacancies in the Town Centre during the time of visit (or 6 per cent). This 

was the same number as the Goad survey of July 2006, however only 3 units out of the 7 

have remained vacant during this time with the other 4 being filled and a further 4 units 

falling into vacancy. This is a relatively small proportion of units when considering the 

town as a whole and is almost half that of the UK average (11 per cent). The vacancies 

are spread throughout the town; however the recently vacated Woolworths store is the 

largest retail unit in the town. 
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Operator Operator Operator Operator ddddemandemandemandemand    

3.99 FOCUS does not provide a Town Centre report for Dawlish, therefore there are no 

published operator requirements to draw upon.  

The The The The rrrretail etail etail etail pppproperty roperty roperty roperty oooofferfferfferffer    

3.100 Although it is not possible to assess the retailer requirements, in terms of demand in 

comparison to what is available in Dawlish it is possible to make the following 

observations: 

� The average size of the seven vacant units is 154 Sqm gross, with one larger store at 

340 Sqm and several smaller units ranging between 90 Sqm and 180 Sqm 

� The average size of all A1 comparison units is 94 Sqm, indicating that there is limited 

opportunity for multiple and modern format retailing in the Town Centre. 

Prime Prime Prime Prime rrrretail etail etail etail yyyyieldsieldsieldsields    

3.101 The retail yield for Dawlish in July 2008 as published by the Valuation Office Agency was 

8 per cent. This is the weakest yield of the three Teignbridge centres which have been 

assessed for yield (Newton Abbot and Teignmouth being the other two). During 2007 the 

yield dropped to a low of 7 per cent from a high of 9 per cent in 2001. The yield is quite 

high and therefore may reflect more difficult trading conditions and thus lower rental to 

property value ratios.  

Prime zone A Prime zone A Prime zone A Prime zone A sssshopping hopping hopping hopping rrrrents  ents  ents  ents      

3.102 There is limited published information on the rental value of retail properties in Dawlish.  

Pedestrian flowsPedestrian flowsPedestrian flowsPedestrian flows    

3.103 Pedestrian flow counts were undertaken at six locations in Dawlish Town Centre over 

three days between Tuesday 19th May and Saturday 30th May, this allowed for a mixture 

of weekday and weekend counts.  The pedestrian counts were undertaken by NEMS 

Market Research; the location of the flow counts are listed below and detailed on Figure 

3.3: 

� 9-13 Piermont Place, Harrisons Amusements  

� 21 The Strand, Boots 

� 1 Lawn Terrace, Library 

� Barton Hill Car Park/toilets 

� Shaftesbury Theatre Brunswick Place 

� 20 Brunswick Place, Gays Creamery 

� The Lawn, between basket ball hoop and the shelter (between the two main shopping 

streets). 
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Figure Figure Figure Figure 3333....3333    Indexed pedestrian cIndexed pedestrian cIndexed pedestrian cIndexed pedestrian counts in Dawlishounts in Dawlishounts in Dawlishounts in Dawlish    
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Table Table Table Table 3333....3333        PedesPedesPedesPedestrian ctrian ctrian ctrian count for Dawlish 2009ount for Dawlish 2009ount for Dawlish 2009ount for Dawlish 2009    

Location Location Location Location 

nnnnumberumberumberumber    
LocationLocationLocationLocation    

Tuesday Tuesday Tuesday Tuesday 

19191919
thththth
    MayMayMayMay    

Friday Friday Friday Friday 

22222222
ndndndnd
    MayMayMayMay    

Saturday Saturday Saturday Saturday 

30303030
thththth
    MayMayMayMay    TotalTotalTotalTotal    IndexIndexIndexIndex    

Averages for five minute pAverages for five minute pAverages for five minute pAverages for five minute perioderioderioderiod    

1 
9 - 13 Piermont Place, 

Harrisons Amusements 
16 14 27 57 45 

2 21 The Strand, Boots 36 48 41 125 100 

3 1 Lawn Terrace, Library 9 8 16 34 27 

4 Barton Hill Car Park / toilets 7 20 24 51 41 

5 
Shaftsbury Theatre Brunswick 

Place 
13 13 25 51 41 

6 
20 Brunswick Place, Gays 

Creamery 
19 25 31 74 59 

7 

The Lawn, between basket 

ball loop and the shelter 

(between the two main 

shopping streets) 

10 18 32 59 47 

3.104 Table 3.3 above shows the results of the pedestrian counts. The Strand was the busiest 

location in Dawlish, this is unsurprising as the retail offer is most dense here.  The second 

busiest location is on Brunswick Place which runs parallel to the Strand but has a 

comparatively sparse retail offer.  Location 7 between the Strand and Brunswick place is 

the third busiest area, perhaps indicating that it is a popular thoroughfare between the two 

streets.  Location 4 at Barton Hill Car Park and location 5 on Brunswick place are both 

equally busy, however, location 3, at the Library was the least busy location.  Saturday 

was the busiest day in Dawlish.   

TrafficTrafficTrafficTraffic    

3.105 The town was generally busy with cars during the time of visit and the mixture of people 

and cars in the primary shopping areas along The Strand and Piermont Place undermines 

its function and detracts from the shopping experience. Indeed the Dawlish Masterplan 

prepared by Yellow Book also discusses traffic problems in the Town Centre. The Strand 

has two rows of parking bays and a single lane for cars, leaving only room for narrow 

pavements. In addition there is a wall barrier to The Lawn which limits access to north to 

south movements only and segregates access between open space and the shopping 

environment. The main car park is at Barton Hill, to the north of the Town Centre, which 

can be difficult for visitors to find. 

3.106 While the town would be more appealing for on-foot shoppers if The Strand and other 

areas were to be pedestrians there is always a danger that by removing on-street parking 

there will be a loss of passing trade for local businesses. Following a consultation process 

the Dawlish Masterplan makes recommendations for alterations to the traffic layout, 

including: 
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� An enlarged public square at Piermont Place which will allow pedestrian connections 

to The Strand and the Lawn. Cars and buses will still access Piermont Place but there 

will be enhanced on-foot access to Tuck’s Plot 

� Modifications to The Strand to remove the parking bays on the south edge of the road, 

widen the paving and provide a stepped gradient to integrate connection with the 

Lawn. 

State of the State of the State of the State of the Town CentreTown CentreTown CentreTown Centre    environmental qualityenvironmental qualityenvironmental qualityenvironmental quality    

3.107 Dawlish Town Centre is an attractive environment with the Lawn as a centrepiece 

integrating retail and service functions with a large public open space. However due to a 

lack of investment over the last 20 to 30 years there has been a general deterioration of 

the streetscapes and public areas.  

3.108 The Lawn and Dawlish Water is a great asset. However consultations as part of the 

masterplanning exercise highlighted a number of issues: 

� There is general concern about the condition of the Lawn and the impact of the 

summer fun fair, which damages the turf 

� Some people value the town’s waterfowl collection as a long-standing local tradition 

and an important visitor attraction, some see the birds as a source of mess and 

nuisance, still others believe that caged birds have no place in a modern park 

� The Lawn’s landscaping is dated and the anthropogenic construction of the river 

channel and lighting scheme is in need of updating. 

3.109 The town has reasonable architectural character with a number of Regency and Victorian 

buildings of high quality but lacks collective architectural distinction. Access to the 

seafront is disjointed and is cut off by the railway which runs along the seawall with a 

gloomy pedestrian underpass to the beach. The Town Centre masterplan seeks to 

enhance this area. The station is an important building and thought to be in a poor state of 

repair, making an understated gateway for incomers to the town. Again there are plans to 

invest in the station as part of the regeneration work.   

Crime and safetyCrime and safetyCrime and safetyCrime and safety    

3.110 The pedestrian survey in Dawlish Town Centre showed that the largest majority (32 per 

cent) felt that Dawlish was a ‘very good’ place to be with regard to personal safety issues, 

policing and lighting. The Dawlish Neighbourhood Policing Team’s presence within the 

town contributes towards a feeling of protection. The team report that: ‘Dawlish is a safe 

place to live where the likelihood of being a victim of crime falling well below the national 

average. Incidents of serious crime are very low indeed and residents and visitors alike 

enjoy a very good quality of life. There remains, however, an issue with the fear of crime, 

which some people continue to experience. This may be created by differing views of 

what is acceptable.’ 
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Potential development oPotential development oPotential development oPotential development opportunitiespportunitiespportunitiespportunities    

3.111 Dawlish does not have any obvious development sites that could be used for a new retail 

scheme. However a new café/performance area is planned for the Lawn. The masterplan 

references options for utilising the Barton Hill car park for development, possibly a new 

foodstore. However the site offers the main parking space for the town and would not 

cope with the traffic and additional parking requirements resulting from a medium-large 

format foodstore. Since publication of the masterplan, a planning application has been 

approved for a large foodstore outside the Town Centre at Dawlish Business Park. While 

the out of centre location is not preferable the previous retail study had identified a need 

for a foodstores in Dawlish, there was public support and the application had passed the 

sequential test, which required all Town Centre and edge of centre sites to be considered 

first.  

 

Summary of Dawlish healthcheckSummary of Dawlish healthcheckSummary of Dawlish healthcheckSummary of Dawlish healthcheck    

� Dawlish benefits from a good mix of independent retailers but lacks any large stores 

and national retailers, particularly a supermarket. While the town has a good 

selection of small convenience shops, residents are thought to go elsewhere for 

their higher-order shopping and main food shop - the town is suffering from 

declining trading conditions 

� The town has a low proportion of comparison retail floorspace compared to the GB 

average. The comparison offer has a focus on local service retailing such as 

stationers and chemists rather than niche or higher-end retailing (e.g. fashion 

clothing etc). The town also lacks an anchor store 

� There is a range of gift shops,  A3 restaurant, café and take-away outlets in the 

town, in keeping with the seaside tradition 

� The Dawlish Community Trust commissioned a masterplan study for regenerating 

the Town Centre which sets out a number of priority investment schemes, including: 

landscaping and a new café/performance centre for the Lawn; friendlier and safer 

shopping environment for The Strand and a new market square encompassing 

traffic alterations between the Lawn and Jubilee Bridge  

� The town’s public realm environment is tired in places, due to a lack of investment 

in recent years. The Lawn, access to the sea front, the station, The Strand and 

Tuck’s Plot are areas where the town could benefit from improvements. The 

masterplan has aspirations to tackle these areas, however significant capital 

investment will be required. 
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Ashburton Ashburton Ashburton Ashburton Town CentreTown CentreTown CentreTown Centre    
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Introduction and cIntroduction and cIntroduction and cIntroduction and contextontextontextontext    

3.112 The historic town of Ashburton lies to the South of Teignbridge, just within the Dartmoor 

National Park.  In 2006 Ashburton had a population of 4,386.  Ashburton prospered as 

early as the 13th century as one of Devon’s few Stannary towns.  The town is now well 

positioned at the foot of Dartmoor as the largest town within the National Park and an 

ideal base for tourists to explore the moors.   

3.113 Given this role, Ashburton is a vibrant market-town that has a wealth of independent 

shops geared towards the visitor.  There are also a good number of tourist 

accommodation providers well located for tourists to visit the town. 

3.114 The town itself is arranged over three main streets that centre at a busy traffic junction.  A 

generous car park is tucked up behind one of these streets along with a good sized tourist 

information centre.    

Retail Retail Retail Retail rrrrankingsankingsankingsankings    

3.115 According to the 2008 MHE Index Ashburton ranks fifth among the Town Centres in 

Teignbridge.  This is above Buckfastleigh by 455 places, followed by Dawlish, 

Teignmouth, Kingsteignton and Newton Abbot.   

Diversity of uDiversity of uDiversity of uDiversity of usessessesses    

3.116 Table 5 and Figure 4 of Appendix 1 illustrate the diversity of uses for Ashburton Town 

Centre.  This is based upon the Goad plan of 2008, which has been updated to reflect 

changes observed during site visits in May 2009.  There are a total of 78 units which 

include 12 convenience and 32 comparison units, 25 service units, two miscellaneous (for 

example post offices) and seven vacant units.   

3.117 There is therefore, a good split between shops and service providers in the Town Centre.  

The convenience stores are plentiful and nicely augmented by a good number of 

interesting independent comparison units. 

Convenience 

3.118 The convenience provision in Ashburton accounts for just over 16 per cent of the Town 

Centre’s units.  This is above the GB average of 10 per cent and indicates that the Town 

Centre is well supplied in terms of convenience outlets.  Considering floorspace within the 

convenience sector, Ashburton is well represented by a good range of operator types, 

including specialist food shops (two delicatessens, an off licence, health food shop and a 

chocolate shop) which perhaps reflects the town’s role as a tourist destination. 

3.119 There are two small supermarkets, Somerfield and Spar, both located on North Street and 

of a very similar size.  They form a core of convenience retailers concentrated on North 

Street and continuing to stretch up East Street.  The gross convenience floorspace for 

Ashburton accounts for 18 per cent of all the floorspace within Ashburton, this is slightly 

more than the GB average of 17 per cent and again indicates that Ashburton has a 

healthy provision of convenience goods. 
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Comparison and services 

3.120 There are 32 comparison units in Ashburton, accounting for 42 per cent of the Town 

Centre’s units.  This is just below the GB average (44 per cent) with distinct shortages of 

certain types of operators, especially clothing and footwear stores.  These shortages are 

slightly offset by an over-representation of furniture, carpets and textiles stores; this is due 

to the unusually high proportion of antique shops clustered around the upper end of North 

Street.   

3.121 On consultation with a local agent it is apparent that, while local feeling may be that there 

are too many antique shops, they actually encourage higher spending customers.  These 

customers will stay longer and spend more than those that visit the town to use the 

convenience stores and services on offer in Ashburton.  Such customers may also be 

likely to visit out of the tourist season offsetting the seasonal pattern of visitors a tourist 

destination experiences.   

3.122 As may be expected in a tourist destination there is also an over-representation of gift, 

china, glass and leather good stores when compared to the GB average.   

3.123 Overall, Ashburton appears well provided for in terms of the number and proportion of 

service units within the Town Centre.  There are 25 units which is equivalent to 33 per 

cent of the Town Centre’s units and is very similar to the GB average (34 per cent).  

However, Ashburton has no travel agents, laundries, drycleaners or building societies.  

While these useful services are lacking, there is an over-representation of hairdressers, 

beauty parlours and health centres.   

3.124 The majority of service provision is accounted for by restaurants, cafes, coffee bars, fast 

food & take-aways.  However, it is interesting to note that, despite this, when compared to 

the GB average there are actually a smaller proportion of restaurants, cafes, coffee bars, 

fast food and take-aways.  Considering the town’s size, Ashburton is also well provided 

for in terms of estate agents and auctioneers.    

Proportion of Proportion of Proportion of Proportion of vvvvacant acant acant acant sssstreet treet treet treet llllevel evel evel evel ppppropertyropertyropertyroperty    

3.125 During the on site survey undertaken in May 2009 it was observed that there are a couple 

of prominent retail premises vacant on East Street and one on West Street.  These 

premises had become vacant since the previous Goad survey.  Despite these prominent 

vacancies, and the economic downturn, Ashburton is still performing above the national 

average in terms of the proportion of vacant units in the Town Centre (only 9 per cent 

compared to the GB average of 11 per cent).  It was also apparent that the vacant unit on 

West Street had already been re-let.  

Operator dOperator dOperator dOperator demandemandemandemand    and and and and property oproperty oproperty oproperty offerfferfferffer    

3.126 FOCUS does not provide a Town Centre report for Ashburton, therefore the following 

analysis of operator demand is drawn from qualitative information derived from 

conversations with property agents.  Discussions with a local agent indicate that demand 

for retail property has fallen to levels similar to those in 1992 (based on the number of 
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vacant units).  Over the years between, demand has fluctuated with periods when all the 

retail units in the Town Centre have been occupied. 

3.127 Overall, it is perceived that demand is slowly dropping, especially on the periphery, as is 

evidenced by the fact that a small number of units have been converted to residential use 

in recent years.  The prime locations are from the Bull Ring up to the Town Hall and the 

two shops either side of the junction up East Street and down West Street.  These units 

are relatively static in terms of change in traders, and in comparison to units further along 

East and West Street on the periphery, where the most change in occupiers is noticeable, 

and the most vacant units were observed at the time of the on-foot survey.   

3.128 The property offer in Ashburton is generally good with only one unit that was in a state of 

severe disrepair.  Units are generally small, narrow but deep in shape.  The town is in a 

conservation area and the majority of the buildings are listed.  While the additional 

maintenance that a listed building may require might be off-putting and burdensome to 

some occupiers, such measures have obviously assisted in keeping the Town Centre well 

kept and full of character.   

3.129 Comments have been noted that listed buildings do restrict fundamental changes to the 

property offer and so may make it difficult to cater for any larger traders to move into the 

Town Centre.  Those few already in the Town Centre that have wanted to expand (eg 

Trailventure on North Street) have done so upwards through to the residential or office 

space above the ground floor.  However, this does not appear to be a concern as it is 

considered that demand is mainly from smaller independent retailers which, it is believed, 

assists in creating a very individual Town Centre.   

Development oDevelopment oDevelopment oDevelopment opportunitiespportunitiespportunitiespportunities    

3.130 From our site visit and conversations with a local agent there are no known development 

opportunities within and around the Town Centre itself.   

Prime Prime Prime Prime rrrretail etail etail etail yyyyieldsieldsieldsields    

3.131 Yield is considered to be an efficient measure of the confidence of investors in the long 

term profitability of a Town Centre for retail (and other commercial) developments.  

Unfortunately, no information is published for Ashburton Town Centre.    

Traffic Traffic Traffic Traffic and and and and ppppedestrian edestrian edestrian edestrian fffflows lows lows lows     

3.132 Pedestrian flow counts were undertaken at six locations in Ashburton Town Centre over 

three days between Friday 22nd May and Saturday 30th May; this allowed for a mixture of 

weekday and weekend counts.  The pedestrian counts were undertaken by NEMS Market 

Research; the location of the flow counts are listed below and detailed on Figure 4.4: 

� 17 North Street, Ad Hoc Antiques 

� 13 North Street, Mare and Foal Sanctuary Charity Shop 

� 2 North Street 

� 15 East Street, Paws Pet Shop 

� 6 East Street, Tess Designs 
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� 9a West Street, Bitz and Bytz. 

Figure Figure Figure Figure 3333....4444    Indexed pedestrian count sIndexed pedestrian count sIndexed pedestrian count sIndexed pedestrian count scores for Ashburton 2009cores for Ashburton 2009cores for Ashburton 2009cores for Ashburton 2009    

 

Legend for index sLegend for index sLegend for index sLegend for index scorecorecorecore    
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Table Table Table Table 3333....4444        Pedestrian cPedestrian cPedestrian cPedestrian counts in Ashburton 2009ounts in Ashburton 2009ounts in Ashburton 2009ounts in Ashburton 2009    

Location Location Location Location 

nnnnumberumberumberumber    
LocationLocationLocationLocation    

FriFriFriFri        

22222222
ndndndnd
    MMMMayayayay    

ThursThursThursThurs    

28282828
thththth
    MMMMayayayay    

Sat Sat Sat Sat     

30303030
thththth
    MayMayMayMay    

TotalTotalTotalTotal    IndexIndexIndexIndex    

Averages for Averages for Averages for Averages for five minute pfive minute pfive minute pfive minute perioderioderioderiod    

1 
17 North Street, Ad Hoc 

Antiques 
11 9 16 36 29 

2 
13 North Street. Mare and 

Foal Sanctuary Charity Shop 
29 24 42 95 76 

3 2 North Street 47 30 48 125 100 

4 
15 East Street Paws Pet 

Shop 
32 23 29 84 67 

5 6 East Street, Tess Designs 44 31 50 125 100 

6 9a West Street, Bitz & Bytes 21 22 22 65 52 

3.133 Table 3.4 above shows the results of the pedestrian counts.  As may be expected, the 

heaviest pedestrian flows were recorded in the prime retail zones (as identified through 

discussions with a local agent).  The two busiest locations were at 2 North Street (located 

just before the Town Hall) and 6 East Street.  The least busy location was at the top of 

North Street at number 17 which is an antiques shop.  The busiest day was Saturday in 

the majority of locations.   

3.134 During the on-foot survey the Town Centre’s pedestrian and traffic flows were observed.  

It was noted that a number of shops had bill boards on the pavement, at busier times it is 

imagined that this may cause a disruption in pedestrian flows at the particularly narrow 

points (it should be noted that observations were made in the afternoon of the off-peak 

tourist season, and it is probable that Ashburton is a lot busier during the peak season).   

3.135 Traffic from the car park is fed out through to the junction; there was a steady flow of 

traffic through the town, some travelling at what seemed an excessive speed for a small 

town with narrow roads.  With no zebra or lighted pedestrian crossings, it appeared that 

most pedestrians were crossing at the busiest point in town – the junction - where there is 

a raised plateau encouraging pedestrians to cross; this also appeared to be the busiest 

point in terms of traffic.  Pedestrians not using the raised plateau, but crossing where the 

cars turned left to go up East Street were causing a small amount of conflict with the 

traffic.   

3.136 Despite the large car park (which was well used but not full) there was also provision for 

on-street parking on North Street and up East Street.  The parked cars to the top end of 

East Street, on the way out of the Town Centre, were not easy to navigate in the face of 

the oncoming traffic.   

State of the State of the State of the State of the Town CentreTown CentreTown CentreTown Centre    eeeenvironmental nvironmental nvironmental nvironmental qqqqualityualityualityuality    

3.137 As already discussed the built environment in Ashburton is governed by the numerous 

Listings throughout the town and the Conservation Area.  The rustic street furniture 

(benches and litter bin) at the centre of the town on North Street is in keeping with the 
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rural feel of the Town Centre.  The signage at the junction is modern and looks out of 

place considering the historic fabric of the rest of the town.  A good number of shops have 

very high quality shop frontages and merchandise displays, further enhancing the quality 

of the Town Centre. 

Crime and safety Crime and safety Crime and safety Crime and safety     

3.138 The pedestrian survey showed that 38 per cent of Ashburton Town Centre shoppers felt 

that personal safety, policing and lighting in the town is ‘good’ with a further 25 per cent 

responding that it is ‘very good’. 

3.139 The local Neighbourhood Policing Team report that: ‘the Ashburton area is a very safe 

place to live, where reported crime over the past 12 months has fallen by around 20 per 

cent’. The neighbourhood team is committed to focusing on community concerns and 

during the last 18 months the have targeted those responsible for antisocial behaviour 

and will continue to do so.   

3.140 Looking forward, the priorities for the town are: rowdy behaviour and parking issues in 

Ashburton town centre.    

Summary of Ashburton hSummary of Ashburton hSummary of Ashburton hSummary of Ashburton healthcheckealthcheckealthcheckealthcheck    

� Ashburton has a strong and independent convenience sector.  The comparison 

offer is dominated by antique and gift shops which attract the higher-spending and 

tourist customer  

� Services in Ashburton are also geared towards the tourist customer with a 

predominance of take-aways, cafes and restaurants  

� The size and shape of retail units in Ashburton is not conducive to attracting larger 

national multiples.  As a result the Town Centre is dominated by smaller 

independent retailers which gives the Town Centre individuality 

� Environmental quality in Ashburton is high with generally well kept shop frontages 

and clean streets; the town’s character is protected by a conservation area and a 

high number of listed buildings 

� Vacancy rates are relatively low indicating a strongly performing town, especially 

given the current economic crisis 

� Opportunity for any major retail expansion is limited.  
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Bovey Tracey Bovey Tracey Bovey Tracey Bovey Tracey Town CentreTown CentreTown CentreTown Centre    
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Introduction and cIntroduction and cIntroduction and cIntroduction and contextontextontextontext    

3.141 Bovey Tracey is a small town of approximately 7,472 inhabitants8, located on the Eastern 

edge of Dartmoor.  This location and the town’s proximity to Newton Abbot and Exeter has 

led to the town becoming an ideal commuter, retirement and tourist destination.  The town 

has had a diverse past having been a staging post between Exeter and Plymouth, an 

important centre for pottery production and an early tourist destination. 

3.142 The town is linear in form and benefits from a large car park and tourist information point 

on the edge of the Centre.  The views from the top of the town are spectacular, and the 

run into the Town Centre from the Plymouth to Exeter direction gains from a very ‘green’ 

and rural setting.   

3.143 The town’s craft heritage is remembered through the establishment of the Devon Guild of 

Craftsmen also on the edge of the Town Centre.  This is located in the Listed Riverside 

Mill building, and a very short walk from the car park on Station Road.   

3.144 The primary shopping area, as defined in the Local Plan, takes in Fore Street and a 

second, much smaller area of retail activity on Station Road.  Goad data is only available 

for the larger area of retail activity on Fore Street.  Consequently, data for the second 

retail area was collected during the on-foot survey in May 2009 and added to the Goad 

data.     

Retail Retail Retail Retail rrrrankingsankingsankingsankings    

3.145 The 2008 MHE Index ranks Bovey Tracey seventh among the Town Centres in 

Teignbridge.  This is behind Buckfastleigh which is surprising given that Buckfastleigh’s 

retail offer is a lot smaller than Bovey Tracey’s (Bovey Tracey has 61 retail units while 

Buckfastleigh has 299).  No previous MHE rankings are available to gauge any movement 

in Bovey Tracey’s ranking. 

Diversity of uDiversity of uDiversity of uDiversity of usessessesses    

3.146 Figure 5 and Table 6 of Appendix 1 show the diversity of uses for Bovey Tracey Town 

Centre.  This is based upon the Goad plan which has been updated to reflect any 

changes observed during site visits in May 2009.  It was interesting that the Goad plan did 

not cover the full extent of retail units on Fore Street as defined in the Local Plan.  A short 

additional stretch was observed on the entrance to the Town Centre when approaching 

from the Plymouth to Exeter direction.  These additional shops have now been added to 

the updated Goad plan and data. 

3.147 The centre contains a total of 61 units, which includes convenience and comparison A1 

units, services (A1, A2, A3, A4 and A5 uses) and miscellaneous uses such as post offices 

and vacant units.   

                                                           
8
 Figure for 2006 

9
Goad Survey Update, May 2009 (Appendix 1) 
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Convenience 

3.148 There are ten convenience units in Bovey Tracey, two of these are multiple convenience 

stores (Tesco Express and Spar).  There are also two greengrocers, a delicatessen, two 

butchers, a baker, sweet shop and a newsagents.  The Tesco Express and Spar are both 

located centrally and the Tesco Express occupies the largest unit, in terms of floorspace, 

within the Town Centre.  One butcher, the bakery and newsagents are all located in the 

second smaller area of retail on Station Road.  Bovey Tracey is well served in terms of 

convenience units when the proportion of the centre’s convenience units (16 per cent) is 

compared to the GB average proportion (10 per cent).   

Comparison and services 

3.149 In contrast, the proportion of the Town Centre’s comparison units is 11 percentage points 

lower than the national average.  A good number of Goad categories of comparison units 

are lacking except for furniture, carpets and textiles and cars, motorcycles and motor 

accessories, florists and gardens and charity shops and pet shops, when compared to the 

national average.  However, there is a relative abundance of charity shops.  

3.150 Interestingly, there are no gift shops within the town, despite the fact that it is considered 

to be one of several ‘gateways’ to Dartmoor, and so a popular choice for basing a holiday 

from which to tour the moors.  However, the Devon Guild of Craftsmen, on the edge of the 

Town Centre (and so not included in the Goad data), offers a good sized craft shop. All 

the comparison traders are independent, except for a Lloyds pharmacy.   

3.151 Interestingly, there are a good proportion of service units compared to the GB average (9 

percentage points more than the national average).  This suggests that Bovey Tracey 

operates very much as a service town.   

3.152 There are a good number of restaurants, cafes and fast food takeaways, however, the 

evening services appear to be suffering in Bovey Tracey at present with the closure of a 

prominently placed restaurant on Fore Street and a pub a little further up the hill, also on 

Fore Street.  There are also good proportions of banks and financial services, 

hairdressers and beauty parlours and estate agents.     

3.153 There is a Post Office and, although not included within the Town Centre itself and a 

tourist information centre on the edge of the Town Centre between the two retail areas.   

Vacant property  

3.154 At the time of the on-foot survey there were only four vacant units (and two vacant pubs, 

one of which has been damaged by fire).  This is below the national average and 

indicates that Bovey Tracey is still relatively healthy despite the current economic climate.  

However, the large vacant restaurant is unfortunate given its position within the town, as 

is the second vacant unit to have appeared since the last Goad survey (May 2008), as this 

stands out within a busy part of the town.   

3.155 It is apparent that a couple of units that were vacant in May 2008 are still vacant in May 

2009.  These units are at the top end of the town and maybe not in as much demand as 

those more centrally located.   
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Operator demand and property offer 

3.156 The FOCUS database does not record any retailer demand for Bovey Tracey.  The 

property offer in Bovey Tracey is generally good with the majority of units appearing to be 

well maintained.  There is a range in quality with high quality units in close proximity to 

those that are poorer quality and perhaps occupied by lower value retailers.   

TrafficTrafficTrafficTraffic    and and and and ppppedestrian edestrian edestrian edestrian fffflowslowslowslows    

3.157 Pedestrian flow counts were undertaken at four locations in Bovey Tracey Town Centre 

over three days between Thursday 21st May and Saturday 30th May; this allowed for a 

mixture of weekday and weekend counts.  The pedestrian counts were undertaken by 

NEMS Market Research; the location of the flow counts are listed below and detailed on 

Figures 3.5 and 3.6: 

1. 2 Station Road, S & D Todds Butchers 

2. Station Road, Old Thatched Pub (fire damaged) 

3. 29 Fore Street, Pizza Box 

4. 47 Fore Street, Tesco Express 
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Figure Figure Figure Figure 3333....5555    Indexed pedestrian cIndexed pedestrian cIndexed pedestrian cIndexed pedestrian count for Bovey Traceyount for Bovey Traceyount for Bovey Traceyount for Bovey Tracey

    

Figure Figure Figure Figure 3333....6666    IIIIndexed pedestrian cndexed pedestrian cndexed pedestrian cndexed pedestrian count for second retail area in Bovey Traceyount for second retail area in Bovey Traceyount for second retail area in Bovey Traceyount for second retail area in Bovey Tracey    

 

Source: Based upon Ordnance Survey Material with Permission of Ordnance Survey on behalf of the 

controller of Her Majesty’s stationary Office © Crown Copyright.  Unauthorised reproduction infringes 

Crown Copyright and may lead to prosecution or civil proceedings.  Teignbridge District Council 

100024292. 
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Legend for index sLegend for index sLegend for index sLegend for index scorecorecorecore    

 

Table Table Table Table 3333....5555        Pedestrian cPedestrian cPedestrian cPedestrian counts in Bovey Tracey 2009ounts in Bovey Tracey 2009ounts in Bovey Tracey 2009ounts in Bovey Tracey 2009    

Location Location Location Location 

nnnnumberumberumberumber    
LocationLocationLocationLocation    

ThursThursThursThurs        

21212121
stststst
        MayMayMayMay    

FriFriFriFri    

22222222
ndndndnd
    MayMayMayMay    

Sat Sat Sat Sat     

30303030
thththth
    MayMayMayMay    

TotalTotalTotalTotal    IndexIndexIndexIndex    

Averages for five minute pAverages for five minute pAverages for five minute pAverages for five minute perioderioderioderiod    

1 
2 Station Road, S&D Todds 

Butchers 
10 8 12 30 42 

2 
Station Road, Old Thatch 

Pub (fire damaged) 
9 7 12 28 40 

3 29 Fore Street, Pizza Box 19 10 13 42 59 

4 
47 Fore Street, Tesco 

Express 
28 18 26 71 100 

3.158 The busiest locations in Bovey Tracey were in the main retail area on Fore Street.  

Outside the Tesco Express was the busiest location overall by a large margin.  Counts on 

Station Road at the second retail area in Bovey Tracey were comparatively quieter than 

those on Fore Street.  Saturday was only marginally busier than the weekdays in certain 

locations, perhaps indicating that Bovey Tracey is very much a local service provider 

rather than day visitor destination.   

3.159 Pedestrian flows were steady throughout the time of visit, which was late on a Friday 

afternoon.  The busiest area was on the right hand side of the road where Fore Street 

bends round to the right and up the hill (walking through from the Plymouth to Exeter 

direction), this is where the Tesco Express, several other convenience stores and two 

banks are located.   

3.160 This area also had busy on street parking outside the shops. The on street parking, which 

carried on up the hill, did appear to be causing some congestion on what is a narrow, but 

apparently well used route through the town.   

3.161 The pavements are relatively narrow and would be difficult for people with buggies to 

navigate, especially where the on-street parking restricts movement on and off the 

pavement.   

3.162 The bridge that pedestrians must cross to enter the main retail area from the large car 

park offers a particularly precarious route given that there is no pavement up past the 

Devon Guild of Craftsmen building through to the Town Centre.  Pedestrians must instead 
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cross the busy road to use the pavement on the opposite side of the road to walk safely 

into the Town Centre.  

State of State of State of State of Town CentreTown CentreTown CentreTown Centre    environmental qualityenvironmental qualityenvironmental qualityenvironmental quality    

3.163 The built environment is generally a good quality with the odd unit needing some repair.  

The entrance to the town is very rural in character with trees and fields to the left (on 

approach from Station Road).  The view from the top of the town to the surrounding moors 

also adds to the town’s rural character.  More could be made of the Town Hall and war 

memorial at the top of Fore Street which is unfortunately cluttered with modern street 

signs.   

Crime and safetyCrime and safetyCrime and safetyCrime and safety    

3.164 47 per cent of pedestrians interviewed as part of the town centre survey felt that personal 

safety, policing and lighting in the town centre is ‘good’, with a further 21 per cent 

reporting that it is ‘satisfactory’.  

3.165 The Local Neighbourhood Policing Team report that: ‘Crime is not a serious problem in 

this area. The main problems that do emerge involve minor incidents of antisocial 

behaviour caused by small groups of individuals and situations involving the consumption 

of alcohol. These incidents are not excessive and but they can affect the quality of life of 

local residents.’  

Development opportunitiesDevelopment opportunitiesDevelopment opportunitiesDevelopment opportunities    

3.166 In terms of possible development sites, the vacant pub and restaurant offer potential sites 

within the Town Centre for retail redevelopment.  The burnt out pub and large car park 

between the two current retail areas also offers the opportunity for further retail 

redevelopment.   

HHHHeathfieldeathfieldeathfieldeathfield    

3.167 In addition to the Town Centre at Bovey Tracey the nearby Heathfield Industrial Estate 

hosts a number of retail outlets.  Whilst some of those are local service providers for an 

adjacent housing estate a number are ‘warehouse’ style operations.  These include a 

large furniture outlet, Mole Valley Farmers and a domestic appliances store.  These are 

serving a wider catchment than Bovey Tracey. 

Summary of Bovey TraceSummary of Bovey TraceSummary of Bovey TraceSummary of Bovey Tracey hy hy hy healthcheckealthcheckealthcheckealthcheck    

� Bovey Tracey is well served in terms of convenience stores with two supermarkets 

and a good selection of independent convenience retailers 

� In terms of comparison stores, Bovey Tracey is lacking; those comparison stores that 

do exist are very practical in nature and augment the many service units found in the 

Town Centre 

� The two very separate retail areas in Bovey Tracey have been brought closer together 

by the Devon Guild of Craftsmen which is located in a prominent position between the 

two areas 
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� Bovey Tracey’s evening entertainment offer is suffering in the poor economic climate 

with two pubs and a restaurant currently lying vacant 

� There is some friction between pedestrians and the continuous flow of traffic through 

the Town Centre, especially on the bridge into the Town Centre from the car park 

� Historic features in the Town Centre are currently underexploited, and while the Town 

Centre has an interesting history, this is somewhat lost given some areas of poor 

maintenance and lower quality shop frontages 

� There are four sites within, and also just outside of the Town Centre, that offer the 

potential for small retail redevelopments   
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BuckfastlBuckfastlBuckfastlBuckfastleigheigheigheigh    Town CentreTown CentreTown CentreTown Centre    
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IntroductionIntroductionIntroductionIntroduction    

3.168 It is highly probable that Buckfastleigh’s origins are bound to Buckfast Abbey, which pre-

dates the town, and was founded in the eleventh century.  There were originally two 

distinct towns, Lower and Higher Town which were finally linked by Chapel Street in the 

19th century.  The Local Plan identifies Lower Town as Buckfastleigh’s Town Centre, and 

it is here, mainly on Fore Street, that the town’s retail offer is found.   

3.169 The Town Centre is located on the southern fringe of Dartmoor and, importantly, on three 

rivers.  Such a location led to the Buckfastleigh’s rise to a thriving industrial town in the 

16th century with seven mills driving the town’s economy.  This industrial activity peaked in 

the 19th century, although continued into the 20th century.  Today, Buckfastleigh is a small 

market town, with a population of 4,529,10 set within an idyllic rural setting.   

3.170 Buckfastleigh is bounded by several visitor attractions including Buckfast Abbey, Buckfast 

Butterfly Farm and Dartmoor Otter Sanctuary and the Buckfastleigh steam railway station.  

A vintage bus service picks visitors up from steam railway station and drops them at 

points of interest, including in the town, where a further visitor attraction, The Valiant 

Soldier, is located. 

3.171 There is no Goad information available for Buckfastleigh, instead a survey was 

undertaken using the Local Plan as a guide to define the Town Centre’s boundaries which 

take in a short stretch of Plymouth Road and Chapel Street and the whole of Fore Street. 

Retail Retail Retail Retail rrrrankingsankingsankingsankings    

3.172 The 2008 MHE Index ranks Buckfastleigh sixth among the towns in Teignbridge.  This is 

behind Ashburton but above Bovey Tracey and Chudleigh.  This is surprising given that 

both Bovey Tracey and Chudleigh have a much wider retail offer than Buckfastleigh.  No 

previous MHE rankings are available to gauge any movement in Buckfastleigh’s ranking. 

Diversity of uDiversity of uDiversity of uDiversity of usessessesses    

3.173 Table 7 (Appendix 1) shows the diversity of uses for Buckfastleigh Town Centre.  This is 

based upon observations made during a site visit in May 2009.  There are a total of 29 

units in Buckfastleigh, which include convenience, comparison, service, miscellaneous 

and vacant units. 

Convenience 

3.174 There are five convenience stores within Buckfastleigh, the largest being the Co-op on 

Chapel Street.  There is also a farm shop, a delicatessen, speciality food shop and a 

newsagents.  For a town of Buckfastleigh’s size the convenience offer is both healthy (the 

proportion of convenience units is 8 percentage points higher than the national average) 

and diverse.   

                                                           
10
 Figure for 2006 
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Comparison and services 

3.175 There are only six comparison units remaining in Buckfastleigh, and therefore the 

proportion of comparison units is 23 percentage points below the national average.  

Those comparison traders that remain are a florist, craft shop (only open two days a 

week), charity shop, a large electrical store (with a second outlet in Ashburton) and, one 

of the only two multiples in the town, a pharmacy (Boots).    

3.176 Despite the strong provision for tourists around Buckfastleigh, it is perhaps somewhat 

surprising that there are not more gift or tourist orientated shops in the Town Centre.  This 

may suggest that the town does not draw tourists in from the surrounding attractions and 

raises the question whether it would, if the retail offer was stronger. 

3.177 The service offer is a lot healthier with a total of nine units; this equates to over 30 per 

cent of the town’s units and is just below the GB average.  The majority of the service 

units are restaurants, cafes and takeaways.  There are actually four takeaways in 

Buckfastleigh, which appears a disproportionate number to the size of the Town Centre.  

There are also two estate agents, hairdressers, post office and a tourist information 

centre.  The town lacks a bank since the Lloyds TSB closed.   

Vacant property 

3.178 At the time of the survey there were 7 vacant units in Buckfastleigh.  Compared to the 

national average, the proportion of vacant units is high in Buckfastleigh at present (13 

percentage points above the national average).  There were several large or prominent 

vacant units on Fore Street, including the Lloyds TSB, and another cluster of vacant units 

on Chapel Street.  

3.179 The number and size of vacant units in a small town does give a very deserted feel.  In 

March 2005 the town’s Conservation Area Appraisal11 it is noted that “Nearly all of the 

shop premises in Fore Street are still occupied and that keeps the heart of Buckfastleigh 

ticking along.” 

3.180 It would appear that in a relatively short period of time this situation has changed with 

several units closing, now lying vacant or converted to residential use.  One large vacant 

unit on Fore Street has been granted permission to be converted to two dwellings.  

Despite the change of use, the property remains vacant.  On speaking to the agent acting 

to sell the property it is evident that the reason for this is that once the property was 

stripped back, many problems were identified and are now prohibiting the sale of the 

property.   

3.181 Large vacant units on Chapel Street mean that only the Co-op and a takeaway exist on 

this quiet street now.   

                                                           
11
 Buckfastleigh Conservation Area Appraisal, March 2005, Dartmoor National Park Authority 
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Operator demand and property offerOperator demand and property offerOperator demand and property offerOperator demand and property offer    

3.182 The FOCUS database does not identify any retailer demand for Buckfastleigh.  On 

speaking to a local agent it is evident that the number of retail units in Buckfastleigh has 

been dropping for a good number of years now, with more and more converting to 

residential use suggesting that demand for retail units is low.   

3.183 Conversations with the agent suggest that changes in shopping habits and a hidden 

deprivation12 in the town have contributed to the decline in Buckfastleigh’s retail offer.  

The property offer in the Town Centre is generally of a high quality.   

Traffic and pedestrian Traffic and pedestrian Traffic and pedestrian Traffic and pedestrian flowsflowsflowsflows    

3.184 Pedestrian flow counts were undertaken at four locations in Buckfastleigh Town Centre 

over three days between Friday 22nd May and Wednesday 27th May: this allowed for a 

mixture of weekday and weekend counts.  The pedestrian counts were undertaken by 

NEMS Market Research; the location of the flow counts are listed below and detailed on 

Figure 3.7: 

� 15 Fore Street, Kings Arms 

� 46 Fore Street, Huccabys Newsagent 

� 4a Plymouth Road, The Four O’Clock Shop 

� 33 Chapel Street, The Co-op 

Figure Figure Figure Figure 3333....7777    Indexed pedestrian cIndexed pedestrian cIndexed pedestrian cIndexed pedestrian count for Buckfastleighount for Buckfastleighount for Buckfastleighount for Buckfastleigh    

 
                                                           
12
 This is partly evidenced in the Devon PCT and County Council Joint Strategic Needs Assessment 

town profile for Ashburton and Buckfastleigh which states that the ward of Ashburton and Buckfastleigh 
has the lowest proportion of residents living in owner/occupied homes and a higher rate of residents 
living in social rented accommodation. 
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Source: Based upon Ordnance Survey Material with Permission of Ordnance Survey on behalf of the 

controller of Her Majesty’s stationary Office © Crown Copyright.  Unauthorised reproduction infringes 

Crown Copyright and may lead to prosecution or civil proceedings.  Teignbridge District Council 

100024292. 

Legend for index sLegend for index sLegend for index sLegend for index score  core  core  core      

 

Table Table Table Table 3333....6666        Pedestrian cPedestrian cPedestrian cPedestrian counts in Buckfastleigh 2009ounts in Buckfastleigh 2009ounts in Buckfastleigh 2009ounts in Buckfastleigh 2009    

Location Location Location Location 

nnnnumberumberumberumber    
LocationLocationLocationLocation    

Friday Friday Friday Friday 

22222222
ndndndnd
            MayMayMayMay    

Sat Sat Sat Sat     

23232323
rdrdrdrd
        MayMayMayMay    

Wed Wed Wed Wed     

27272727
thththth
        MayMayMayMay    TotalTotalTotalTotal    IndexIndexIndexIndex    

Averages for five minute pAverages for five minute pAverages for five minute pAverages for five minute perioderioderioderiod    

1 15 Fore Street, Kings Arms 5 7 6 18 36 

2 
46 Fore Street Huccabys 

Newsagent 
15 18 17 50 100 

3 
4a Plymouth Road,  

The Four O'Clock Shop 
9 9 8 26 52 

4 
33 Chapel Street, The Co-

op 
14 16 14 44 88 

3.185 The busiest location in Buckfastleigh was outside the newsagent on Fore Street, this was 

closely followed by outside the Co-op on Chapel Street.  The least busy locations were at 

the far end of Fore Street outside a pub and off Fore Street on Plymouth Road, this is 

interesting as there is a relatively large car park located just outside the Town Centre 

which requires pedestrians to enter the Town Centre via Plymouth Road.   Saturday was 

narrowly the busiest day. 

3.186 There was little traffic through the Town Centre’s narrow road which benefits from a one 

way system.  It is imagined that if traffic is busier (as it might be during the high tourist 

season) there may be some friction between pedestrians and traffic, especially on Fore 

Street which narrows once away from the junction of the town’s three roads.    

State oState oState oState of the f the f the f the Town CentreTown CentreTown CentreTown Centre    environmental qenvironmental qenvironmental qenvironmental qualityualityualityuality    

3.187 Between 1998 and 2001 there was a Conservation Area Partnership Scheme which 

secured English Heritage funding allowing many of the historic buildings in the town to be 

repaired to a high standard.  This has meant that Fore Street’s physical fabric is attractive 

and of a very high quality.  In stark contrast is Chapel Street, which has several tired 

looking units (the majority vacant) and a large dilapidated building (used as a youth club) 

which gives the street a neglected feeling.   
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As already discussed the retail offer is sparse and many residential units are interspersed 

between the remaining retail units.  Many of the buildings on Fore Street have hanging 

baskets, this and attractive street furniture at the top of Fore Street adds to give the town 

a traditional and well-tended impression.  The views of the surrounding countryside also 

provide the town with a very picturesque, rural setting.  

Crime and SafetyCrime and SafetyCrime and SafetyCrime and Safety    

3.188 56 per cent of pedestrians in Buckfastleigh Town Centre said that personal safety, 

policing and lighting was ‘very good’, the largest cohort to give this response out of all the 

town centre’s in Teignbridge. A further 28 per cent said it is ‘good. 

3.189 The Local Neighbourhood Policing Team report that:  ‘Over the last 12 months reported 

crime has fallen by 29 per cent across the town and it is hoped that this fact will reiterate 

that Buckfastleigh is a safe place to live.’ 

3.190 The main priorities for action are: 

� Anti Social Behaviour - Victoria Park and Plymouth Road, Buckfastleigh 

� Speeding issues in West Buckfastleigh and Plymouth Road 

� Parking in and around the Town 

Development opportunitiesDevelopment opportunitiesDevelopment opportunitiesDevelopment opportunities    

3.191 The seven vacant retail units in Buckfastleigh offer the opportunity for retail 

redevelopment in the Town Centre. In particular, there are two particularly good sized 

vacant units on Fore Street and one large unit on Chapel Street that offer the potential for 

future retail redevelopment.  However, that one of these sites on Fore Street has gained 

permission for residential development, indicating that there may be difficulties in driving 

private retail redevelopment forward at present.   

Summary of Buckfastleigh hSummary of Buckfastleigh hSummary of Buckfastleigh hSummary of Buckfastleigh healthcheckealthcheckealthcheckealthcheck    

� The convenience offer in Buckfastleigh is both healthy and diverse for the size of 

Town Centre and includes a good sized Co-op.  The town’s service offer is also 

healthy except for the absence of a bank 

� In contrast, the comparison offer is lacking with a total of only six comparison retail 

outlets 

� The town has lost a number of retail units over the last few years and more are 

currently lying vacant, indicating a struggling Town Centre that has declining appeal 

as a shopping destination  

� Changes in shopping habits, hidden deprivation  and proximity to out of centre 

shopping centres, such as Trago Mills, have perhaps encouraged the decline of this 

Town Centre  

� Despite the town’s location in a tourist area, there are relatively very few outlets to 

cater for tourists, who would appreciate the high quality environmental quality that the 

town offers 
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� While moderate redevelopment opportunities exist, evidence suggests that private 

retail redevelopment will be difficult to encourage in the Town Centre at present. 

Chudleigh Chudleigh Chudleigh Chudleigh Town CentreTown CentreTown CentreTown Centre    

3.192   
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IntroductionIntroductionIntroductionIntroduction    

3.193 With a population of about 4,18113 Chudleigh is located between Newton Abbot and 

Exeter and is well connected, within easy reach of the M5 and A38.  Such positioning has 

meant that Chudleigh has become a commuter town.  The recent development of houses 

on the outskirts of the Town Centre has also increased Chudleigh’s role as a commuter 

town.   

3.194 A shortage of jobs in Chudleigh (job density of 0.314) compared to the number of working 

age population encourages approximately 1,800 working age residents to commute15, in 

the main, probably to Newton Abbot and Exeter.    

3.195 The Town Centre used to be on the main route between Exeter and Plymouth before the 

A38 dual carriage way opened.  From the 13th century Chudleigh was an important 

woollen producer, and from the 14th century a market town.  During the industrial 

revolution the woollen trade declined, and while the town thrived as a staging post 

between Exeter and Plymouth, this activity also petered out with the introduction of the 

South Devon Railway in 1849.   

Retail rRetail rRetail rRetail rankingsankingsankingsankings    

3.196 Chudleigh ranks eighth among the eleven Town Centres in Teignbridge according to the 

2008 MHE Index.  No previous MHE rankings are available to gauge any movement in 

Chudleigh’s ranking. 

Diversity of uDiversity of uDiversity of uDiversity of usessessesses    

3.197 Table 8 of Appendix 1 shows the diversity of uses for Chudleigh Town Centre.  This is 

based upon observations made during a site visit in May 2009.  There are a total of 37 

units in Chudleigh, which include convenience, comparison, services and miscellaneous 

uses such as post offices and vacant units.  

Convenience 

3.198 There are a total of six convenience units in Chudleigh, this equates to a healthy 

proportion of units (16 per cent) compared to the national average (10 per cent).  Two of 

the convenience units are convenience stores, one a good sized Co-op.  There is also a 

butcher, bakery, green grocer and newsagents.  The abundance of convenience stores 

indicates that the town’s role may primarily be as a service centre for local residents, 

especially perhaps for those with no private transport.   

                                                           
13
 Figure for 2006 

14
 Number of Jobs (Annual Business Inquiry, 2007) divided by Working age population (mid year 

estimates, 2007), figures based on Chudleigh ward. 
15
 Travel to Work Flows, Census 2001, figures based on Chudleigh ward. 
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Comparison and services 

3.199 In May 2009 there were a total of 14 comparison units in Chudleigh Town Centre.  The 

proportion of comparison units (38 per cent) is low compared to the national average (44 

per cent), and it is evident that the town lacks clothing shops in particular.  There is an 

abundance of second hand, charity and pet shops.  One large charity shop occupies a 

prominent unit on Fore Street.  There are also a good number of artist units and galleries, 

several of these were closed at the time of survey (9:30am Monday morning).   

3.200 There is also a slightly low proportion of service units in Chudleigh Town Centre (30 per 

cent) when compared to the national average (34 per cent).  Of the eleven service units in 

the Town Centre, the majority are takeaways and cafes.  There is an over-representation 

of estate agents, occupying three of the eleven service units (4 percentage points above 

the national average).  There is a post office at the far end of Fore Street.   

3.201 A dental practice, medical surgery and foot clinic mean that Chudleigh is well served in 

terms of health services, so that those without transport need not travel to access these 

important services.   

Vacant property 

3.202 At the time of survey there were five vacant units in Chudleigh.  According to a local 

agent, two of these were suitable for office or retail use.  The proportion of vacant units 

(14 per cent) is slightly more than the national average (11 per cent).  There is a cluster of 

vacant units in and around the Old Pottery Court and on Conduit Square.  One of the units 

on Conduit Square had evidently been sold but was still lying vacant.   

3.203 On discussion with the Town Council it is apparent that vacancy levels are indeed slightly 

high at present.  This may partly be due to the loss of the local branch of a bank.  Another 

unit is vacant due to the fact that a solicitors firm out-grew their premises in Chudleigh.  

After being unable to find a large enough premises to move to in Chudleigh, the firm 

relocated to Newton Abbot.   

3.204 Future possible developments of the Town Centre will aim to attract more visitors to the 

Town Centre, which it is hoped will increase the Town Centre’s appeal to retailers.  These 

plans include: a local producers’ market, which is to go ahead in near future; a visitor 

centre that will tie in with the Town Centre’s historic walk; and a shared space scheme 

(see next section).   

Operator dOperator dOperator dOperator demand and emand and emand and emand and pppproperty roperty roperty roperty oooofferfferfferffer    

3.205 The FOCUS database does not record any retailer demand for Chudleigh.  On speaking 

to a local agent it is evident that despite the fact that there are a number of vacant units at 

present, there is a good level of operator interest, almost entirely from small independent 

traders.   

3.206 It was also discussed that the size of the units in the main retail area (Fore Street) are too 

small to attract multiples, and believed that larger stores would not be sustained due to 

the fact that Chudleigh has become somewhat of a commuter town, with residents 

shopping elsewhere, most probably in the town in which they work.    
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3.207 The demand for smaller units is exemplified by the fact that the relatively large unit the 

Co-op moved from on Fore Street (to the new building by the car park) has since been 

split into two smaller units.   

TTTTrafficrafficrafficraffic    and and and and ppppedestrian edestrian edestrian edestrian fffflowslowslowslows    

3.208 Pedestrian flow counts were undertaken at four locations in Buckfastleigh Town Centre 

over three days between Friday 22nd May and Thursday 28th May; this allowed for a 

mixture of weekday and weekend counts.  The pedestrian counts were undertaken by 

NEMS Market Research; the location of the flow counts are listed below and detailed on 

Figure 3.8: 

1. Market Way, Co-op 

2. 89 Fore Street, Chudleigh DIY and Hardware 

3. Fore Street, The Chocolate Box 

4. 66 Fore Street, Post Office 

Figure Figure Figure Figure 3333....8888    Indexed pedestrian cIndexed pedestrian cIndexed pedestrian cIndexed pedestrian count for Chudleighount for Chudleighount for Chudleighount for Chudleigh    

 

Source: Based upon Ordnance Survey Material with Permission of Ordnance Survey on behalf of the 

controller of Her Majesty’s stationary Office © Crown Copyright.  Unauthorised reproduction infringes 

Crown Copyright and may lead to prosecution or civil proceedings.  Teignbridge District Council 

100024292. 
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LegendLegendLegendLegend    for indexed sfor indexed sfor indexed sfor indexed scorecorecorecore    

 

Table Table Table Table 3333....7777        Pedestrian cPedestrian cPedestrian cPedestrian count in Chudleigh 2009ount in Chudleigh 2009ount in Chudleigh 2009ount in Chudleigh 2009    

Location Location Location Location 

nnnnumberumberumberumber    
LocationLocationLocationLocation    

FriFriFriFri    

22222222
ndndndnd
    MayMayMayMay    

Sat 23Sat 23Sat 23Sat 23
rdrdrdrd
    

MayMayMayMay    

ThursThursThursThurs    

28282828
thththth
    MayMayMayMay    TotalTotalTotalTotal    IndexIndexIndexIndex    

Averages for five minute pAverages for five minute pAverages for five minute pAverages for five minute perioderioderioderiod    

1 Market Way, Co-op 14 23 14 52 100 

2 
89 Fore Street, Chudleigh 

DIY and Hardware 
15 15 16 46 89 

3 
Fore Street, The Chocolate 

Box 
4 6 6 17 32 

4 66 Fore Street, Post Office 7 6 11 24 47 

3.209 The pedestrian count in Chudleigh indicated that the busiest area in the Town Centre was 

outside the Co-op on Market Street.  This is the route that pedestrians can take from the 

large car park through to the Town Centre.  The least busy area was outside the 

Chocolate Box on Fore Street, this is now a vacant property, but is located next to a 

relatively large public house.  Flows outside the Post Office were also comparatively low, 

suggesting that not many people venture to the far end of Fore Street, despite the Post 

Office’s location. 

3.210 Pedestrian flows were heaviest on a Saturday outside the Co-op.  Interestingly, the heavy 

flow of pedestrian traffic does not filter out to the rest of the town where the flows are 

similar to those during the week.  This may indicate that a good number of shoppers in 

Chudleigh visit the Town Centre to shop at the Co-op alone. 

3.211 There is a pedestrian crossing on Fore Street well placed at a well used part of the Town 

Centre.  There was a steady flow of traffic through the town, and while there was on street 

parking the relatively wide road meant that there did not appear to be congestion 

problems caused by this.  The only traffic problem observed was caused by a lorry parked 

on double yellow lines, unloading outside of the convenience store at the top of Fore 

Street, making it difficult for cars to pass safely.   

3.212 The Town Council hopes to gain County Council support to introduce a shared space 

scheme in Chudleigh.  Shared space schemes allow traffic and pedestrians to share 

space; it is an attractive option given that such schemes abolish the need for traffic 

signals, signs or road markings.  The concept encourages motorists to slow down and 

consider others around them.  The space that is created is much more attractive given 

that street clutter is removed.   
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3.213 Accessibility to the Town Centre is good in terms of travelling by car or public transport.  

Public transport links the Town Centre to Exeter, Plymouth and Newton Abbot.  

State of State of State of State of Town CentreTown CentreTown CentreTown Centre    eeeenvironmental nvironmental nvironmental nvironmental qqqqualityualityualityuality    

3.214 The built environment in Chudleigh Town Centre is generally poor in quality, with very few 

quality units alongside units that are mostly in need of repair and maintenance.  It is 

hoped that there may be opportunity to address this problem with the introduction of the 

shared space scheme.     

3.215 One area of the Town Centre that is looking particularly tired, but could be an attractive 

feature, was the entrance to the Old Pottery Court which had unappealing signage and 

seemed to be very poorly used, an impression that is exacerbated by the vacant units in 

this area.   

3.216 Several alleyways lead off Fore Street and signs indicated that CCTV was operating in 

these areas. On discussion with the Town Council, it is apparent that crime is not a 

problem in Chudleigh.  People in the Town Centre have a good relationship with the local 

community police officer who is often seen patrolling the streets.  

Crime and safetyCrime and safetyCrime and safetyCrime and safety    

3.217 The majority of pedestrians in Cudleigh Town Centre said that personal safety, policing 

and lighting is ‘good’ (47 per cent).  

3.218 The Local Neighbourhood Policing Team say that within the Teign Valley Chudleigh 

receives the most crime but this is neither excessive nor serious crime. The main 

problems that occur are incidents of vandalism and issues surrounding alcohol 

consumption. Recent Partners and Communities Together (PACT) consultations showed 

these issues to be of concern to the residents and these are issues that the 

neighbourhood team is committed to tackling. Overall, Chudleigh is a very safe place to 

live and these issues are caused by a very small minority of individuals. 

3.219 The main priorities for action are: 

� Speeding Vehicles on the Teign Valley 

� Parking outside of Chudleigh Primary School 

� Police Visibility 

    Development opportDevelopment opportDevelopment opportDevelopment opportunitiesunitiesunitiesunities    

3.220 A cluster of vacant units in and around Pottery Court could offer the potential for an 

interesting retail redevelopment.  Two adjacent vacant units on Fore Street also offer the 

opportunity for retail redevelopment. 
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Summary of Chudleigh Summary of Chudleigh Summary of Chudleigh Summary of Chudleigh Town Town Town Town CentreCentreCentreCentre    hhhhealthcheckealthcheckealthcheckealthcheck    

� Chudleigh Town Centre has a good convenience offer that includes a Co-op and a 

number of independent retailers.   

� The comparison and service offer is lower than average with an abundance of charity 

shops, second hand shops and estate agents.  The Town Centre lacks a bank 

� The health service offer is strong, perhaps catering for an elderly population 

� Retail units in the Town Centre are evidently too small to attract multiples.  Despite 

the healthy level of demand from independent operators, the town is currently 

suffering from a slightly high vacancy rate 

� It is perceived that the Town Centre is not attracting the people that have taken up 

residency in new housing developments in Chudleigh, it is perceived that these new 

residents are shopping elsewhere  

� The Town Council is currently seeking support for a number of schemes to improve 

the Town Centre, including a shared space scheme 

� There are a couple of clusters of vacant property that offer the potential for future retail 

redevelopment.  In particular that of the Old Pottery Court which has several vacant 

units and could offer an attractive opportunity for an interesting and revitalised retail 

offer 
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4444 CURRENT PATTERNS OF CURRENT PATTERNS OF CURRENT PATTERNS OF CURRENT PATTERNS OF RETAIL AND LEISURE RETAIL AND LEISURE RETAIL AND LEISURE RETAIL AND LEISURE 
SPENDINGSPENDINGSPENDINGSPENDING    

Household sHousehold sHousehold sHousehold survey urvey urvey urvey mmmmethodologyethodologyethodologyethodology    

4.1 Our assessment of current patterns of retail and leisure spending is based on a telephone 

survey of 1,204 households undertaken by NEMS Market Research in May 2009. 

4.2 The study area is slightly larger than the administrative area of Teignbridge District 

Council and includes a partial overlap into Torbay and South Hams to allow for inflow 

expenditure to Newton Abbot and Buckfastleigh respectively.  The study looks at an 

indicative catchment of 11 zones with a minimum of 100 successful survey responses in 

each zone.  The results were weighted according to the actual population in each zone to 

ensure the correct emphasis is given to the respective study zones. The survey attains a 

95 per cent statistical reliability at a confidence level of 95 per cent and interval of ±1.7 per 

cent. 

4.3 The survey approach is a widely accepted method for this kind of primary research and 

corresponds with the recommendations in the Government’s Practice Guidance.   

4.4 The survey questionnaire sought to establish: 

� Patterns of convenience goods spending, based on: 

� The shop where the household spends most money on food and groceries and 

the amount spent per week (questions 1, 2 & 3) 

� The shop where the household undertakes most ‘top-up’ food and groceries 

purchases and the amount spent per week (questions 4, 5 and 6) 

� Spending on food and groceries in small shops for those who named 

supermarkets in i) and ii) above (questions 7, 8 and 9) 

� Patterns of comparison goods spending, based on the locations of the last two 

purchases of:   

� Clothing and footwear (questions 10 & 11) 

� Furniture, carpets and soft household furnishings (questions 12 and 13) 

� DIY and decorating goods (questions 14 and 15) 

� Domestic appliances such as washing machines, fridges, cookers, TVs, DVD 

players or computers (questions 16 and 17) 

� Health, beauty and chemist items (questions 18 & 19) 

� Recreational goods such as sports equipment, musical instruments and toys 

(questions 20 & 21)  

� Specialist items such as jewellery, photographic goods, books and CDs 

(questions 22 & 23) 

� Patterns of spend at garden centres and plant nurseries, and how often households 

visit these locations 
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� The proportion of the household’s total spending on non-food goods that is accounted 

for by: 

� Internet Purchases 

� Paper catalogues 

� TV interactive shopping 

� Patterns of spending on leisure services based on the locations where the household 

spends most money on: 

� Restaurants/cafés 

� Pubs/bars/nightclubs 

� Cinema 

� Museums and art galleries 

� Family entertainment centres, such as ten pin bowling, skating and so on 

� Health and fitness 

� Gambling – casino/bingo/bookmaker 

� Theatre/concerts 

4.5 Composite sets of results were compiled to show comparison and convenience spending 

patterns. The results for comparison goods were weighted on the basis of MapInfo 

expenditure data in relation to seven categories of spend, set out in Table 4.1 below. 

Please note the detailed data analysis uses individual weightings for each study zone. 

Table Table Table Table 4444....1111    Comparison expenditure weightingComparison expenditure weightingComparison expenditure weightingComparison expenditure weighting    

SubSubSubSub----categoriescategoriescategoriescategories    % Weighting% Weighting% Weighting% Weighting    

Clothing and footwear 22.2% 

Furniture, carpets and soft furnishings 12.0% 

Audio-visual and other durables 17.0% 

Hardware and DIY 11.6% 

Health & chemists goods 12.1% 

Recreational goods 18.2% 

Other goods 6.9% 

    All All All All comparison goodscomparison goodscomparison goodscomparison goods    100.0%100.0%100.0%100.0%    

Source: MapInfo Retail Expenditure Data, 2006. 

4.6 The results for convenience goods were weighted on the basis of the mean weekly 

household spend findings from the household survey, as follows: 

Table Table Table Table 4444....2222    Convenience expenditure weightingConvenience expenditure weightingConvenience expenditure weightingConvenience expenditure weighting    

     Mean household sMean household sMean household sMean household spendpendpendpend    Percentage wPercentage wPercentage wPercentage weightingeightingeightingeighting    

Main food & groceries £55.40 66.0% 

Top-up food & groceries £17.2 20.4% 

Small local shops £11.41 13.6% 

All Convenience Goods All Convenience Goods All Convenience Goods All Convenience Goods     £83.93£83.93£83.93£83.93    100%100%100%100%    

Source: NEMS Household Survey, May 2009. 
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The study cThe study cThe study cThe study catchment atchment atchment atchment     

4.7 The study area is shown in Figure 4.1; it comprises 11 zones, based on ward areas, as 

set out in Spreadsheet 1 (separate volume).  We have labeled the zones with their main 

settlements, as set out in Table 4.3.  Thus, the population in Zones 1 to 7, 9 and 11 are all 

within the administrative area of Teignbridge District.     

Figure Figure Figure Figure 4444....1111    Map of the study area survey zMap of the study area survey zMap of the study area survey zMap of the study area survey zonesonesonesones    
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Table Table Table Table 4444....3333    Study catchment zones and component centres/sStudy catchment zones and component centres/sStudy catchment zones and component centres/sStudy catchment zones and component centres/settlementsettlementsettlementsettlements    

Study Study Study Study 

ZoneZoneZoneZone    
Main Centre/settlementMain Centre/settlementMain Centre/settlementMain Centre/settlement    

Predominant administrative aPredominant administrative aPredominant administrative aPredominant administrative arearearearea    of zoneof zoneof zoneof zone    

1 Exminster & SW Exeter Teignbridge District 

2 Chudleigh Teignbridge District 

3 Dawlish Teignbridge District 

4 Teignmouth Teignbridge District 

5 Kingsteignton Teignbridge District 

6 Newton Abbot Teignbridge District 

7 Kingskerswell Teignbridge District 

8 Willows/Shiphay Torbay 

9 Ipplepen/Abbotskerswell Teignbridge District 

10 Ashburton & Buckfastleigh Teignbridge, South Hams & Dartmoor National Park Authority 

11 Bovey Tracey Teignbridge District 

4.8 The population of the study area in 2009, disaggregated by zone, is shown in the first row 

of figures in Spreadsheet 2.  The overall population in the 2009 base year amounts to 

approximately 146,147 people. 

4.9 Thus, having explained the methodology employed in the survey of households, we turn 

to the findings. 

Comparison goods spending pComparison goods spending pComparison goods spending pComparison goods spending patternsatternsatternsatterns    

Variation in comparison goods spending pVariation in comparison goods spending pVariation in comparison goods spending pVariation in comparison goods spending patteatteatteatternsrnsrnsrns    

4.10 The per capita spend on comparison goods in 2009 (Spreadsheet 3) varies from £3,210 in 

Zone 1 (Exminster & SW Exeter) to £2,854 in Zone 8 (Willows/Shiphay).  In contrast, the 

average spend in the UK on comparison goods in 2008 is £3,327 per capita and 

Spreadsheet 3 reveals that all 11 zones in the Teignbridge study area have per capita 

comparison goods spending levels below the UK average. 

Broad patterns of comparison goods sBroad patterns of comparison goods sBroad patterns of comparison goods sBroad patterns of comparison goods spendingpendingpendingpending    

4.11 The total amount of comparison goods spending for residents of the whole catchment 

area in 2009 is £445m (Spreadsheet 4), of which £41m, or 9 per cent, is spent on Special 

Forms of Trading (catalogue, TV and internet shopping, hereafter referred to as SFT). 

4.12 The pattern of expenditure flows for the comparison goods sector as a whole, as revealed 

by the survey of households, is set out in Spreadsheets 5a and 5b (including SFT).  In 

describing current patterns of comparison shopping, we focus on both of these 

spreadsheets. 

4.13 Table 4.4 reveals that Newton Abbot is the primary destination for comparison goods 

expenditure, retaining £131m, or 29 per cent, of the overall comparison goods 

expenditure of residents of the catchment.  Willows Retail Park/Wren Retail Park, 

Torquay, retains £26m or 6 per cent of the comparison goods expenditure of residents of 
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the study area and the third destination for comparison goods is Teignmouth Town 

Centre, which retains £16.20m or 3.64 per cent of the expenditure of residents. 

Table Table Table Table 4444....4444        Broad destination for comparison goods eBroad destination for comparison goods eBroad destination for comparison goods eBroad destination for comparison goods expenditurexpenditurexpenditurexpenditure    (£m, per annum)(£m, per annum)(£m, per annum)(£m, per annum), by , by , by , by 
study area residentsstudy area residentsstudy area residentsstudy area residents    

Within the study aWithin the study aWithin the study aWithin the study arearearearea    £m£m£m£m    %%%%    

Newton Abbot Town Centre 131 29 

Willows Retail Park/Wren Retail Park, Torquay  26 6 

Teignmouth Town Centre 16 4 

Other Centres/Retail Parks/freestanding stores within catchment  72 18 

Total retained expenditure 255 57 

Outside the study aOutside the study aOutside the study aOutside the study arearearearea    £m£m£m£m    %%%%    

Locations outside catchment area  148 33 

SFT – leakage  41 9 

Total Leakage 189 42 

TOTALTOTALTOTALTOTAL    444444445555    100100100100    

4.14 Other Town Centres, retail parks and freestanding stores located within the study area 

account for a further £86m of the comparison goods expenditure of residents of the 

catchment area.  Overall, therefore, some 57 per cent of the expenditure on comparison 

goods of residents of the study area is spent in Town Centres, retail parks and in 

freestanding stores which are located within the study area; this is known as the 

aggregate retention rate. 

4.15 Table 4.4 also shows that some 33 per cent of comparison goods expenditure flows to 

town and City Centres and retail parks located outside the study area (mainly to Exeter 

City Centre and Torquay Town Centre) and some 9 per cent is spent on SFT. 

Comparison goods Comparison goods Comparison goods Comparison goods Town CentreTown CentreTown CentreTown Centre    turnover eturnover eturnover eturnover estimatesstimatesstimatesstimates    

4.16 The estimated comparison goods turnovers of the Town Centres located within the study 

area are set out in the final column of Spreadsheet 5b and are summarised in Table 4.5.   

4.17 Table 4.5 confirms Newton Abbot’s status as Teignbridge’s primary market town, with a 

comparison goods turnover of approximately £131m, fully justifying its classification in the 

emerging RSS as a Strategically Significant City or Town.  The clear second destination 

for comparison goods spending within the study area is Teignmouth Town Centre, which 

has an estimated comparison goods turnover of approximately £16m.  Dawlish Town 

Centre ranks third, with a comparison goods turnover of £6m. 
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Table Table Table Table 4444....5555        Comparison goods expenditure retained within the cComparison goods expenditure retained within the cComparison goods expenditure retained within the cComparison goods expenditure retained within the catchment atchment atchment atchment aaaarearearearea    (£m, per (£m, per (£m, per (£m, per 
annum)annum)annum)annum)    

Towns within the study aTowns within the study aTowns within the study aTowns within the study arearearearea    

Comparison Comparison Comparison Comparison goods turnover goods turnover goods turnover goods turnover 

drawn fromdrawn fromdrawn fromdrawn from    study area study area study area study area 

rrrresidents esidents esidents esidents     

(£m)(£m)(£m)(£m)    

Newton Abbot Town Centre 131 

Teignmouth Town Centre 16 

Dawlish Town Centre 6 

Ashburton Town Centre 4 

Bovey Tracy Town Centre 4 

Buckfastleigh Town Centre 4 

Chudleigh Town Centre 2 

Moretonhampstead Town Centre 0.6 

Exminster Town Centre 0.3 

Kingskerswell Town Centre 0.3 

Retail Parks and freestanding stores within the Retail Parks and freestanding stores within the Retail Parks and freestanding stores within the Retail Parks and freestanding stores within the 

study astudy astudy astudy arearearearea    

Comparison goods turnover Comparison goods turnover Comparison goods turnover Comparison goods turnover 

drawn fromdrawn fromdrawn fromdrawn from    study area study area study area study area 

rrrresidents esidents esidents esidents     

(£m)(£m)(£m)(£m)    

Willows Retail Park/Wren Retail Park, Torquay 26 

B&Q Supercentre, Newton Abbot 15 

Trago Mills 14 

Greenhill Way Retail Park, Newton Abbot 10 

Newton Road Retail Park, Kingsteignton 9 

Riviera Way Retail Park/Bridge Retail 

Park/Regents Close, Torquay 
6 

4.18 Table 4.5 also shows the popularity of the Willows Retail Park/Wren Retail Park, Torquay 

as a location for comparison goods spending, which is just outside the Teignbridge district 

boundary in Torbay; it draws £26m from residents of the study area. 

LeakageLeakageLeakageLeakage    of comparison goods eof comparison goods eof comparison goods eof comparison goods expenditurexpenditurexpenditurexpenditure    

4.19 The main destinations for leakage, again as shown in the last column of Spreadsheet 5b, 

are summarised in Table 4.6.  There are three principal destinations for expenditure 

leakage, which in order of importance are Exeter City Centre, SFT and Torquay Town 

Centre. 
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Table Table Table Table 4444....6666        Main destinations for comparison goods eMain destinations for comparison goods eMain destinations for comparison goods eMain destinations for comparison goods expenditxpenditxpenditxpenditure lure lure lure leakageeakageeakageeakage    (£m, per annum)(£m, per annum)(£m, per annum)(£m, per annum)    

Towns outside the study aTowns outside the study aTowns outside the study aTowns outside the study area rea rea rea     

Comparison goods Comparison goods Comparison goods Comparison goods 

eeeexpenditxpenditxpenditxpenditure lure lure lure leakage eakage eakage eakage 

(£m)(£m)(£m)(£m)    

Exeter City Centre 70 

Torquay Town Centre 40 

Plymouth City Centre  7 

Totnes Town Centre 3 

Retail Parks and freestanding stores outside the study Retail Parks and freestanding stores outside the study Retail Parks and freestanding stores outside the study Retail Parks and freestanding stores outside the study 

aaaarearearearea    

Comparison goods Comparison goods Comparison goods Comparison goods 

expenditure lexpenditure lexpenditure lexpenditure leakage eakage eakage eakage 

(£m)(£m)(£m)(£m)    

B&Q Warehouse (Sowton), Exeter 4 

Stone Lane Retail Park, Exeter 3 

Alphington Road Retail Park, Exeter 2 

Other destinations outside the study area 19 

SFT 41 

4.20 Figure 4.2 presents an analysis of zonal retention rates for comparison goods across the 

study area, which is the percentage of the zone’s available expenditure which is retained 

within the study area.  From this analysis, we are able to see the influence that Exeter City 

Centre and Torquay Town Centre exert on the expenditure patterns of residents; those 

zones located on the boundary of the catchment, closest to these two centres of influence, 

have the lowest zonal retention levels, whilst those located furthest away, including 

Newton Abbot, retain the highest amount of expenditure within the study area. 
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Figure Figure Figure Figure 4444....2222        Study area retention rates by zone for comparison goods (the percentage of Study area retention rates by zone for comparison goods (the percentage of Study area retention rates by zone for comparison goods (the percentage of Study area retention rates by zone for comparison goods (the percentage of 
available expendituavailable expendituavailable expendituavailable expenditure which is retained within the study area) re which is retained within the study area) re which is retained within the study area) re which is retained within the study area) 
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Comparison goods market sComparison goods market sComparison goods market sComparison goods market shareshareshareshares    

Newton Abbot Town Centre 

4.21 Figure 4.3 presents a zonal analysis of Newton Abbot Town Centre’s comparison goods 

market shares, based on the findings of the household survey set out in Spreadsheet 5a.  

The Town Centre secures a comparison goods market share in excess of 40 per cent in 3 

of the 11 survey zones.  The zones are among the most densely populated areas of the 

catchment, in particular Zone 6 which has a resident population of 24,537, the highest in 

the study area.  These three zones can be considered to form Newton Abbot’s primary 

catchment area.  Indeed, Spreadsheet 5b reveals that Newton Abbot Town Centre 

derives almost of half (49 per cent) of its turnover from these three zones. 

4.22 Newton Abbot Town Centre also achieves a market share of between 20 per cent and 39 

per cent in a further 5 of the 11 study zones.  These zones can be considered to represent 

Newton Abbot’s secondary catchment area.  In particular we note that the Town Centre’s 

market share exceeds 30 per cent in Zone 4 (Teignmouth). 

4.23 The tertiary catchment area, as defined in Figure 4.3, comprises 1 of the 11 survey zones.  

Within this tertiary catchment area (Zone 3, Dawlish), Newton Abbot Town Centre 

achieves a market share of between of between 10 and 20 per cent.  However, we note 

that in the remaining 2 zones (Zone 1, Exminster & SW Exeter and Zone 8, 

Willows/Shiphay) Newton Abbot achieves a market share of less than 10 per cent.  This is 

known as the quaternary catchment area and is where the Town Centre exerts the least 

influence.  For Zone 1, this is due to the proximity of Exeter City Centre to the boundary of 

this zone, and in Zone 8, due to the proximity of Torquay Town Centre. 
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Figure Figure Figure Figure 4444....3333        Newton Abbot Newton Abbot Newton Abbot Newton Abbot Town CentreTown CentreTown CentreTown Centre    market shares for comparison gmarket shares for comparison gmarket shares for comparison gmarket shares for comparison goodsoodsoodsoods
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Exeter City Centre 

4.24 Figure 4.4, derived from the results of the household survey, presents a zonal analysis of 

Exeter City Centre’s comparison goods market shares.  From this analysis we can see 

that Exeter City Centre secures a market share in excess of 40 per cent in 1 of the 11 

survey zones, indeed, in this zone, (Zone1 - Exminster & SW Exeter) the market share 

achieved by Exeter City Centre is 53 per cent.  Although this is considered to be leakage, 

this is to be expected as Exeter City Centre is a higher order retail centre and is closer to 

residents of Zone 1 than Newton Abbot Town Centre. 

4.25 Exeter City Centre also secures a market share of between 20 per cent and 40 per cent in 

a further 2 zones (Zone 2, Chudleigh and Zone 3, Dawlish), of between 10 per cent and 

20 per cent in 2 zones (Zone 4, Teignmouth and Zone 11, Bovey Tracey) and a market 

share of less than 10 per cent in the remaining 6 zones.   

4.26 Thus whilst Exeter City Centre exerts a particularly strong influence to the east of the 

study area (especially in Zone 1), in 9 of the 11 survey zones, the market share achieved 

by Exeter City Centre is less than 20 per cent. 

Torquay Town Centre 

4.27 Torquay Town Centre’s comparison goods market share reaches a maximum market 

share of 40 per cent in Zone 8 (Willows/Shiphay).  The Town Centre also secures a 

reasonably high market share in Zone 7 (Kingskerswell) of 17 per cent.  However given 

that this centre is located outside of the study area, the influence it exerts on the 

remaining study zones is minimal 
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Figure Figure Figure Figure 4444....4444        Exeter Exeter Exeter Exeter City CentreCity CentreCity CentreCity Centre    market shares for comparison gmarket shares for comparison gmarket shares for comparison gmarket shares for comparison goodsoodsoodsoods
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Overlapping comparison goods cOverlapping comparison goods cOverlapping comparison goods cOverlapping comparison goods catchmentsatchmentsatchmentsatchments    

4.28 Figure 4.5 and Table 4.7 present an analysis of dominant centres where the comparison 

goods market share is 40 per cent or more, and centres of subsidiary influence, which are 

defined on the basis of having comparison goods market shares of between 10 per cent 

and 39.99 per cent. 

Table Table Table Table 4444....7777        Dominant comparison goods centres and cDominant comparison goods centres and cDominant comparison goods centres and cDominant comparison goods centres and centresentresentresentres    of subsidiary iof subsidiary iof subsidiary iof subsidiary influence nfluence nfluence nfluence     

ZoneZoneZoneZone    
Dominant cDominant cDominant cDominant centre entre entre entre     

(market s(market s(market s(market share 40%+)hare 40%+)hare 40%+)hare 40%+)    

Centres of subsidiaCentres of subsidiaCentres of subsidiaCentres of subsidiary iry iry iry influencenfluencenfluencenfluence    

(market s(market s(market s(market share 10% to 39.99%)hare 10% to 39.99%)hare 10% to 39.99%)hare 10% to 39.99%)    

1 Exeter CC (53%) - 

2 -  Exeter CC (32%) Newton Abbot TC (27%) 

3 
- Exeter CC (33%), Newton Abbot TC (14%),  

Dawlish  TC (10%) 

4 - Newton Abbot TC (31%), Teignmouth TC (21%) 

5 Newton Abbot TC (43%) - 

6 Newton Abbot TC (53%) - 

7 
- Newton Abbot TC (31%), Torquay TC (17%),  

Willows RP/Wren RP (15%) 

8 
Torquay TC (40%) Willows RP/Wren RP (20%),   

Riviera Way RP/Bridge RP (10%)  

9 Newton Abbot TC (44%) - 

10 - Newton Abbot TC (29%), Buckfastleigh TC (11%) 

11 - Newton Abbot TC (32%). Exeter CC (12%)  

4.29 Thus, from Figure 4.5 and Table 4.7, we can see that: 

� Newton Abbot Town Centre is the un-opposed dominant centre in 3 zones, with 

Exeter and Torquay dominant centres for zones 1 and 8 respectively 

� 4 of the 11 study zones have no centre of subsidiary influence 

� 7 of the study zones have two or more centres of subsidiary influence.  It is these 

centres where competition for market share is most intense. 
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Figure Figure Figure Figure 4444....5555        CompaCompaCompaComparison goods market shares: dominant centres and centres of subsidiary rison goods market shares: dominant centres and centres of subsidiary rison goods market shares: dominant centres and centres of subsidiary rison goods market shares: dominant centres and centres of subsidiary 
iiiinfluencenfluencenfluencenfluence    
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Comparison goods sComparison goods sComparison goods sComparison goods subububub----sectorssectorssectorssectors    

4.30 We now turn to the pattern of shopping for various comparison goods sub-sectors as set 

out in Spreadsheets 7a to 7n, these are: 

� clothes and shoes which account for £99m of the comparison goods spending of 

residents of the catchment, of which 29 per cent is spent in Newton Abbot Town 

Centre; 

� furniture, carpets and soft household furnishings which accounts for £53m of the 

comparison goods spending of residents of the catchment, of which 31 per cent is 

spent in Newton Abbot Town Centre; 

� DIY and decorating goods which account for £51m of the comparison goods spending 

of residents, of which 18 per cent is spent in Newton Abbot Town Centre; 

� domestic appliances which account for £76m of the comparison goods expenditure of 

residents, of which 21 per cent is spent in Newton Abbot Town Centre; 

� health, beauty and chemist items which account for £36m of the comparison goods 

expenditure of residents of the catchment, of which 36 per cent is spent in Newton 

Abbot Town Centre; 

� recreational goods which accounts for £54m of the comparison goods expenditure of 

residents, of which 32 per cent is spent in Newton Abbot Town Centre; and 

� other goods which account for £31m of the comparison goods expenditure of 

residents, of which 34 per cent is spent in Newton Abbot Town Centre. 

Clothes and sClothes and sClothes and sClothes and shoeshoeshoeshoes    

4.31 Overall, some 49 per cent (or £48m) of the expenditure on clothes and shoes by residents 

of the catchment is retained by centres, retail parks and freestanding stores located within 

the study area (final column of Spreadsheets 7a and 7b); this is a reasonably low 

retention level for basic comparison needs. 

4.32 Newton Abbot accounts for £29m (29 per cent) of the £48m expenditure on clothes and 

shoes which is retained within the study area (Table 4.6).  Newton Abbot is followed by 

the Willows Retail Park/Wren Retail Park, Torquay which retains £9m (9 per cent), and 

Teignmouth Town Centre which retains £3m (3 per cent). 

4.33 The main leakage destinations for clothes and shoes are shown in Table 4.8.  The draw 

that Exeter City Centre exerts on the catchment is clear, accounting for 24 per cent of the 

total expenditure of residents of the catchment on clothes and shoes.  The second most 

popular leakage destination for clothes and shoes is Torquay Town Centre, particularly for 

the residents of Zones 7 and 8 who are located in closest proximity to this destination. 
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Table Table Table Table 4444....8888        Destinations for clothes and sDestinations for clothes and sDestinations for clothes and sDestinations for clothes and shoeshoeshoeshoes    (£m, per annum)(£m, per annum)(£m, per annum)(£m, per annum)    

Destinations within the Study AreaDestinations within the Study AreaDestinations within the Study AreaDestinations within the Study Area    
Clothes & shoes eClothes & shoes eClothes & shoes eClothes & shoes expenditure xpenditure xpenditure xpenditure 

(£m)(£m)(£m)(£m)    

Newton Abbot Town Centre 48 

Willows Retail Park/Wren Retail Park, Torquay 9 

Teignmouth Town Centre 3 

Newton Road Retail Park, Kingsteignton 2 

Destinations oDestinations oDestinations oDestinations outside the study area (lutside the study area (lutside the study area (lutside the study area (leakage)eakage)eakage)eakage)    
Clothes & Clothes & Clothes & Clothes & shoes eshoes eshoes eshoes expenditure xpenditure xpenditure xpenditure 

(£m)(£m)(£m)(£m)    

Exeter City Centre 21 

Torquay Town Centre 12 

SFT 89 

Plymouth Town Centre 2 

Furniture carpets and soft fFurniture carpets and soft fFurniture carpets and soft fFurniture carpets and soft furnishingsurnishingsurnishingsurnishings    

4.34 Overall, 58 per cent of the expenditure on furniture, carpets and soft furnishings of 

residents of the study area is spent in Town Centres, retail parks and freestanding stores 

located within the catchment (final column of Spreadsheets 7c and 7d); we consider this 

to be a rather low retention level for such goods. 

4.35 Newton Abbot accounts for £16m (31 per cent) of the £31m expenditure on furniture, 

carpets and soft furnishings which is retained within the study area.  The second most 

popular destination is Trago Mills which accounts for £4m (7 per cent) of expenditure. 

Table Table Table Table 4444....9999        Destinations for Destinations for Destinations for Destinations for furniture, carpets and soft ffurniture, carpets and soft ffurniture, carpets and soft ffurniture, carpets and soft furnishingsurnishingsurnishingsurnishings    (£m, per annum)(£m, per annum)(£m, per annum)(£m, per annum)    

    Destinations within the Destinations within the Destinations within the Destinations within the study astudy astudy astudy arearearearea    
Furniture, carpets & soft Furniture, carpets & soft Furniture, carpets & soft Furniture, carpets & soft 

furnishings efurnishings efurnishings efurnishings expenditure (£m)xpenditure (£m)xpenditure (£m)xpenditure (£m)    

Newton Abbot Town Centre 16 

Trago Mills 4 

Greenhill Way Retail Park 2 

Willows Retail Park/Wren Retail Park, Torquay 2 

Destinations outside the Destinations outside the Destinations outside the Destinations outside the study astudy astudy astudy arearearearea    
Furniture, carpets & soft Furniture, carpets & soft Furniture, carpets & soft Furniture, carpets & soft 

furnishings efurnishings efurnishings efurnishings expenditure (£m)xpenditure (£m)xpenditure (£m)xpenditure (£m)    

Exeter City Centre 8 

Torquay Town Centre 5 

SFT 4 

Plymouth City Centre 1 

4.36 The main leakage destinations for furniture, carpets and soft furnishings are shown in 

Table 4.9.  Again, Exeter City Centre and Torquay Town Centre are the most popular 

destinations for leakage expenditure, accounting for 14 per cent and 9 per cent 

respectively. 
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DIY and decorating gDIY and decorating gDIY and decorating gDIY and decorating goodsoodsoodsoods    

4.37 In total, 78 per cent of the expenditure on DIY and decorating goods of residents of the 

catchment area is spent in Town Centres, retail parks and freestanding stores located 

within the study area (final column of Spreadsheets 7e and 7f); we consider this to be a 

reasonably high level of retention. 

4.38 Table 4.10 indicates that the main destinations for DIY and decorating goods expenditure 

within the catchment area are B&Q Supercentre, Newton Abbot (£14m or 28 per cent), 

Newton Abbot Town Centre (£9m or 18 per cent) and Trago Mills (£4m or 8 per cent). 

4.39 The main leakage destinations for DIY and decorating goods are shown in Table 4.10.  

B&Q Warehouse, Exeter is the most popular leakage destination, followed by Exeter City 

Centre.  In particular we note that the total proportion of leakage for DIY and decorating 

goods is the lowest of all the seven comparison goods sub-sectors. 

Table Table Table Table 4444....10101010        Destinations for DIY and decorating gDestinations for DIY and decorating gDestinations for DIY and decorating gDestinations for DIY and decorating goodsoodsoodsoods    (£m, per annum)(£m, per annum)(£m, per annum)(£m, per annum)    

Destinations within the study aDestinations within the study aDestinations within the study aDestinations within the study arearearearea    
DIY anDIY anDIY anDIY and decorating goods ed decorating goods ed decorating goods ed decorating goods expenditure xpenditure xpenditure xpenditure 

(£m)(£m)(£m)(£m)    

B&Q Supercentre, Newton Abbot 14 

Newton Abbot Town Centre 9 

Trago Mills 4 

Riviera Way Retail Park, Torquay 3 

DestDestDestDestinations outside the study ainations outside the study ainations outside the study ainations outside the study arearearearea    
DIY and decorating goods eDIY and decorating goods eDIY and decorating goods eDIY and decorating goods expenditure xpenditure xpenditure xpenditure 

(£m)(£m)(£m)(£m)    

B&Q Warehouse, Exeter 4 

Exeter City Centre 2 

Torquay Town Centre 2 

SFT 0.3 

Domestic aDomestic aDomestic aDomestic appliancesppliancesppliancesppliances    

4.40 Overall, 58 per cent of the expenditure on domestic appliances of residents of the 

catchment area is spent in Town Centres, retail parks and freestanding stores which are 

located within the catchment area (see final column of Spreadsheet 7g and 7h).  We 

consider this to be a reasonably low retention level for such goods. 

4.41 Table 4.11 indicates that the main destinations for expenditure on domestic appliances 

within the catchment area are Newton Abbot Town Centre (£16m or 21 per cent), Willows 

Retail Park/Wren Retail Park, Torquay (£10m or 14 per cent) and Heathfield Industrial 

Estate, Newton Abbot (£3m or 4 per cent). 

4.42 The main leakage destinations for expenditure on domestic appliances are also shown in 

Table 4.11.  SFT is the most popular leakage destination for expenditure on domestic 

appliances by residents of the study area.  Exeter City Centre closely follows behind, 

accounting for £9m of leakage expenditure. 
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Table Table Table Table 4444....11111111        Destinations for domestic aDestinations for domestic aDestinations for domestic aDestinations for domestic appliancesppliancesppliancesppliances    (£m, per annum)(£m, per annum)(£m, per annum)(£m, per annum)    

Destinations within the study areaDestinations within the study areaDestinations within the study areaDestinations within the study area    
Expenditure on domestic Expenditure on domestic Expenditure on domestic Expenditure on domestic 

aaaappliances (£m)ppliances (£m)ppliances (£m)ppliances (£m)    

Newton Abbot Town Centre 16 

Willows Retail Park/Wren Retail Park, Torquay 10 

Heathfield Industrial Estate, Newton Abbot 3 

Greenhill Way Retail Park, Newton Abbot 3 

Destinations outside the study areaDestinations outside the study areaDestinations outside the study areaDestinations outside the study area        
Expenditure on Expenditure on Expenditure on Expenditure on ddddomestic omestic omestic omestic 

aaaappliances (£m)ppliances (£m)ppliances (£m)ppliances (£m)    

SFT 9 

Exeter City Centre 9 

Torquay Town Centre 6 

Health, beauty and chemist iHealth, beauty and chemist iHealth, beauty and chemist iHealth, beauty and chemist itemstemstemstems    

4.43 Overall, 71 per cent of the expenditure on domestic appliances of residents of the study 

area is spent in Town Centres, retail parks and freestanding stores which are located 

within the catchment area (see final column of Spreadsheet 7i and 7j).  We consider this 

to be a reasonably high retention level for such goods. 

4.44 Table 4.12 indicates that the main destinations for expenditure on health, beauty and 

chemist items within the catchment area are Newton Abbot Town Centre (£13m or 36 per 

cent), Teignmouth Town Centre (£3m or 7 per cent) and Willows Retail Park/Wren Retail 

Park, Torquay (£2m or 5 per cent). 

4.45 The main leakage destinations for expenditure on health, beauty and chemist items are 

presented in Table 4.12.  Again, Exeter City Centre is the most popular leakage 

destination, accounting for £5 or 14 per cent of expenditure flowing out of the catchment.  

SFT accounts for a minor £1m or 3 per cent. 

Table Table Table Table 4444....12121212        Destinations for health, beauty Destinations for health, beauty Destinations for health, beauty Destinations for health, beauty and chemist iand chemist iand chemist iand chemist itemstemstemstems    (£m, per annum)(£m, per annum)(£m, per annum)(£m, per annum)    

Destinations within the study areaDestinations within the study areaDestinations within the study areaDestinations within the study area    
Expenditure on health beauty and Expenditure on health beauty and Expenditure on health beauty and Expenditure on health beauty and 

chemist ichemist ichemist ichemist items (£m)tems (£m)tems (£m)tems (£m)    

Newton Abbot Town Centre 13 

Teignmouth Town Centre 3 

Willows Retail Park/Wren Retail Park, Torquay 2 

Dawlish Town Centre 2 

Destinations outside the study areaDestinations outside the study areaDestinations outside the study areaDestinations outside the study area        
Expenditure on health beauty and Expenditure on health beauty and Expenditure on health beauty and Expenditure on health beauty and 

cccchemist Items (£m)hemist Items (£m)hemist Items (£m)hemist Items (£m)    

Exeter City Centre 5 

Torquay Town Centre 3 

SFT 1 
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Recreational gRecreational gRecreational gRecreational goodsoodsoodsoods    

4.46 Overall, 45 per cent of the expenditure on recreational goods16 of residents of the 

catchment area is spent is Town Centres, retail parks and freestanding stores located 

within the study area (see final column of Spreadsheet 7k).  We consider this to be a low 

level of retention for such goods. 

4.47 Table 4.13 indicates that the main destinations for expenditure on recreational goods are 

Newton Abbot Town Centre (£18 or 32 per cent), Trago Mills (2m or 4 per cent) and 

Teignmouth Town Centre (£1m or 2 per cent). 

4.48 The main leakage destinations for expenditure on recreational goods are also shown in 

Table 4.13.  Clearly, Exeter City Centre is the most popular destination for such leakage, 

accounting for £11m of the expenditure on recreational goods of residents of the 

catchment.  SFT accounts for a slightly smaller £8m of expenditure on such goods. 

Table Table Table Table 4444....13131313        Destinations for recreational gDestinations for recreational gDestinations for recreational gDestinations for recreational goodsoodsoodsoods    (£m, per annum)(£m, per annum)(£m, per annum)(£m, per annum)    

Destinations within the study areaDestinations within the study areaDestinations within the study areaDestinations within the study area    
Expenditure on recreational Expenditure on recreational Expenditure on recreational Expenditure on recreational 

ggggoods (£m)oods (£m)oods (£m)oods (£m)    

Newton Abbot Town Centre 18 

Trago Mills 2 

Teignmouth Town Centre 1 

Destinations outside the study areaDestinations outside the study areaDestinations outside the study areaDestinations outside the study area        
Expenditure on recreational Expenditure on recreational Expenditure on recreational Expenditure on recreational 

ggggoods (£m)oods (£m)oods (£m)oods (£m)    

Exeter City Centre 11 

SFT 8 

Torquay Town Centre 5 

Other gOther gOther gOther goodsoodsoodsoods    

4.49 Other goods expenditure includes specialist items such as jewellery, games, toys, musical 

instruments, photograph processing etc. In total, 50 per cent of the expenditure on of 

residents of the study area is spent in Town Centres, retail parks and freestanding stores 

located within the catchment (final column of Spreadsheet 7m in Volume 2 Report).  This 

is a reasonably low level of retention for such goods. 

4.50 Table 4.14 indicates that the main destinations for expenditure on other goods within the 

catchment are Newton Abbot Town Centre (£10m or 34 per cent), Teignmouth Town 

Centre (£2m or 5 per cent) and Trago Mills (£1m or 3 per cent). 

4.51 The main leakage destinations for expenditure on other goods within the catchment are 

SFT which accounts for £6m and Exeter City Centre which accounts for £5m. 

                                                           
16
 Recreational goods includes sports equipment, musical instruments, toys, bicycles etc, 
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Table Table Table Table 4444....14141414        Destinations for oDestinations for oDestinations for oDestinations for other ther ther ther ggggoodsoodsoodsoods    (£m, per annum)(£m, per annum)(£m, per annum)(£m, per annum)    

Destinations within the stDestinations within the stDestinations within the stDestinations within the study audy audy audy arearearearea    Expenditure on other gExpenditure on other gExpenditure on other gExpenditure on other goods (£m)oods (£m)oods (£m)oods (£m)    

Newton Abbot Town Centre 10 

Teignmouth Town Centre 2 

Trago Mills 1 

Destinations outsideDestinations outsideDestinations outsideDestinations outside    the study athe study athe study athe study arearearearea        Expenditure on other gExpenditure on other gExpenditure on other gExpenditure on other goods (£m)oods (£m)oods (£m)oods (£m)    

SFT 6 

Exeter City Centre 5 

Torquay Town Centre 2 

Summary of leakage andSummary of leakage andSummary of leakage andSummary of leakage and    retention for each of the comparison goods sretention for each of the comparison goods sretention for each of the comparison goods sretention for each of the comparison goods subububub----
sectorssectorssectorssectors    

4.52 Table 4.15 presents a summary of leakage and retention for each of the seven 

comparison goods sub-sectors.  Newton Abbot’s sub-sector shares (first row of 

percentages) are highest for health, beauty and chemist items, at 36 per cent, followed by 

other goods at 34 per cent. 

4.53 The comparison goods sub-sector with the highest level of retention is DIY (78 per cent) 

followed by health, beauty and chemist items (71 per cent); these are both healthy levels 

of retention for such goods.  We note however the retention levels for the remaining five 

sub-sectors are low, particularly the 48 per cent retention level for clothes and shoes.   

Table Table Table Table 4444....15151515        Summary of retentioSummary of retentioSummary of retentioSummary of retention and leakage by comparison goods subn and leakage by comparison goods subn and leakage by comparison goods subn and leakage by comparison goods sub----ssssectorsectorsectorsectors    
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Newton Abbot Town Centre 29% 31% 18% 21% 36% 32% 34% 29% 

Teignmouth Town Centre 3% 2% 2% 3% 7% 2% 5% 4% 

Willows Retail Park / 

Wren Retail Park, Torquay 
9% 4% 1% 14% 5% 1% 1% 6% 

Retained by  

‘other centres/ Retail Parks/ 

freestanding stores within 

catchment’ 

7% 22% 58% 20% 23% 10% 9% 19% 

Total retained eTotal retained eTotal retained eTotal retained expenditure xpenditure xpenditure xpenditure     48%48%48%48%    59%59%59%59%    78%78%78%78%    58%58%58%58%    71%71%71%71%    45%45%45%45%    50%50%50%50%    57%57%57%57%    

Exeter City Centre 24% 14% 4% 12% 14% 21% 17% 16% 

Other destinations Just outside 

study area 
19% 20% 18% 18% 13% 20% 13% 18% 

SFT leakage 9% 7% 1% 12% 3% 14% 20% 9% 

Total lTotal lTotal lTotal leakageeakageeakageeakage    52%52%52%52%    41%41%41%41%    22%22%22%22%    42%42%42%42%    30%30%30%30%    55%55%55%55%    50%50%50%50%    43%43%43%43%    

OVERALL TOTAL 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
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Patterns of convenience goods ePatterns of convenience goods ePatterns of convenience goods ePatterns of convenience goods expenditurexpenditurexpenditurexpenditure    

4.54 The per capita spend on convenience goods in 2009 (Spreadsheet 11) varies from lows of 

£1,460 in Zone 8 (Willows/Shiphay) to highs of £1,602 in Zone 1 (Exminster & SW 

Exeter); in comparison the average UK spending on convenience goods in 2009 is £1,754 

per capita and thus Spreadsheet 12 reveals that all 11 of the zones within the Teignbridge 

study area have convenience goods spending below the UK average. 

4.55 The total amount of convenience goods spending for residents of the whole study area in 

2009 is £227m (Spreadsheet 11b), of which £4m, or 2 per cent, is spent on SFT. 

4.56 The pattern of expenditure flows for the convenience goods sector as a whole, as 

revealed by the survey of households, is set out in Spreadsheets 11a and 11b.  These are 

the spreadsheets upon which we focus in describing current patterns of convenience 

expenditure. 

4.57 Table 4.16, which is derived from the final columns of Spreadsheets 11a and 11b, reveals 

that a total of £188m, or 83 per cent of the expenditure on convenience goods is spent in 

centres and freestanding stores located within Teignbridge’s study area; this is known as 

the aggregate retention rate.  A further 16 per cent flows to stores outside the catchment 

area boundary, and SFT accounts for just 2 per cent. 

Table Table Table Table 4444....16161616        Broad dBroad dBroad dBroad destinaestinaestinaestination for convenience goods etion for convenience goods etion for convenience goods etion for convenience goods expenditurexpenditurexpenditurexpenditure    

Broad destination for convenience goods eBroad destination for convenience goods eBroad destination for convenience goods eBroad destination for convenience goods expenditure xpenditure xpenditure xpenditure     £m£m£m£m, pa, pa, pa, pa    %%%%    

Tesco, Newton Abbot 43 19 

Asda, Newton Abbot 24 11 

J Sainsbury, Newton Abbot 20 9 

J Sainsbury, Torquay 12 6 

Newton Abbot Town Centre 11 5 

Tesco Express, Newton Abbot 7 3 

Other centres and freestanding stores within the 

catchment  
70 31 

Total Total Total Total retained eretained eretained eretained expenditure xpenditure xpenditure xpenditure     188188188188    88883333    

J Sainsbury, Exeter 7 3 

Tesco Extra, Exeter 4 2 

Other locations outside OCA 25 11 

SFT leakage 4 2 

Total lTotal lTotal lTotal leakage eakage eakage eakage     39393939    17171717    

OVERALL TOTALOVERALL TOTALOVERALL TOTALOVERALL TOTAL    227227227227    100100100100    

4.58 Newton Abbot Town Centre has a convenience goods market share of just 5 per cent, 

which is lower than the market shares of some individual superstores located elsewhere 

in the study area.  However, when including the convenience market share for the ASDA 

superstore (11 per cent), which is within the Town Centre, the total market share rises to 

16 per cent. 
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4.59 The estimated convenience goods turnovers of the individual foodstores located within 

the catchment area are set out in the final column of Spreadsheet 14b, and are 

summarised in Table 4.17. 

4.60 The 10 ‘big four’ operators in Teignbridge (Tesco, Asda, J Sainsbury and Co-op) 

collectively account for 54 per cent of the aggregate convenience goods expenditure of 

the study area’s residents.  This reflects the polarisation trend experienced in the 

convenience goods sector, whereby there has been continued growth in the aggregate 

market share of the large national operators at the expense of smaller supermarket 

operators and independent retailers.  Although, it is important to note that Co-op’s 

collection of Teignbridge stores (of which there are 11 in total) tend to be smaller format 

supermarkets and local convenience stores in the Town Centres, thus bolstering the 

convenience trade of the Town Centres.  

Table Table Table Table 4444....17171717        Convenience goods expendConvenience goods expendConvenience goods expendConvenience goods expenditure retained within the catchment aiture retained within the catchment aiture retained within the catchment aiture retained within the catchment arearearearea    (£m, per (£m, per (£m, per (£m, per 
annum)annum)annum)annum)    

Foodstores within the overall sFoodstores within the overall sFoodstores within the overall sFoodstores within the overall study tudy tudy tudy aaaarearearearea    

Convenience goods Convenience goods Convenience goods Convenience goods 

turnover drawn from turnover drawn from turnover drawn from turnover drawn from 

catchment area rcatchment area rcatchment area rcatchment area residents esidents esidents esidents 

(£m)(£m)(£m)(£m)    

Tesco, Newton Road, Kingsteignton, Newton Abbot 43 

Asda, Highweek Street , Newton Abbott 24 

J Sainsbury, Keyberry Road Penn Inn, Newton Abbot 20 

J Sainsbury, Nicholson Road , Torquay 12 

Tesco Express, 4 Newton Road Kingsteignton, 

Newton Abbott 
7 

Co-op, Lower Brook Street, Teignmouth 5 

Co-op, The Strand , Dawlish 3 

Co-op Welcome, Bank Street , Teignmouth 3 

Co-op Plymco Supermarket, 33 Chapel Street , 

Buckfastleigh 

3 

Co-op Plymco Superstore, Trago Mills Shopping 

Complex, Nr Newton Abbot 

2 

TOTALTOTALTOTALTOTAL    121212124444    

4.61 The main leakage destinations for convenience goods expenditure, again as shown in the 

final column of Spreadsheet 14b, are set out in Table 4.18. 
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Table Table Table Table 4444....18181818        Main destinations for convenience goods expenditure lMain destinations for convenience goods expenditure lMain destinations for convenience goods expenditure lMain destinations for convenience goods expenditure leakage eakage eakage eakage (£m, per (£m, per (£m, per (£m, per 
annum)annum)annum)annum)    

Foodstores outside the study aFoodstores outside the study aFoodstores outside the study aFoodstores outside the study area rea rea rea     

Convenience goods Convenience goods Convenience goods Convenience goods 

expenditure lexpenditure lexpenditure lexpenditure leakage  eakage  eakage  eakage  

(£m)(£m)(£m)(£m)    

J Sainsbury, Alphington Road, Exeter 7 

Tesco Extra, Exeter Vale Shopping Centre, Russell 

Way, Exeter 
4 

Torquay Town Centre 4 

Other locations outside study area 21 

SFT Leakage 4 

4.62 The catchment area’s retention rate (see Spreadsheet 14a) varies from highs of 98 per 

cent in Zone 5 (Kingsteignton) and in Zone 6 (Newton Abbot), to lows of 70 per cent in 

Zone 8 (Willows/Shiphay) and 21 per cent in Zone 1 (Exminster and SW Exeter).  Thus, 

with the exception of Zone 1, which achieves a low retention level due to its proximity to 

Exeter City Centre and the nearby J Sainsbury located outside the study area, the 

catchment area zonal retention levels are relatively high. 

4.63 The localised convenience goods retention rate – which is the proportion of expenditure on 

convenience goods available to residents in a specific zone which is spent in Town 

Centres and stores within that zone – is highest for Zone 6 (Newton Abbot), which has a 

localised retention rate of 71 per cent and for Zone 8 (Willows/Shiphay) at 58 per cent.  

However, aside from these zones the localised retention rate levels are somewhat low, 

indicating that localised convenience goods provision is lacking in some areas of the 

catchment; residents tend to travel centrally to the numerous large format foodstores in 

Newton Abbot.  We note the low localised retention rate for Zone 7 (Kingskerswell) at 10 

per cent and Zone 9 (Ipplepen/Abbotskerswell) at 14 per cent reflect the fact that most 

convenience shopping will be undertaken in nearby Newton Abbot. However at 43 per 

cent and 29 per cent respectively, Zone 3 (Teignmouth) and Zone 2 (Dawlish) have 

relatively low localised retention given that these are the second and third largest town 

centres in the district.  Thus the survey findings indicate that there is a need for an 

improved convenience offer in several areas of the catchment.  Strategies for 

accommodating such need are discussed in more detail in Section 6 of this report. 
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Table Table Table Table 4444....19191919        Localised convenience goods retention lLocalised convenience goods retention lLocalised convenience goods retention lLocalised convenience goods retention levels evels evels evels     

ZonesZonesZonesZones    Zone Zone Zone Zone aaaarearearearea/n/n/n/nameameameame    
Localised convenience Localised convenience Localised convenience Localised convenience 

goods retentiongoods retentiongoods retentiongoods retention    rrrrate (%)ate (%)ate (%)ate (%)    

1 Exminster & SW Exeter 17 

2 Chudleigh 21 

3 Dawlish 29 

4 Teignmouth 43 

5 Kingsteignton 56 

6 Newton Abbot 71 

7 Kingskerswell 10 

8 Willows/Shiphay 58 

9 Ipplepen/Abbotskerswell 14 

10 
Ashburton & 

Buckfastleigh 
43 

11 Bovey Tracey 34 

Convenience goods market sConvenience goods market sConvenience goods market sConvenience goods market shareshareshareshares    

4.64 In Table 4.20 we present an analysis of convenience goods market shares, which show 

dominant stores with a zonal market share of over 30 per cent and stores with a share of 

between 10 and 30 per cent, which have subsidiary influence. 

4.65 Thus the analysis in Table 4.20 shows that: 

� In nine of the 11 zones, there is no dominant store, with a market share of 30 per cent 

or more.   

� In 8 of the 11 zones, Tesco, Newton Road in Kingsteignton/Newton Abbot exerts a 

subsidiary influence, and in Zone 5, it is the dominant store, making it the most 

popular destination for convenience goods expenditure in the study area; 

� None of the zones has more than one dominant store; however, 

� Nine out of the 11 zones have more than one subsidiary store.  It is in these zones 

where The competition for market share is most intense; and 

� The highest individual zonal market share is achieved by Tesco Kingsteignton/Newton 

Abbot, which accounts for 43 per cent of the convenience goods expenditure of the 

residents of Zone 5.  This is followed by J Sainsbury at Torquay, which accounts for 

39 per cent of the convenience goods expenditure of residents of Zone 8. 
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Table Table Table Table 4444....20202020        Market shares for convenience goods dominant stores and stores with Market shares for convenience goods dominant stores and stores with Market shares for convenience goods dominant stores and stores with Market shares for convenience goods dominant stores and stores with 
subsidiary isubsidiary isubsidiary isubsidiary influencenfluencenfluencenfluence    

ZoneZoneZoneZone    
Dominant StoresDominant StoresDominant StoresDominant Stores        

(Market Share of 30%+)(Market Share of 30%+)(Market Share of 30%+)(Market Share of 30%+)    

Subsidiary StoresSubsidiary StoresSubsidiary StoresSubsidiary Stores    

(Market Share 10 to 30%)(Market Share 10 to 30%)(Market Share 10 to 30%)(Market Share 10 to 30%)    

1 - 
J Sainsbury, Alphington Rd, Exeter,  

Tesco Extra, Exeter 

2 - Tesco, Newton Rd, Kingsteignton/Newton Abbot 

3 - 
Tesco, Newton Rd, Kingsteignton/ Newton Abbot, Co-

op Dawlish,  

4 - 
Tesco, Newton Rd, Kingsteignton/ Newton Abbot. Co-

op Teignmouth,  

5 

Tesco, Newton Rd, 

Kingsteignton/Newton 

Abbot 

Asda, Newton Abbot 

6 - 
Tesco, Newton Rd, Kingsteignton/Newton Abbot, 

Asda Newton Abbot, J Sainsbury Newton Abbot, 

7 - 
Tesco, Newton Rd, Kingsteignton/Newton Abbot,  

J Sainsbury Newton Abbot 

8 J Sainsbury, Torquay - 

9 - 
Tesco, Newton Rd, Kingsteignton/Newton Abbot, 

Asda Newton Abbot, J Sainsbury Newton Abbot 

10 - 
Tesco, Newton Rd, Kingsteignton/Newton Abbot,  

Co-op Buckfastleigh. Tesco Extra, Lee Mill 

11 - 
Tesco, Newton Rd, Kingsteignton/Newton Abbot, 

Asda Newton Abbot 

4.66 The survey findings confirm that the three foodstores with the greatest draw for residents 

of the catchment are the Tesco, Newton Road, Kingsteignton/Newton Abbot, Asda at 

Newton Abbot and J Sainsbury at Newton Abbot.  Indeed, these are the only three stores 

located within the study area which have market shares in excess of 10 per cent in three 

or more zones.  In the remaining 9 zones, the stores within these zones remain attractive 

to their local catchments; however residents are still drawn to the three aforementioned 

stores in Newton Abbot/Kingsteignton, indicating that provision in the remaining zones is 

poor. 

4.67 Thus, Table 4.21, which is derived from Spreadsheet 14b, sets out the zones from which 

each of the top 10 foodstores draw most of their convenience goods trade and the 

proportion of convenience goods turnover accounted for by these main sources.   
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Table Table Table Table 4444....21212121    Catchment area superstores Catchment area superstores Catchment area superstores Catchment area superstores ––––    main smain smain smain sources of ources of ources of ources of convenience tconvenience tconvenience tconvenience trade rade rade rade     

Foodstore Foodstore Foodstore Foodstore     

Main sources of Main sources of Main sources of Main sources of 

ttttraderaderaderade    

(z(z(z(zones)ones)ones)ones)    

Proportion of tProportion of tProportion of tProportion of turnover urnover urnover urnover 

drawn from main drawn from main drawn from main drawn from main 

sources of tsources of tsources of tsources of traderaderaderade    

Tesco, Kingsteignton/Newton Abbot 3, 4, 5 & 11 71% 

Asda, Newton Abbot 4, 5, 6 & 11 60% 

J Sainsbury, Newton Abbot 4, 5, 6 & 9 68% 

J Sainsbury, Torquay 7 & 8 83% 

Tesco Express, Newton Abbot 3, 4 & 5 63% 

Co-op Market Town, Teignmouth 4 80% 

Co-op, Dawlish 3 92% 

Co-op Welcome, Teignmouth 4 91% 

Co-op, Buckfastleigh 10 99% 

Co-op Plymco Superstore, Trago Mills 2, 10 & 11 99% 

Patterns of Patterns of Patterns of Patterns of sssspend on pend on pend on pend on lllleisure eisure eisure eisure sssserviceserviceserviceservices    

4.68 The telephone survey of households also included a number of questions that asked 

residents where they spent most money in relation to various types of leisure services, as 

follows:  

� Restaurants and cafés  

� Pubs, bars and nightclubs 

� Cinemas 

� Museums and art galleries 

� Family entertainment centres (ie ten pin bowling, skating and so on) 

� Health and fitness centres 

� Bingo/casinos/bookmakers, and  

� Theatres/concerts. 

4.69 The most popular destinations for residents of each survey zone, is set out by category in 

Table 4.22. 
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Table Table Table Table 4444....22222222        Most popular destinations for expenditure on leisure servicesMost popular destinations for expenditure on leisure servicesMost popular destinations for expenditure on leisure servicesMost popular destinations for expenditure on leisure services    

        Main destination by category of leisure pMain destination by category of leisure pMain destination by category of leisure pMain destination by category of leisure pursuitursuitursuitursuit    

Survey Survey Survey Survey 

zzzzoneoneoneone    

Restaurants Restaurants Restaurants Restaurants 

/c/c/c/cafesafesafesafes    

Bars/ clubs & Bars/ clubs & Bars/ clubs & Bars/ clubs & 

ppppubsubsubsubs    
Cinema Cinema Cinema Cinema     

Museums & Museums & Museums & Museums & 

art gart gart gart galleriesalleriesalleriesalleries    

Family Family Family Family 

eeeentertainntertainntertainntertain----

mentmentmentment    

Health & Health & Health & Health & 

ffffitnessitnessitnessitness    

Bingo, casino Bingo, casino Bingo, casino Bingo, casino 

& b& b& b& b’maker’maker’maker’maker    

Theatre & Theatre & Theatre & Theatre & 

cccconcertsoncertsoncertsoncerts    

1111    Exeter  Exeter  Exeter  Exeter Exeter  Exeter Exeter Exeter 

2222    Exeter Exeter Exeter Paignton Exeter Chudleigh 
Chudleigh/ 

Newton Abbot 
Torquay 

3333    Dawlish  Dawlish  Exeter  Exeter Exeter  Exeter Exeter Exeter 

4444    Teignmouth Teignmouth Exeter  Paignton Torquay Teignmouth Teignmouth Torquay 

5555    
Newton 

Abbot 

Newton 

Abbot 

Newton 

Abbot 
Paignton Torquay 

Newton 

Abbot 
Torquay Plymouth 

6666    
Newton 

Abbot 

Newton 

Abbot 

Newton 

Abbot 
Paignton Torquay 

Newton 

Abbot 
Torquay Torquay 

7777    
Newton 

Abbot 

Newton 

Abbot 
Paignton Exeter Torquay Torquay Torquay Torquay 

8888    Torquay Torquay Paignton Paignton Torquay Torquay Torquay Torquay 

9999    
Newton 

Abbot 

Newton 

Abbot 

Newton 

Abbot 
Exeter Torquay 

Newton 

Abbot 
Torquay Torquay 

10101010    Buckfastleigh Buckfastleigh Plymouth Paignton Plymouth Ashburton Plymouth Plymouth 

11111111    
Bovey 

Tracey 

Bovey 

Tracey 
Exeter Paignton Torquay 

Bovey 

Tracey 

Newton 

Abbot/ 

Teignmouth 

Plymouth 

RestaRestaRestaRestaurants and curants and curants and curants and cafesafesafesafes    

4.70 Most people claimed to spend money at restaurants and cafes. The household survey 

reveals that visits to restaurants and cafes are fairly localised, with many residents 

favouring their nearest local centre. Exeter, Newton Abbot and Torquay have a subsidiary 

influence for many of the zones. For example in Zone 3 (Dawlish), 30 per cent spend most 

in Dawlish Town Centre but 24 per cent prefer Exeter City Centre.  

Pubs, bars and nPubs, bars and nPubs, bars and nPubs, bars and nightclubsightclubsightclubsightclubs    

4.71 Overall, 52 per cent of residents claim to visit pubs, bars and nightclubs.  The main 

pattern of spend is the same as that for restaurants and cafes, where residents favour 

their local centres. 

CinemasCinemasCinemasCinemas    

4.72 Across the study area, the market share is split fairly evenly between Exeter (2x multiples 

and 1x independent), Newton Abbot (1x independent) and Paignton (1x multiplex) as 

follows: 

� 13 per cent visit Exeter most for cinemas 

� 12 per cent visit Newton Abbot most 
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� 11 per cent visit Paignton most 

� Additionally, 55 per cent not to visit cinemas at all 

4.73 Generally, residents located in zones to the north and east of the catchment favour Exeter 

(Zones 1, 2, 3 and 11), those resident in the central zones favour Newton Abbot (Zones 5, 

6 and 9) and those resident in the southern zones favour Paignton (7, 8 and 10).  

MuseumsMuseumsMuseumsMuseums, z, z, z, zoosoosoosoos    andandandand    aaaart rt rt rt ggggalleralleralleralleriesiesiesies    

4.74 Approximately 61 per cent of residents do not visit museums, zoos and art galleries, 

nevertheless, for those that do, the most popular location is Paignton (due to the zoo), 

followed by Exeter and London. 

Family Family Family Family eeeentertainmentntertainmentntertainmentntertainment    

4.75 Overwhelmingly, 74 per cent do not use family entertainment centres such as ten pin 

bowling alleys, skating rinks and adventure/theme parks etc. However, given that there 

are no such facilities within the catchment this is not surprising.  

4.76 Newton Abbot used to have a bowling centre however this facility closed down several 

years ago. The largest market share goes to Torquay (9 per cent), where there is a 

bowling centre. Exeter also receives 7 per cent and Plymouth 3 per cent – both of which 

also benefit from having bowling centres and Plymouth with its ice rink. There is an ice 

rink at Trago Mills Leisure Park but the market share attained is less than 1 per cent, 

possibly implying that people are not aware of it. 

Health and fHealth and fHealth and fHealth and fitnessitnessitnessitness    

4.77 74 per cent do not use health and fitness facilities, however of the 26 per cent that do 

partake in such activities, the pattern of use/spend is fairly localised, with people visiting 

facilities nearest to their residence. 

Bingo, cBingo, cBingo, cBingo, casino and asino and asino and asino and bbbbookmakersookmakersookmakersookmakers    

4.78 89 per cent do not participate in activities which involve gambling.  Nevertheless, of the 11 

per cent that do participate in such activities, Torquay Exeter and Newton Abbot are the 

most important locations. Residents will tend to go to the nearest of these centres from 

their home zone. 

Theatre and cTheatre and cTheatre and cTheatre and concertsoncertsoncertsoncerts    

4.79 50 per cent do not visit theatre or concert halls. However spend is distributed to 3 the 

main locations outside the study area: Torquay (16 per cent), which has the Princess 

Theatre; Plymouth (11 per cent), where there is the Pavilions for concerts and Theatre 

Royal; and Exeter (8 per cent) which has the Northcott Theatre. London has the next 

largest market share of 4 per cent. 
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Trago MillsTrago MillsTrago MillsTrago Mills    

4.80 Trago Mills, located near the Drumbridges roundabout on the A38/A382 junction is a retail 

and leisure complex set in around 40 acres of land adjacent to the A38. The complex is 

split into seven main components: 

� The main store that mainly sells furniture, carpets, kitchens and bathroom suites, DIY 

products, household goods, clothes and leisure products 

� A recently open garden centre which adjoins the main store 

� A food court and smaller independent retail outlets 

� A leisure area with fairground style rides, miniature railway, ice skating rink and small 

wildlife park 

� Car sales and repair services 

� Petrol station 

� Co-op supermarket 

4.81 It generally sells discounted goods and claims to stock over 80,000 products. It offers free 

coach and car parking and does not charge any entrance fee to the complex. 

4.82 The NEMS in centre survey asked shoppers a number of questions relating to Trago Mills 

and its relationship with Town Centres in Teignbridge. The full results are contained within 

Appendix 2.  

4.83 Over half of those surveyed had visited Trago Mills, with nearly 50 per cent visiting one or 

two times a year or less and only 2 per cent visiting on a weekly basis. This implies that 

people visiting Town Centres within Teignbridge only visit Trago Mills occasionally. It is 

likely that they are visiting for a specific purpose for an occasional purchase such as an 

item of furniture or a new carpet.   

4.84 In terms of non food shopping, those responding to the survey in the towns of Newton 

Abbot, Teignmouth and Ashburton generally preferred shopping in their towns centres. 

However those in the remaining smaller centres preferred to shop at Trago Mills.  Trago 

Mills was preferred for its greater range of cheaper goods. In respect of food, leisure and 

eating out, Town Centres were preferred over Trago Mills. 

4.85 Trago Mills role and impact was also questioned. The majority of respondents (51 per 

cent) did not think that there were any relationships between Trago Mills and Town 

Centres in Teignbridge and that they operated independently in neither a complementary 

or competing role. This supports the view that Trago Mills is not generally harming the 

vitality or viability of Town Centres in Teignbridge.  

4.86 The survey also provides evidence to suggest that shoppers in Teignbridge would prefer 

new shops to be located in Town Centres, especially Newton Abbot, rather than any 

further floorspace to be provided at Trago Mills.  
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4.87 The following table shows the level of expenditure and percentage share currently 

attributed to the Trago Mills complex, based on the household survey. Newton Abbot 

Town Centre (excluding Asda17) is shown as a comparison. Further detail on the 

household survey can be found in the preceding sections.  

Table Table Table Table 4444....23232323    Comparison goods expenditure and market share Comparison goods expenditure and market share Comparison goods expenditure and market share Comparison goods expenditure and market share ----    Trago MillsTrago MillsTrago MillsTrago Mills    
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  %%%%    %%%%    %%%%    %%%%    %%%%    %%%%    %%%%        

Newton Abbot 

Town Centre 
29.44 29.26 30.71 17.51 21.09 36.25 32.29 

Trago Mills  3.08 0.95 7.06 8.44 0.83 <0.5% <0.5% 

Table Table Table Table 4444....24242424    Convenience goods expenditure and market share Convenience goods expenditure and market share Convenience goods expenditure and market share Convenience goods expenditure and market share ----    Trago MillsTrago MillsTrago MillsTrago Mills    

  %%%%    £m£m£m£m, pa, pa, pa, pa    

Newton Abbot Town Centre 4.90 11.14 

Trago Mills  n/a n/a 

Co-op Plymco, Trago Mills  0.99 2.25 

4.88 Trago Mills accounts for just over 3 per cent of comparison expenditure of the study area. 

Furniture and DIY are the largest contributors to Trago Mills’ market shares. Trago Mills 

Newton Abbot has an annual turnover of around £59m (data from Mintel/VOA). As 

expenditure from the study area only accounts for £14m (23 per cent) then it is reasonable 

to assume that the Trago Mills catchment area is far wider than the study area.  

In terms of convenience expenditure, whilst the main Trago Mills store does have limited 

convenience floorspace, the majority of floorspace is located at the Co-op store, which 

neighbours the Trago Mills complex. This Co-op currently accounts for less than 1% of the 

market share within the study area and it is undertrading when compared with company 

averages.

                                                           
17
 ASDA is excluded because it is considered as an individual store for the purposes of assessing spending 

patterns and needs for convenience goods. 
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Summary:Summary:Summary:Summary:    retail and leisure spending pretail and leisure spending pretail and leisure spending pretail and leisure spending patternsatternsatternsatterns    

Comparison goods sComparison goods sComparison goods sComparison goods spendingpendingpendingpending    

� Overall, some 57 per cent of the comparison goods expenditure is retained within the 

study area.  33 per cent is leaked to other stores and centres and 9 per cent is 

attributed to SFT 

� The main destinations within the study area are Newton Abbot Town Centre, which 

secures £127m of the residents’ comparison goods expenditure; Willows Retail 

Park/Wren Retail Park, Torquay (outside of Teignbridge District), which secures £26m 

and Teignmouth Town Centre which secures £16m 

� The main destinations for leakage outside the study area are (in order of importance): 

Exeter City Centre, Torquay Town Centre and Plymouth City Centre 

� Newton Abbot Town Centre secures an un-opposed dominant comparison goods 

market share in excess of 40 per cent in three zones (Figure 4.5 and Table 4.5).  The 

Town Centre also exerts a subsidiary influence in a further 6 zones.  The results of the 

household survey also indicate that 5 of the study zones have two centres of 

subsidiary influence; where competition for market share is most intense 

� Exeter City Centre secures a comparison goods market share in excess of 40 per cent 

in just one zone, Zone 1 (Exminster & SW Exeter).  However, in the remaining 10 

zones, the market share achieved by Exeter is somewhat low.  Thus, whilst Exeter 

City Centre exerts a reasonably strong influence to the east of the catchment, there is 

less influence across other zones in the study area. 

ConveniConveniConveniConvenience goods sence goods sence goods sence goods spendingpendingpendingpending    

� 83 per cent of convenience goods expenditure is retained within the study catchment. 

This equates to £188m 

� The 10 largest national foodstores within the catchment (as listed in Table 4.15), 

collectively account for 54 per cent of the aggregate convenience goods expenditure 

of residents of the study area 

� Of these 10 stores, 3 in particular draw significant expenditure from across the study 

area, these are:  

� Tesco (Newton Road), Kingsteignton/Newton Abbot – 19 per cent of all 

convenience expenditure (£43m) 

� ASDA, Newton Abbot – 11 per cent of all convenience expenditure (£24m) 

� J Sainsbury, (Penn Inn), Newton Abbot – 9 per cent of all convenience expenditure 

(£20m) 

� The findings of the household survey also indicate that there are some areas of the 

catchment whereby there is a localised deficiency in convenience goods provision: 

� The low localised convenience goods retention rates in Zone 7 (Kingskerswell, of 

just 10 per cent), Zone 9 (Ipplepen/Abbotskerswell, of just 14 per cent). This is 
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due to a lack of a large foodstore within their zones. However both have access to 

larger foodstores in adjacent zones 

� Given that Zone’s 3 and 4 have their own Town Centres (Dawlish and 

Teignmouth) it could be considered that they have poor localised convenience 

retention rates. As the second and third largest spenders, these zones could 

benefit form greater local provision.  

LeiLeiLeiLeisure services ssure services ssure services ssure services spendingpendingpendingpending    

� Visits to restaurants and cafes are fairly localised, as is use of pubs, bars and club- 

many residents favour their nearest local centre 

� In terms of visits to cinemas, across the study area, the market share is split fairly 

evenly between Exeter, Newton Abbot and Paignton.  Additionally, 55 per cent do not 

visit cinemas at all.  Generally, residents located in zones to the north and east of the 

catchment favour Exeter (Zones 1, 2, 3 and 11), those resident in the central zones 

favour Newton Abbot (Zones 5, 6 and 9) and those resident in the southern zones 

favour Paignton (7, 8 and 10)  

� There are few dedicated family entertainment facilities such as ten-pin bowling 

centres, ice rinks and adventure parks etc within the study area. However leisure 

destinations such as Trago Mills and Teignmouth Pier fulfil this role. Only a few 

people travel to undertake these activities elsewhere, so it is unclear as whether there 

would be sufficient expenditure to support new facilities 

� The survey revealed that 50 per cent of residents of the catchment do not visit 

theatres or concert halls. However, of those that do, spend is distributed to 3 the main 

locations outside the study area: Torquay (16 per cent), Plymouth (11 per cent), and 

Exeter (8 per cent). London has the next largest market share of 4 per cent 
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5555 QUANTITATIVE AND QUAQUANTITATIVE AND QUAQUANTITATIVE AND QUAQUANTITATIVE AND QUALITATIVE LITATIVE LITATIVE LITATIVE RETAIL RETAIL RETAIL RETAIL 
NEEDNEEDNEEDNEED    

IntroductionIntroductionIntroductionIntroduction    

5.1 We turn now to our assessment of the quantitative and qualitative needs likely to arise in 

the retail and leisure sectors in the period up to 2021 and, more indicatively, for the further 

periods from 2021 to 2026 and 2031. Longer term projections are more ‘indicative’ 

because of the exponential shape of the expenditure growth graph and because PPS4 

enshrines the need to plan, monitor and manage.  In undertaking the assessment of retail 

and leisure needs, we have followed the guidance set out in Policy EC1 of PPS4.  We 

deal first with quantitative retail need. 

Methodology for assessing quantitative retail needMethodology for assessing quantitative retail needMethodology for assessing quantitative retail needMethodology for assessing quantitative retail need    

5.2 The essential steps in the assessment of quantitative retail need are as follows: 

� Step 1:Step 1:Step 1:Step 1: establish an appropriate catchment area for the highest order Town Centre 

being considered, in this case Newton Abbot, which can be used as a study area for 

the assessment 

� Step 2:Step 2:Step 2:Step 2: assess the existing level of population and existing volume of retail 

expenditure of those resident within the study area, deducting an appropriate 

proportion for Special Forms of Trading (SFT) 

� Step Step Step Step 3333:::: apply forecasts of population change and per capita expenditure growth, in 

order to establish the overall level of projected growth in expenditure for residents of 

the study area 

� Step Step Step Step 4444:::: establish where the expenditure of the residents of the study area is currently 

spent, through use of an empirical survey of households resident in the study area (as 

discussed in Section 5), and thereby establish the proportion of expenditure which is 

currently retained by Town Centres and freestanding stores located within the district – 

that is the current retention rate 

� Step 5Step 5Step 5Step 5:::: make allowance for ‘claims’ on the growth in retained expenditure as a result 

of: 

� floorspace efficiency change (that is the growth in turnover for existing retailers 

within existing floorspace); 

� commitments to new floorspace (either schemes under construction or extant 

permissions that would result in additional retail floorspace)  

� Step Step Step Step 6666: make an allowance for under-trading or over-trading in the base year, if this is 

justified on the basis of circumstances identified by the Court of Appeal in its 

Kiddlington judgment (The First Secretary of State and Another and Sainsbury’s 

Supermarkets Ltd, 6 May 2005, Case No C3/2004/1658.) 
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� Step 7Step 7Step 7Step 7:make an allowance for tourism expenditure in the study area which is directed 

to comparison and convenience outlets as well as leisure spend in restaurants, cafes 

and bars  

� Step 8Step 8Step 8Step 8:::: calculate the initial residual expenditure pot which is potentially available for 

new retail floorspace under a constant market share scenario, based on steps 2-6 

above and convert this expenditure to floorspace requirements 

� Step Step Step Step 9999:::: develop alternative scenarios for calculating growth in residual expenditure, 

including applying sensitivity assessments if appropriate. 

5.3 Our assessment of quantitative need is set out in the Spreadsheets 1-13 which are 

produced in full in the Volume 2 report.  We refer to these tabulations within the text and 

where necessary draw out the main findings within tables within the report itself. 

Step 1: Definition of the study aStep 1: Definition of the study aStep 1: Definition of the study aStep 1: Definition of the study arearearearea    

5.4 The study area was defined on the basis of the approach described in Section 5 of the 

report, and split into 11 zones based on statistical ward area.   All 11 zones are used as 

the study area for the comparison and convenience goods assessment.  The component 

wards are listed at Spreadsheet 1 (Volume 2 Report). 

Step 2: Existing level of population and expenStep 2: Existing level of population and expenStep 2: Existing level of population and expenStep 2: Existing level of population and expenditurediturediturediture    

Population 

5.5 The population for each zone is set out in Spreadsheet 2 (Volume 2). The population data 

was provided by Devon County Council (2009).  

5.6 In 2009, the study catchment population is 146,147 (as set out in Spreadsheet 2).  

Per capita expenditure 

5.7 The zonal per capita expenditure data are supplied by MapInfo for the year 2006, as set 

out in Spreadsheet 3 for comparison goods and in Spreadsheet 9 for convenience goods.  

The data is then rolled forward to the base year of 2009 as follows: 

� CCCComparisoomparisoomparisoomparison n n n eeeexpenditurexpenditurexpenditurexpenditure is increased using 2 years of actual growth at 4.91 per cent18 

per annum and 1 year of forecast growth at 1.80519 per cent per annum  

� Convenience expenditure Convenience expenditure Convenience expenditure Convenience expenditure is increased using 2 years of actual growth at 2.2 per cent20 

and 1 year of forecast growth at 0.2321 per cent per annum.  

                                                           
18
 Oxford Economics Retail Briefings Update, Revised Version March 2009. 

19
 This is the mid-point forecast comparison growth figure for the 2008-2016 period given by MapInfo and 

Experian. Sources: MapInfo Retail Spending Outlook Revised Version, March 2009 and the Experian 
Retail Planner Briefing Note 6.1 February 2009 Changes - Table 3. 
20
 Oxford Economics Retail Briefings Update, Revised Version March 2009. 

21
 Ibid – footnote 19. For convenience spend.  
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5.8 The total existing expenditure in 2009 is the product of the population and the per capita 

expenditure estimate for that zone. This is shown in Spreadsheets 4 and 10 for 

comparison and convenience expenditure respectively. It is necessary to exclude SFT 

from the expenditure as there is no requirement to provide retail floorspace for such 

purchases.  

5.9 In excluding SFT, we have relied on the advice provided in Table 5.1 of Experian’s Retail 

Planner Briefing Note 6.1.  However, in the convenience sector, we have halved the 

proportions of expenditure accounted for by SFT so as to reflect the fact that a proportion 

of the convenience goods bought over the internet are still supplied from shelves in 

supermarkets, rather than from distribution warehouses, as is more often the case in the 

comparison goods sector. Thus, in 2009 the total study area comparison spend is £404m 

excluding SFT and £224m for convenience spend.  

Step 3: Step 3: Step 3: Step 3: Growth in expenditure and growth in retained eGrowth in expenditure and growth in retained eGrowth in expenditure and growth in retained eGrowth in expenditure and growth in retained expenditure xpenditure xpenditure xpenditure     

5.10 The next steps are to apply forecasts of population change and per capita expenditure 

growth, in order to establish the overall level of projected growth in expenditure for all 

residents of the study area. 

5.11 Population change is based on population scenario 3 (RSS Proposed Changes), as set 

out in Spreadsheet 2 (Volume 2). The data on growth in per capita expenditure is as set 

out in Spreadsheet 3 for comparison goods and Spreadsheet 9 for convenience goods, 

utilising forecast per annum growth rates to 2011, 2016, 2021, 2026. 2031.  

5.12 Appendix 4 includes information on national retail trends and sets out the rationale for our 

expenditure growth rates.  For comparison goods we adopt 1.8% per annum to 2016, 

5.9% per annum from 2016 to 2021 and 4.3% per annum from 2021 to 2026.  For 

convenience goods we adopt 0.2% per annum to 2016, 0.9% per annum from 2016 to 

2021 and 0.5% per annum from 2021 to 2026.  These growth rates are rounded. 

5.13 As explained above, in excluding SFT, we have relied on the advice given in Table 5.1 of 

Experian’s Retail Planner Briefing Note 6.1.  The deductions for SFT are set out in the 

following Table 5.1.   

Table Table Table Table 5555....1111        Projected growth in special forms of tProjected growth in special forms of tProjected growth in special forms of tProjected growth in special forms of trading (SFT)rading (SFT)rading (SFT)rading (SFT)    

Year 
Comparison goods Convenience goods 

% Source % Source 

2009 9.2 NEMS household survey 1.6 NEMS household survey 

2011 10.9 RTP Estimate22 2.5 RTP Estimate 

2016 12.5 RTP Estimate 3.68 RTP Estimate 

2021 12.5 RTP Estimate 3.68 RTP Estimate  

2026 12.5 RTP Estimate 3.68 RTP Estimate 
                                                           
22
 Note: RTP Estimates for SFT are derived from Experian’s Retail Planner Briefing Note 6.1 (Table 5.1) 

but have been adjusted down to reflect their more recent reduced growth forecasts for expenditure - for 
which there was no accompanying revision for SFT growth.  
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5.14 The final row of Spreadsheet 4 (Volume 2) sets out the total growth in comparison goods 

expenditure up to 2031 of £705 million.  Similarly the final row of Spreadsheet 9 (Volume 

2) sets out the total growth in convenience goods expenditure up to 2031 of £74 million.  

For comparison goods, it is appreciated that this is a significant quantum of expenditure 

growth, thus we undertook sensitivity testing at Step 8 of this process.   

Step 4: Current patterns of eStep 4: Current patterns of eStep 4: Current patterns of eStep 4: Current patterns of expenditurexpenditurexpenditurexpenditure    

5.15 The next step is to use the household survey findings to establish current patterns of 

expenditure and the current retention rate for the study area, as already described in 

Section 5 of the report.  Thus, the current pattern of expenditure and current retention rate 

for comparison goods is 57 per cent (£255m) and 83 per cent for convenience goods 

(£188m). 

Step 5: ‘Claims’ on growth in retained eStep 5: ‘Claims’ on growth in retained eStep 5: ‘Claims’ on growth in retained eStep 5: ‘Claims’ on growth in retained expenditurexpenditurexpenditurexpenditure    

5.16 The next step is to make an allowance for ‘claims’ on the growth in retained expenditure.  

We have already allowed for the growth in SFT, as explained in paragraph 5.13 above.  

The remaining ‘claims’ are: 

� Growth in floorspace efficiency, which is growth in the turnover of existing retailers 

within their existing floorspace, and 

� An allowance for the turnover absorbed by planning commitments.  

5.17 In making an allowance for growth in floorspace efficiency, we utilise Experian derived 

recommendations23 of: 

Table Table Table Table 5555....2222    Per annum floorspace efficiency growthPer annum floorspace efficiency growthPer annum floorspace efficiency growthPer annum floorspace efficiency growth    

        ComparisonComparisonComparisonComparison    ConvenienceConvenienceConvenienceConvenience    

YearYearYearYear    Rate Rate Rate Rate pppper er er er aaaannumnnumnnumnnum    Rate Rate Rate Rate pppper er er er aaaannumnnumnnumnnum    

2009-2016 0.68% 0.16% 

2016-2021 2.20% 0.60% 

2021-2026 1.60% 0.32% 

Source: RTP assumptions derived from Experian. 

5.18 The effect of the gain in floorspace efficiency of existing retailers amounts to a ‘claim’ of 

£94m in the comparison goods sector (Between 2009 and 2031).  The corresponding 

effect in the convenience goods sector amounts to £14 m. 

5.19 The next step is to allow for the future turnover requirements of planning commitments, 

having made an assessment of how much of the commitments’ turnovers will be derived 

from residents of the overall catchment area.  The comparison and convenience goods 

commitments are scheduled in Table 5.3.   

                                                           
23
 A full explanation of the floorspace efficiency growth rates is given in Appendix 4. 
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5.20 The commitments amount to a ‘claim’ of £25m for comparison goods and £18m for 

convenience goods. For the purposes of the quantitative analysis of floorspace we it is 

assumed that the commitments will be delivered and in operation by 2011 (c. 2 years from 

the study date).  

Table Table Table Table 5555....3333        Comparison Comparison Comparison Comparison and convenience retail commitments within the study aand convenience retail commitments within the study aand convenience retail commitments within the study aand convenience retail commitments within the study arearearearea    

ComparisonComparisonComparisonComparison    ccccommitmentsommitmentsommitmentsommitments          

StoreStoreStoreStore    SqSqSqSqm netm netm netm net    

Assumed Assumed Assumed Assumed 

sales dsales dsales dsales density ensity ensity ensity 

(psm)(psm)(psm)(psm)    

BenchmarkBenchmarkBenchmarkBenchmark    

tttturnover urnover urnover urnover     

£m£m£m£m, pa, pa, pa, pa    

Commitments over 500 Commitments over 500 Commitments over 500 Commitments over 500 SqmSqmSqmSqm    netnetnetnet                            

22-26 Wolborough Street, Newton Abbot:  

3 storey mixed use development 
1
 

1,729 £6,082 £10.52 

Trago Mills, garden centre extension
 2
 3,037 £1,780 £5.41 

Aggregated commitments less than 500 Sqm net 
1
  912 £5,318 £4.85 

J Sainsbury's Foodstore and Filling Station, land at 

Shutterton Bridge, Dawlish  

(comparison element only - 28%) 
1
 

651 £7,157 £4.66 

Lidl, Newton Road, Kingsteignton 
 

200 3,000 0.60 

TotalTotalTotalTotal    for comparisonfor comparisonfor comparisonfor comparison    6,5296,5296,5296,529    N/AN/AN/AN/A    26.0326.0326.0326.03    

Convenience cConvenience cConvenience cConvenience commitmentsommitmentsommitmentsommitments          

StoreStoreStoreStore    SSSSqm netqm netqm netqm net    

Assumed Assumed Assumed Assumed 

sales dsales dsales dsales density ensity ensity ensity 

(psm)(psm)(psm)(psm)    

BenchmarkBenchmarkBenchmarkBenchmark    

tttturnover urnover urnover urnover     

£m£m£m£m    

                                

J Sainsbury's Foodstore and Filling Station, land at 

Shutterton Bridge, Dawlish  

(convenience element only - 72%) 
3
 

1,673 £10,770 £18.02 

Lidl, Newton Road, Kingsteignton 800 2,932 2.35 

TotalTotalTotalTotal    for conveniencefor conveniencefor conveniencefor convenience    1,6731,6731,6731,673    N/AN/AN/AN/A    20.3620.3620.3620.36    

Notes:  

Floorspaces are net additional where they apply to extensions to existing stores. 

1) Sales densities sourced from Experian (Retail Planner 6.0) average out of town 

comparison/convenience sales density (modern units), RTP adjusted to 2009 prices inc VAT. 

2)The sales density used for the garden centre extension to Trago Mills is the 2009 average sales 

density for the ten garden centre retailers listed in the Mintel UK Retail Rankings, which are Wyevale, 

Cadbury G&L, Van Hage & Co, D Stewart & Sons, Forest Lodge, Bents, Ruxley Manor, Frosts, Tong  

and Redfields.  

3) Sales density taken for store from the 2009 Mintel Retail Rankings. 
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5.21 Additionally, we sometimes make an allowance for an improvement in the vacancy rate.  

However, because the vacancy rates in all the towns except Buckfastleigh and Chudleigh 

are below the national average, this is not necessary. 

Step Step Step Step 6666: : : : Adjustments for underAdjustments for underAdjustments for underAdjustments for under----trading/otrading/otrading/otrading/overververver----tratratratrading in the base yding in the base yding in the base yding in the base year ear ear ear     

5.22 We appreciate there is scope to account for overtrading within the assessment. In Policy 

EC1 in PPS4 refers to overtrading as a qualitative issue. We note that there is no mention 

in PPS4 of under trading, perhaps because there is no easy policy solution to this matter. 

5.23 There have been a series of Secretary of State decisions and High Court decisions that 

have considered whether overtrading contributes to quantitative need. There is no clear 

guidance on this matter but the latest decisions indicate that whilst overtrading is a 

qualitative issue, it can be considered as a material input to the interpretation of whether 

there is a quantitative need. In light of this uncertainty, we now consider overtrading as a 

separate matter and indicate its implications for capacity in Teignbridge. 

Comparison Goods Sector  

5.24 In order to assess whether there is any under-trading or over-trading in the District, we 

must assess the existing sales density (turnover per Sqm) of the floorspace and compare 

this with what would be expected of these centres given the composition of the retail 

provision and their position in the shopping hierarchy.  Table 5.4 sets out the sales 

densities for the main comparison shopping destinations in the study area.  

Table Table Table Table 5555....4444        Comparison goods sales dComparison goods sales dComparison goods sales dComparison goods sales densities in 2009ensities in 2009ensities in 2009ensities in 2009    

Town Town Town Town     
CentreCentreCentreCentressss    

Net Sales Net Sales Net Sales Net Sales 
Floorspace Floorspace Floorspace Floorspace 
(sqm) (sqm) (sqm) (sqm)     

Experian Experian Experian Experian 
Benchmark Benchmark Benchmark Benchmark 
Sales Sales Sales Sales 
DensityDensityDensityDensity    
(£ per sqm)(£ per sqm)(£ per sqm)(£ per sqm)    

Experian Experian Experian Experian 
Benchmark Benchmark Benchmark Benchmark 
category category category category     

Benchmark Benchmark Benchmark Benchmark 
Turnover Turnover Turnover Turnover     
(£m)(£m)(£m)(£m)    

Actual Actual Actual Actual 
Turnover Turnover Turnover Turnover 
From Study From Study From Study From Study 
Area (£m)Area (£m)Area (£m)Area (£m)    

Over/Over/Over/Over/    
under under under under 
tradingtradingtradingtrading    
(£m)(£m)(£m)(£m)        

Newton Abbot 
Town Centre 

18,620 3,512 
Experian in-
Town - Modern 

109.49 131.12 21.63 

Teignmouth Town 
Centre 

7,182 3,512 
Experian in-
Town - Old 

25.23 15.99 -9.24 

Dawlish Town 
Centre 

3,248 3,512 
Experian in-
Town - Old 

11.41 5.95 -5.46 

Ashburton Town 
Centre 

1,995 3,512 
Experian in-
Town - Old 

7.01 3.74 -3.27 

Bovey Tracey 
Town Centre 

1,304 3,512 
Experian in-
Town - Old 

4.58 4.47 -0.11 

Buckfastleigh 
Town Centre 

No Data No Data No Data No Data No Data No Data 

Chudleigh Town 
Centre 

No Data No Data No Data No Data No Data No Data 

TotalTotalTotalTotal    32,34932,34932,34932,349    n/an/an/an/a    n/an/an/an/a    157.71157.71157.71157.71    161.27161.27161.27161.27    3.563.563.563.56    

 

Note: The Experian benchmark categories give sales density estimates for UK floorspace under four 

categories: in-town and out-of-town locations and old stock and modern stock.  

5.25 Newton Abbot is the only town centre which shows an over-trade for comparison goods at 

£21.6m, this at the high end for what could be expected for a large town such as this. 
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Although, it is acknowledged in CLG’s Practice Guide that household surveys have a 

tendency to overestimate the turnover of larger centres. Even so it appears that Newton 

Abbot is trading above the Experian benchmark. 

5.26 The same assessment has been possible for Dawlish, Teignmouth, Ashburton and Bovey 

Tracey. All of the remaining smaller town centres show an under-trade, below the 

Experian benchmark for older retail units. However, as smaller town centres where 

significant comparison expenditure is leaked to other, higher order centres, this is not 

deemed to be a significant under-trade.     

5.27 Unfortunately it has not been possible to assess the sales densities of the study area’s 

retail parks or major freestanding stores, such as Trago Mills, (with the exception of 

ASDA), as there is no published information on store floorspaces. The benchmark 

assessment of the town centre ASDA in Newton Abbot estimates that for comparison 

goods trading the store over-trades at about £4m. 

5.28 Overall, there does not appear to be a major net over-trade in the comparison goods 

sector, it has been decided that no adjustments should be made.     

Convenience goods sector  

5.29 The approach to the convenience goods expenditure is slightly different, because there is 

published data on average (or benchmark) turnover for the main foodstore operators. For 

the stores that attract a notable market share, we have assessed the survey derived 

turnover against the benchmark, as summarised in Table 5.5. 

5.30 The analysis set out in Table 5.5 reveals that although 2 stores are trading substantially 

above their company averages the net trading conditions for the top 10 supermarkets is 

an under-trade of £8.2m. There are a number of issues and anomalies that should be 

considered at this point, these are: 

� The 2 Tesco stores (Extra and Express) show significant over-trading. However it is 

thought that most of the over-trade attributed to the Express store is in fact trade that 

should have been attributed to the Extra superstore. Both foodstores reside on 

Newton Road, Kingsteignton, thus the household survey may have apportioned some 

responses incorrectly 

� The next two largest trading stores are ASDA (edge of Newton Abbot Town Centre) 

and J Sainsbury’s (Penn Inn, Newton Abbot), however both of these show an under-

trade compared to the company averages. ASDA, with an estimated under-trade of -

£8.2m per annum trades particularly below average for a store of this size. The reason 

for this could be due to the edge of centre location. Contemporary shopping patterns 

show polarisation of patronage to out of centre superstores and while ASDA is a large 

store, it may play more of a top-up roll with linked trips to Newton Abbot Town Centre 

rather than a dedicated weekly shop where spend is somewhat higher  

� The two other main underperforming foodstores are the Co-ops at Trago Mills and 

Lower Brook Street, Teignmouth, which again is a Town Centre store. In this case the 

Co-op at Trago Mills does not have an immediate local catchment and although 

residents of Zone 11 (Bovey Tracey) undertake some of their food shopping at the Co-
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op, few other zones use the store at all. However the Co-op at Trago Mills may not 

under-trade to the full £5.2m below benchmark as customers from outside the study 

area are likely to use this store in combination with visits to Trago Mills. The Co-op on 

Lower Brook Street, Teignmouth is the only large foodstore for the settlement at 

present. Due to its Town Centre location and small size it is clear from the household 

survey that Teignmouth residents favour the 3 superstores in Newton Abbot as well as 

the Town Centre and Co-op – hence the spending pattern for Teignmouth is widely 

dispersed. 

5.31 The balance for over and under-trading stores, as shown by the survey results, is a net 

under-trade of £8.6m.  In our opinion this net under-trade is not great enough to justify any 

reduction to the quantitative need figures. This is discussed in detail in Section 7.    

5.32 The Lidl store at Kingsteignton is not included in the table because it was not open at the 

time of the survey – therefore we do not have a turnover figure for it.  Instead it is taken 

into account in the calculations as a commitment.  
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Table Table Table Table 5555....5555        Convenience sales dConvenience sales dConvenience sales dConvenience sales densities in 2009ensities in 2009ensities in 2009ensities in 2009    

    Main fMain fMain fMain foodoodoodoodstores in the study astores in the study astores in the study astores in the study arearearearea    

Location of Location of Location of Location of 

sssstore tore tore tore     

(in, edge(in, edge(in, edge(in, edge----ofofofof----

centre or outcentre or outcentre or outcentre or out----

ofofofof----centrecentrecentrecentre    

Net sNet sNet sNet sales ales ales ales 

ffffloorspace  loorspace  loorspace  loorspace  
(1)(1)(1)(1)
    

% % % % 

Convenience Convenience Convenience Convenience 

ffffloorspace loorspace loorspace loorspace 
(2)(2)(2)(2)
    

Convenience Convenience Convenience Convenience 

sales sales sales sales 

ffffloorspace loorspace loorspace loorspace 
(3)(3)(3)(3)
    

Benchmark Benchmark Benchmark Benchmark 

sales sales sales sales 

ddddensity ensity ensity ensity 
(4)(4)(4)(4)
    

Benchmark Benchmark Benchmark Benchmark 

tttturnover urnover urnover urnover 
(5)(5)(5)(5)
    

Actual Actual Actual Actual 

turnover turnover turnover turnover 

from study from study from study from study 

aaaarearearearea    

Over/Over/Over/Over/    

under under under under 

trading trading trading trading     

                SqmSqmSqmSqm    %%%%    SqmSqmSqmSqm    £/£/£/£/SqmSqmSqmSqm    £m£m£m£m, pa, pa, pa, pa    £m£m£m£m, pa, pa, pa, pa    £m£m£m£m, pa, pa, pa, pa    

Tesco, Newton Road, Kingsteignton, Newton Abbot Out of centre 3,974 64% 2,547 14,133 36.0 43.65 7.7 

Asda, Highweek Street , Newton Abbot 
Edge-of- 

Centre 
3,698 56% 2,068 15,612 32.3 24.11 -8.2 

J Sainsbury, Keyberry Road Penn Inn, Newton Abbot Out of centre 2,887 72% 2,082 10,770 22.4 20.37 -2.0 

Tesco Express, 4 Newton Road, Kingsteignton Town Centre 234 64% 150 14,133 2.1 7.13 5.0 

Co-op Market Town , Lower Brook Street , Teignmouth Town Centre 1,635 79% 1,297 6,920 9.0 4.90 -4.1 

Co-op, 4 The Strand , Dawlish Town Centre 312 79% 248 6,920 1.7 3.38 1.7 

Somerfield, 28 Market Walk , Newton Abbot Town Centre 1,305 80% 1,038 8,664 9.0 3.06 -5.9 

Co-op Welcome, 8 Bank Street , Teignmouth Town Centre 356 79% 282 6,920 2.0 2.90 0.9 

Co-op Plymco Supermarket, 33 Chapel Street , 

Buckfastleigh 
Town Centre 177 79% 141 6,920 1.0 2.54 1.6 

Co-op Plymco Superstore, Trago Mills Shopping 

Complex Near Newton Abbot 
Out of centre 1,356 79% 1,076 6,920 7.4 2.25 -5.2 

TotalTotalTotalTotal    n/an/an/an/a    15,93415,93415,93415,934    n/an/an/an/a    10,92810,92810,92810,928    n/an/an/an/a    122.9122.9122.9122.9    114.29114.29114.29114.29    ----8.68.68.68.6    

Notes:Notes:Notes:Notes:    

(1) Floorspace data from IGD Foodstores Database (2008).   

(2) Percentage of convenience sales area of all foodstores are company averages provided by Mintel's Retail Rankings 2008.  MapInfo definition of 'convenience expenditure' 

used to inform floorspace splits. 

(3) This is the convenience floorspace in the stores using the percentage calculated at (4). 

(4) Average Sales Density is provided by Mintel Retail Rankings (2008)/RTP Estimates and has been adjusted to a pure convenience goods average to reflect the goods basis 

approach. All sales densities have been adjusted to 2009 prices and include VAT.  

(5) Product of convenience floorspace and average sales density 2009 Prices.    
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Step 7: Adjustment for tourism expenditure in the study aStep 7: Adjustment for tourism expenditure in the study aStep 7: Adjustment for tourism expenditure in the study aStep 7: Adjustment for tourism expenditure in the study arearearearea    

5.33 The methodology for assessing tourist visitor expenditure in the study area is set out in 

detail in Appendix 5 and utilises South West Tourism’s The Value of Tourism data (2007) 

to identify the expenditure of tourists in comparison outlets, convenience stores and in 

restaurants, cafes and bars. This expenditure is then grown to accommodate increases in 

per head tourism expenditure levels and added to the existing available expenditure 

within the study area - also allowed to increase over time due to efficiency improvements 

of the existing traders.   

Table Table Table Table 5555....6666    Forecast InForecast InForecast InForecast In----flow of tourism expenditure for retail and leisure spendflow of tourism expenditure for retail and leisure spendflow of tourism expenditure for retail and leisure spendflow of tourism expenditure for retail and leisure spend    (£m(£m(£m(£m, per , per , per , per 
annumannumannumannum)     )     )     )         

  
2009200920092009    

(£m)(£m)(£m)(£m)    

2011201120112011    

(£m)(£m)(£m)(£m)    

2016201620162016    

(£m)(£m)(£m)(£m)    

2021202120212021    

(£m)(£m)(£m)(£m)    

2026202620262026    

(£m)(£m)(£m)(£m)    

2031203120312031    

(£m)(£m)(£m)(£m)    

Change 09Change 09Change 09Change 09----

31313131    (£m)(£m)(£m)(£m)    

Comparison 

goods 
£52.73 £54.65 £59.76 £79.41 £97.78 £120.41 £67.68 

Convenience 

goods 
£7.92 £7.95 £8.05 £8.39 £8.58 £8.78 £0.86 

Leisure: food & 

drink 
£68.64 £69.74 £72.58 £75.53 £78.60 £81.79 £13.15 

Step Step Step Step 8888: Residual : Residual : Residual : Residual eeeexpenditure xpenditure xpenditure xpenditure ppppotentially otentially otentially otentially aaaavailable for vailable for vailable for vailable for nnnnew ew ew ew rrrretail etail etail etail ffffloorspaceloorspaceloorspaceloorspace    

5.34 Thus, having allowed for all of the claims on the growth in retained expenditure – that is, 

growth over time in SFT, growth in floorspace efficiency and commitments, this leaves a 

residual expenditure which can be converted into a floorspace requirement. In order to 

convert the residual expenditure into a net sales area in square metres we apply an 

average sales density for comparison goods of £5,145 per Sqm24 sales area in 2011 and 

an average sales density for convenience goods of £10,032 per Sqm sales area in 2011. 

For future years, higher sales densities are applied because we allow for an annual 

improvement in sales efficiency.  

5.35 Finally, we convert the sales area requirement to a gross floorspace requirement using a 

net to gross ratio of 70 per cent for comparison goods and 65 per cent for convenience 

goods, which is higher than comparison goods on the basis that foodstores need more 

storage space than comparison outlets. 

Step Step Step Step 9999: Scenario testing and sensitivity a: Scenario testing and sensitivity a: Scenario testing and sensitivity a: Scenario testing and sensitivity assessmentssessmentssessmentssessment    

Demographic projection scenarios 

5.36 The study brief sets out the requirement to consider future retail floorspace needs based 

upon four housing growth scenarios, which are: 

                                                           
24
 Source: Experian (2008) Retail Planner 6.0,  
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� Scenario 1 – Lower end of range, RSS Submission (growth of 16,700 people and 

10,750 dwellings from 2009 to 2031) 

� Scenario 2 – Business as usual RSS Panel Report recommendations (growth of 

21,700 people and 12,900 dwellings) 

� Scenario 3 – Uplift of supply, RSS Secretary of State Proposed Changes (growth of 

36,500 people and 19,400 dwellings). Main scenario used for assessment and 

analysis in this report. 

� Scenario 4 – Upper end of supply, RSS Proposed Changes plus National Housing 

Planning Advisory Unit (growth of 45,700 people and 23,000). 

5.37 The floorspace requirement for comparison and convenience goods under each scenario 

is set out in the following sections. 

Changes to the retention levels of the study area 

5.38 The study findings illustrate that for comparison goods, the level of retention has broadly 

remained constant since the survey data prepared in 2003 for the previous 2006 

Teignbridge Retail Study Update25. The study area extent for the 2003 survey of 

households is broadly similar to that of the wards based zones applied to this study. The 

aggregate retention rate in 2003 was 55 per cent, which is thought to have risen slightly to 

57 per cent, as identified in the 2009 NEMS survey. In light of major retail redevelopments 

in the form of Drake’s Circus at Plymouth and Princesshay in Exeter, this emphasises the 

strength of Newton Abbot as a comparison goods destination for residents of the study 

area. 

5.39 While it is acknowledged that there is planned growth at Newton Abbot through 

designation as an SSCT, the current retention rate at 57 per cent is reasonably high for a 

sub-regional centre. Nearby Exeter is also planning for similar proportions of growth and 

as a higher order centre (in terms of the retail offer) it is not considered that a strategy for 

‘claw back’ would be easily achieved – ie the balance of retention and leakage is likely to 

remain at or near to this rate.  Although both centres will be SSCTs in the new regional 

settlement hierarchy, it is unlikely that the retail offer in Newton Abbot could expand to an 

extent that would match that of Exeter. 

5.40 However the brief specifies a requirement to sensitivity test for increasing retention of 

comparison goods expenditure. Thus floorspace requirements are provided for a rise in 

retention from 57 per cent to 62 per cent by 2026.  

5.41 The aggregate level of retention in the convenience sector is already very high, averaging 

83 per cent for the catchment as a whole.  However, retention rates in some zones are 

low.  We provide a sensitivity test for a rise in retention across the catchment to 90 per 

cent by 2026. 

                                                           
25
 NLP (2006) Teignbridge Retail Study Update. 
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Increase or decrease in the geographical size of the catchment area 

5.42 Comparison Comparison Comparison Comparison ggggoods oods oods oods ssssector ector ector ector ––––    While    growth status as a SSCT positions Newton Abbot as a 

settlement which will enhance its role in the region, we feel the size of the retail catchment 

will not expand significantly, partly due to the neighbouring catchment boundaries of 

Exeter and Plymouth City Centres. 

5.43 Convenience Convenience Convenience Convenience ggggoods oods oods oods ssssector ector ector ector –––– PPS4 seeks to ensure that people’s every day needs, such 

as convenience shopping, are met on as localised a basis as possible.  As a 

consequence, the overall catchment area is defined, primarily, on the basis of comparison 

goods spending patterns, where the very existence of the retail hierarchy demands that 

people travel to higher order centres for their higher order goods and services.   

5.44 As a result it is not necessary to make any adjustments to the size of the catchment area. 

Inflow of expenditure from residents outside the study area   

5.45 Analysis of the in-centre pedestrian surveys has been used to identify the proportion of 

shoppers in Newton Abbot Town Centre who reside outside of the defined study area. Of 

all the shoppers interviewed in Newton Abbot, 12.5 per cent were from outside the study 

catchment, however 7 per cent of these were tourist visitors, for which we have already 

made an allowance for inflow of expenditure. Thus we provide a sensitivity test for an 

inflow of an additional 5.5 per cent to Newton Abbot Town Centre’s turnover. This 

amounts to an extra £7.2m for comparison goods. Given the localised pattern of 

convenience spend there is no allowance for inflow in this sector.   

Findings in relation to quantitative retail need Findings in relation to quantitative retail need Findings in relation to quantitative retail need Findings in relation to quantitative retail need     

Comparison Comparison Comparison Comparison ggggoods oods oods oods ssssector ector ector ector     

5.46 The quantitative comparison goods retail need for each population scenario (at a static 

retention rate) is summarised in Table 5.7 below (also set out in detail in Spreadsheets 8 

and 8a).    

Table Table Table Table 5555....7777        Study area: qStudy area: qStudy area: qStudy area: quauauauantitative ntitative ntitative ntitative nnnneed in the eed in the eed in the eed in the ccccomparison omparison omparison omparison ggggoods oods oods oods ssssector (ector (ector (ector (SqmSqmSqmSqm    net), net), net), net), sssstatic tatic tatic tatic 
rrrretention etention etention etention rrrrate of 57 per cent, including ate of 57 per cent, including ate of 57 per cent, including ate of 57 per cent, including ttttourist ourist ourist ourist vvvvisitor isitor isitor isitor eeeexpenditure and xpenditure and xpenditure and xpenditure and iiiinflow from nflow from nflow from nflow from ooooutsideutsideutsideutside    

  2009200920092009----11116666    2016201620162016----21212121    2021202120212021----26262626    2026202620262026----31313131    TotalTotalTotalTotal    09090909----31313131    

Pop Scenario 1 0 11,645 12,752 16,182 40,578 

Pop Scenario 2 0 12,712 13,450 17,247 43,409 

Pop Scenario 3 672 15,756 16,148 19,608 52,183 

Pop Scenario 4 1,078 17,203 18,128 21,658 58,068 

5.47 For scenario 3, RSS Proposed Changes levels of population growth, the tables show that 

there is a significant requirement for comparison floorspace to the period 2031. After 

2016, there is a sharp increase in floorspace requirements, which is a function of the 

compound effect of per capita expenditure growth over this timeframe, combined with 

population growth.  Whilst a cautious approach should be taken with regard to the scale of 

floorspace requirements post 2021, it is clear that the aggregate requirement is likely to 
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be significant and it is considered that there is sufficient expenditure to support a further 

large scale shopping development in the long term.  

5.48 However, the shorter term requirements up to 2016 identify only a modest residual 

requirement for comparison goods floorspace. This is due to a number of committed 

planning applications (with an assumed implementation by 2011) for which the estimated 

store turnovers will exceed the growth in available comparison goods expenditure in the 

coming years. Thus, there will only be an additional requirement for 672 Sqm of net 

floorspace by 2016. This is better shown in Figure 5.1 below, whereby the level of 

expenditure growth is forecast to recover from 2016 – in this study a medium trend 

expenditure growth rate of 5.85 per cent per annum is applied from 2016 to 2021, which 

lifts the available expenditure post 2016. 

Figure Figure Figure Figure 5555....1111    Graph Graph Graph Graph sssshowing howing howing howing eeeexpenditure xpenditure xpenditure xpenditure ccccapacity for apacity for apacity for apacity for ccccomparison omparison omparison omparison ggggoods oods oods oods     

 

Sensitivity Test for Increasing Retention Rate 

5.49 As indicated in Step 9, the likely floorspace requirements arising from an increasing 

retention rate are presented in Table 5.8 below. 

Table Table Table Table 5555....8888    Quantitative need in the comparison goods sector (Sqm net), increasing Quantitative need in the comparison goods sector (Sqm net), increasing Quantitative need in the comparison goods sector (Sqm net), increasing Quantitative need in the comparison goods sector (Sqm net), increasing 
retention rate from 57retention rate from 57retention rate from 57retention rate from 57----62 per cent, including tourist visitor expenditure and inflow from 62 per cent, including tourist visitor expenditure and inflow from 62 per cent, including tourist visitor expenditure and inflow from 62 per cent, including tourist visitor expenditure and inflow from 
outside the study areaoutside the study areaoutside the study areaoutside the study area    

  2009200920092009----16161616    2016201620162016----21212121    2021202120212021----26262626    2026202620262026----31313131    Total 09Total 09Total 09Total 09----31313131    

Pop Scenario 3 2,430 16,400 20,773 21,403 61,007 

Pop Scenario 4 2,849 17,890 22,974 23,606 67,319 

Need in Relation to Garden Centres 

5.50 RTP was asked to look specifically into the need for garden centre floorspace within the 

District.  The NEMS survey of households built in a series of questions to address identify 

the spending patterns of residents.  
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5.51 The market shares identified that 78 per cent of garden centre expenditure is retained 

within the study area, equating to £7.9m. The top three garden centres attain 74 per cent 

of expenditure spent within the study area: 

� Jack's Patch Garden Centre (Wyevale), Teignmouth - £2.4m 

� Fermoy's Garden Centre and Farm Shop Ltd, Newton Abbot - £1.83m 

� Trago Mill, Drumbridges - £1.58m 

5.52 In Table 5.9 we set out the floorspace requirements for garden centre floorspace. This is 

part of the overall comparison need identified in Tables 5.7 and 5.8 above.   

Table Table Table Table 5555....9999    Quantitative need Quantitative need Quantitative need Quantitative need for garden centre floorspacefor garden centre floorspacefor garden centre floorspacefor garden centre floorspace    ((((SqmSqmSqmSqm    net net net net     

  2009200920092009----11116666    2016201620162016----21212121    2021202120212021----26262626    2026202620262026----31313131    TotalTotalTotalTotal    09090909----31313131    

Pop Scenario 3 0 0 0 1,295 1,295 

5.53 There is a negative initial requirement, due to the new garden centre extension to Trago 

Mills, which was under construction at the time of the survey.  Because of this initial 

negative requirement, the quantum of need will only become positive between 2026 and 

2031. Thus the level of provision, now that the Trago Mills extension is complete, is more 

than adequate based upon the level of available expenditure.  

Convenience Convenience Convenience Convenience ggggoods oods oods oods ssssectorectorectorector        

5.54 In Table 5.10 we set out the quantitative convenience floorspace need for a static 

aggregate retention level of 83 per cent (i.e. it is assumed that the convenience goods 

expenditure which is retained within study area will remain at current levels), including an 

adjustment to include tourism expenditure in convenience outlets. No allowance is given 

to overtrading or inflow from residents outside the study area- for which there is deemed 

to be none. 

Table Table Table Table 5555....10101010        Quantitative Quantitative Quantitative Quantitative nnnneed in the eed in the eed in the eed in the cccconvenience onvenience onvenience onvenience ggggoods oods oods oods ssssector (ector (ector (ector (SqmSqmSqmSqm    net), net), net), net), sssstatic tatic tatic tatic rrrretention etention etention etention 
rrrrate of 84ate of 84ate of 84ate of 84    per cent, including per cent, including per cent, including per cent, including ttttourist ourist ourist ourist vvvvisitor isitor isitor isitor eeeexpenditurexpenditurexpenditurexpenditure    

  2009200920092009----11116666    2016201620162016----21212121    2021202120212021----26262626    2026202620262026----31313131    TotalTotalTotalTotal    09090909----31313131    

Pop Scenario 1 0 0 -54 391 337 

Pop Scenario 2 0 0 -184 562 377 

Pop Scenario 3 0 215 1,292 838 2,345 

Pop Scenario 4 0 713 1,707 1,118 3,538 

5.55 Table 5.10 illustrates that there will be a modest requirement for additional convenience 

floorspace up to 2031. Scenario 3 (RSS Proposed Changes growth projection) indicates a 

need for and additional 2,345 Sqm net by 2031, which for comparison sake, is the size of 

a small supermarket. Notably, this modest requirement is a result of the committed 

supermarket foodstore near Dawlish which has permission for a 2,324 Sqm net scheme. 

As of December 2009 this permission has been quashed by the High Court and thus the 

floorspace will now become part of the need for Teignbridge. 

5.56 The different population scenarios (which are subject to the same per capita rate of 

expenditure growth) illustrate that the additional need is broadly driven by the projected 
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increase in population, rather than any significant growth in expenditure on convenience 

goods.  

Figure Figure Figure Figure 5555....2222        Graph Graph Graph Graph sssshowing howing howing howing eeeexpenditure xpenditure xpenditure xpenditure ccccapacity apacity apacity apacity (per annum) (per annum) (per annum) (per annum) for for for for ccccoooonveniencenveniencenveniencenvenience    ggggoods oods oods oods     

 

5.57 The graph illustrates that only between 2016 and 2021 does the available expenditure in 

the convenience goods sector overtake the store turnover (existing stores plus 

commitments – including the recently opened Lidl). Effectively there is no quantitative 

need until this point. It shows the effect of the consented Sainsbury’s store planned for 

Dawlish, which if trading at a company average sales density would surpass the limited 

surplus expenditure in the convenience goods sector. In reality the effect of a new store 

would be a redistribution of spending patterns from other stores in the study area to the 

new Sainsbury’s store, as well as possibly clawing back some expenditure spent at stores 

in Exeter.   

Sensitivity Test for Increasing Retention Rate 

5.58 As indicated in Step 9, we present a sensitivity test, below, based on an increased 

retention rate. 

Table Table Table Table 5555....11111111        Quantitative need in the convenience goods sector (Sqm net), Quantitative need in the convenience goods sector (Sqm net), Quantitative need in the convenience goods sector (Sqm net), Quantitative need in the convenience goods sector (Sqm net), increasing increasing increasing increasing 
retention rate retention rate retention rate retention rate to 90to 90to 90to 90    per cent, including tourist visitor expenditureper cent, including tourist visitor expenditureper cent, including tourist visitor expenditureper cent, including tourist visitor expenditure    

  2009200920092009----16161616    2016201620162016----21212121    2021202120212021----26262626    2026202620262026----31313131    Total 09Total 09Total 09Total 09----31313131    

Pop Scenario 3 0 1,763 1,409 922 4,094 

Pop Scenario 4 0 2,296 1,854 1,222 5,373 
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Qualitative Qualitative Qualitative Qualitative rrrretail etail etail etail nnnneedeedeedeed    

5.59 Policy EC1.4 (d) of PPS4 provides advice on the considerations LPAs should take into 

account in assessing qualitative needs in their development plan documents.  It states 

that there should be genuine choice to meet the needs of the whole community. 

Comparison Comparison Comparison Comparison ggggoods oods oods oods ssssectorectorectorector    

Newton Abbot 

5.60 As the main centre in Teignbridge, Newton Abbot has a large number of retail units in the 

Town Centre and out of centre retail park space at Greenhill Way and Newton Road. In 

addition, Queen Street provides a large number of independent and specialist retail 

outlets. The household survey of residents shows that comparison goods retention across 

the district is reasonably high (57 per cent), especially given the nearby competition from 

the two higher order City Centres of Exeter and Plymouth. Furthermore, Newton Abbot’s 

local Zone 6 retains the highest amount of comparison goods expenditure of any zone (73 

per cent or £34m) and also has strong local retention whereby significant expenditure is 

retained within the local zone 6. The spending patterns alone demonstrate that Newton 

Abbot has something to offer for comparison goods shopping.  

5.61 With regard to specific types of goods, the study area retains high levels of expenditure on 

DIY goods (78 per cent) and health and beauty items (71 per cent) suggesting that the 

range of quality of existing outlets is good.  However, the study area retains only around 

50% of expenditure on clothes and shoes, and “other” items such as jewellery, toys and 

gifts.  The other 50 per cent of expenditure is leaked to competing stores outside the study 

area, particularly to Exeter and Torquay.  The town would certainly benefit from a better 

range of retailers selling these items.  Retention of expenditure on furniture and domestic 

appliances is around 60 per cent, suggesting that there may be room for improvement in 

the range and quality of outlets selling these goods.  

5.62 The Town Centre ‘healthcheck’ for Newton Abbot identified that although the town has a 

strong anchor (Austins), the main shopping area (e.g. Courtenay Street) would benefit 

from an improved range. 

5.63 With regards to consumer opinions of the Town Centre we turn to the street survey of 

pedestrians carried out by NEMS, for which 200 surveys were undertaken. The survey 

shows that the dominant use of the Town Centre is for comparison shopping needs (17 

per cent), following this the survey identified that 16 per cent were day visitors and 15 per 

cent staying visitors, which are also likely to undertake comparison goods shopping and 

leisure spending in food and drink outlets. Turning to likes and dislikes, the main response 

for things that people like about Newton Abbot Town Centre was ‘nothing in particular’. 

This supports the view put forward in the healthcheck that despite role and function, the 

town lacks distinctiveness. Other ‘likes’ include the selection/choice of independent and 

specialist shops, believed to be buttressed by the offer on Queen Street and also the 

pedestrianised streets in the primary shopping area. In somewhat of a paradox the main 

‘dislike’ was ‘nothing in particular’ (52 per cent), which indicate that users of the town are 

predominantly indifferent in their view of Newton Abbot. More specifically, 68 per cent of 
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pedestrians were either very satisfied or satisfied with the range and quality of the shops 

in the Town Centre. 

5.64 In summary the town boasts a good range of comparison outlets for its size and hierarchy, 

boosted by a good independent sector. The on street surveys show a broad approval of 

the town’s retail offer which is backed up by a good retention rate for expenditure.  

Teignmouth and Dawlish 

5.65 Teignmouth Town Centre, the second largest centre has a range of comparison units 

commensurate to its size and role. Generally retailing provides for local service needs and 

the lack of larger units is restrictive for modern comparison operators. The quality is 

thought to be ‘middle of the road’, as demonstrated presence of discount clothing chains 

Peacocks and New Look. The pedestrian survey revealed that the main reason for using 

the town was as a day visitor (40 per cent) and as a staying visitor (19 per cent) thus a 

large portion of the town’s trade is from non-residents. The third most frequent response 

was ‘to meet someone’ (9 per cent) thus indicating that users of the town do not 

extensively undertake comparison shopping. The ‘character and atmosphere’, 

‘beach/seafront’ and ‘selection/choice of independent and specialist shops’ are the three 

most popular ‘likes’ for the Town Centre which supports the town’s status as a favourable 

destination for tourist visits it also indicates that the comparison retail offer is either below 

par or insignificant to the town’s main users. Again, the main ‘dislike’ was ‘nothing in 

particular’. The town’s Vision document has a number of aspirations to improve the vitality 

of the retail core by introducing public realm improvements. 

5.66 Dawlish has suffered from longer term declining trade conditions and the town has a lower 

proportion of its retail units in the comparison sector than would be expected. Bar Zone 1, 

which is influenced by Exeter, Zone 3 (Dawlish) has the lowest localised retention rate for 

comparison goods and as corroborated in the healthcheck and retail seminar workshop, 

many residents go elsewhere for their higher-order shopping. Like Teignmouth, over 70 

per cent of pedestrians surveys were tourist visitors (day and staying) and the tertiary use 

of the town was to meet someone. Thus leisure, food and drink facilities are the more 

important trade outlets for Dawlish. When asked about the town, the ‘greenspace’, 

‘character/atmosphere’ and ‘beach/seafront’ were the main likable assets and presumably 

reason for visiting. By and large there were no dislikes in particular although lack of 

parking was the second most popular concern.  

5.67 Regarding qualitative comparison need for Dawlish there is no pressing issue, however 

due to the high level of leakage there many be latent demand which could be redirected to 

the town to boost vitality. While there are ambitions to improve the layout and public 

spaces in the town this is unlikely to change trading conditions vastly for comparison 

retailers. There may be scope for high quality, niche retail in the town to encourage local 

spending on specialist items. In light of the plans for an out of centre supermarket, the 

town would be better placed to look at improving the comparison, rather than convenience 

offer. 
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The other study centres 

5.68 The other study centres of Chudleigh, Bovey Tracey, Ashburton and Buckfastleigh do not 

operate in the same markets as Newton Abbot, nor do they compete with other 

settlements outside of the study area. They predominantly serve a local catchment and 

therefore their qualitative need differs in relation to their size and location.  

5.69 It is clear from the household telephone survey that residents tend to shop in the larger 

nearby towns and cities for comparison goods. While there are likely to be smaller scale 

opportunistic retail developments in some of these smaller settlements it is not deemed to 

be appropriate to identify specific need in these centres. 

ConveniencConveniencConveniencConvenience e e e ggggoods oods oods oods ssssectorectorectorector    

5.70 In the convenience sector, it is clearly important that needs are met on as localised a 

basis as possible - an important part of the LDF process is to remedy deficiencies in the 

network of centres (Policy EC3.1b). Since there is evidence of the dominance of larger 

foodstores, such as Tesco in Newton Abbot, and a number of zones with a poor localised 

convenience shopping pattern it is considered that there is a qualitative need to improve 

choice within the Town Centres and encourage linked trips. 

5.71 With reference to Figure 5.3, which shows the locations of supermarkets and smaller 

convenience stores within the study area it can be observed through this and 

consideration of the localised retention rates for each zone (see Table 4.19)  that Newton 

Abbot and the central part of the study area is well provided for. While it is acknowledged 

that Zones 7 and 9 have low localised retention rates for convenience shopping, they are 

in close proximity to the superstores at Newton Abbot/Kingsteignton. As an SSCT, it will 

be important to ensure that convenience provision, currently considered as being good, is 

maintained and enhanced throughout the plan period.  

5.72 Localised retention is also low for the rural zones of 2 (Chudleigh), 10 (Bovey Tracey) and 

11 (Ashburton and Buckfastleigh). However given the rural nature of this part of the study 

area and less dense population, it is expected that shopping patterns will cover a wider 

area. On the basis of scale and impact it is not envisaged that there is a need for 

superstore provision in this part of the study area. 

5.73 The areas where qualitative need is greatest are the towns of Dawlish and Teignmouth, 

both of which experience significant leakages to the superstores at Exeter and Newton 

Abbot/Kingsteignton. There is permission for a Sainsbury’s supermarket just outside of 

Dawlish which should enhance local shopping patterns. With regards to Teignmouth, the 

household survey shows that the existing Co-op is not providing the range and choice of 

goods to maintain localised patterns of convenience shopping. There may be interest one 

of the leading supermarkets and a possible site (albeit an out of centre location at 

Broadmeadow) for a new store. This would have an impact upon the town’s convenience 

stores, however as demonstrated by the in-centre surveys, the majority of visits are by 

tourist visitors or for social reasons (e.g. to meet friends). This would serve to reduce 

leakage from Zone 4 and reduce the dominance of the Tesco Extra store on Newton Road 

in Newton Abbot/Kingsteignton. 
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5.74 Another qualitative consideration in the convenience goods sector is to seek to ensure 

easy access to local facilities on the part of the most deprived residents in the District.  In 

Figure 5.4 we have superimposed the superstores, supermarkets and small convenience 

stores, on a map of the Index of Multiple Deprivation across the study area. Thus, there 

are three super-output areas (SOAs) in Teignbridge which fall within the 20 per cent most 

deprived in England. One of these is located near Newton Abbot and two in Teignmouth.  

5.75 The SOA in Newton Abbot is part of Buckland and Milber ward and lies to the east of the 

Town Centre, and the other side of the A380. The SOA has a small Plymco supermarket 

and is within 0.5km of the Sainsbury’s superstore at Penn Inn roundabout. Thus 

convenience provision is good. 

5.76 Of the two deprived SOAs in Teignmouth, one is located in the Town Centre, so resident 

have access to the Co-op supermarket on Lower Brook Street and a variety of local 

independent foodstores. The second SOA is situated to the west edge of the Town Centre 

and although there are no foodstores within the SOA there is a small Tesco store and 

filling station nearby. As previously stated there is scope to improve the choice and range 

of convenience stores in Teignmouth and should an out of centre location come forward, 

this could benefit this particular community due to close proximity to the proposed site.  

There may be a need to improve pedestrian routes to west Teignmouth, if benefits of 

proximity to a new supermarket are to be realised. 
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Figure Figure Figure Figure 5555....3333    FoodFoodFoodFood    stores within the stores within the stores within the stores within the sssstudy tudy tudy tudy aaaarearearearea
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Figure Figure Figure Figure 5555....4444    Freestanding Freestanding Freestanding Freestanding ffffood ood ood ood sssstores and tores and tores and tores and aaaareas of reas of reas of reas of ddddeprivation (IMD), relative to all eprivation (IMD), relative to all eprivation (IMD), relative to all eprivation (IMD), relative to all ssssuper uper uper uper ooooutput utput utput utput 
aaaareas (SOAs) in Englandreas (SOAs) in Englandreas (SOAs) in Englandreas (SOAs) in England    
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Summary: Quantitative and qualitative retail needSummary: Quantitative and qualitative retail needSummary: Quantitative and qualitative retail needSummary: Quantitative and qualitative retail need    

Comparison Comparison Comparison Comparison ggggoods oods oods oods ssssectorectorectorector    

� The need assessment includes an additional turnover of £25.4m from planning 

permissions for new stores which will come forward in the next two years. Although 

Newton Abbot is thought to over-trade compared to the benchmarks, the rest of the 

centres in the study area under-trade: no allowance is made for over or undertrading 

� The assessment for floorspace takes account of day and staying tourist visitor spend 

on comparison goods which is £53m in 2009 rising to £120m in 2031.  A sensitivity 

test also increases the available expenditure by £7m to account for inflow of 

expenditure from residents outside of the study area 

� Overall there is a requirement of 672 sqm net between 2009 and 2016. This modest 

amount is due to factoring in numerous commitments which will absorb the majority of 

the quantitative need for the first five or so years 

� Retail expenditure growth is thought to recover from 2016 onwards and thus there is 

an increase in the amount of expenditure to support new retail space. In total there is 

a need for 52,183 sqm net between 2009 and 2031. However we would caution 

against looking ahead of 2021, where the expenditure estimates rapidly amplify due to 

the compound growth of per capita increases in spending.  

Convenience Convenience Convenience Convenience ggggoodsoodsoodsoods    

� For convenience there is a ‘claim’ on expenditure of £18m for the committed 

Sainsbury’s supermarket near Dawlish. It should be noted however that as of 

December 2009 this commitment has been quashed by the High Court. In light of 

several over and undertrading stores, no allowance is made for overtrading 

� Again the spending impact of tourist visitors is included, although the amount that they 

spend in convenience stores is lower than for comparison.  Self-catering visitors will of 

course spend money on convenience goods but much of this is likely to be absorbed 

by on-site convenience shops at holiday parks.   

� There is an initial requirement for zero floorspace the seven years up to 2016. 

Thereafter the requirement to 2031 is 2,345 sqm net, a modest need due to the lower 

rate of growth in convenience goods – there is little scope to buy more food items 

compared to comparison goods 

� As an SSCT it will be important to ensure provision is maintained in Newton Abbot as 

the settlement grows during the Development Plan period 

� The assessment acknowledges a qualitative need for greater provision at Dawlish and 

Teignmouth to address the poor localised shopping patterns for convenience retailing.
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6666 ASSASSASSASSESSMENTESSMENTESSMENTESSMENT    OF SCOPE FOR ADDITIOOF SCOPE FOR ADDITIOOF SCOPE FOR ADDITIOOF SCOPE FOR ADDITIONAL NAL NAL NAL 
COMMERCIAL LEISURE ACOMMERCIAL LEISURE ACOMMERCIAL LEISURE ACOMMERCIAL LEISURE AND CULTURAL ND CULTURAL ND CULTURAL ND CULTURAL 
FACILITESFACILITESFACILITESFACILITES    

Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast iiiincreases in ncreases in ncreases in ncreases in lllleisure eisure eisure eisure eeeexpenditurexpenditurexpenditurexpenditure    

6.1 The approach to the assessment of quantitative need in the leisure sector is less well 

developed than in the retail sector.  Furthermore, development in the leisure sector has 

historically been very market-led, and it is only recently that leisure has been brought into 

the range of uses covered by the sequential approach. In addition there is limited 

guidance, especially for quantitative methods provided in PPS4. 

6.2 However MapInfo produce expenditure data for leisure spend at Census Output Area 

level.  The data is aggregated into the study catchment expenditure zones in the same 

way as the retail expenditure data.  Leisure expenditure is divided into two separate 

areas; one is ‘leisure goods’ and the other ‘leisure services’. For the purposes of this 

section we look only at leisure services as expenditure on leisure goods, such as sports 

equipment etc is included in comparison retail expenditure and so has been covered by 

the analysis in Section 4. 

The The The The ddddistribution of istribution of istribution of istribution of lllleisure eisure eisure eisure eeeexpenditurexpenditurexpenditurexpenditure    

6.3  MapInfo supplies information on per capita leisure spending in COICOP (Classification of 

Individual Consumption by Purpose) categories and the data for the Teignbridge 

catchment area is set out in Table 6.1 below.  

Table Table Table Table 6666....1111    Breakdown of Breakdown of Breakdown of Breakdown of aaaaverage verage verage verage pppper er er er ccccapita apita apita apita lllleisure eisure eisure eisure sssspend in the Teignbridge pend in the Teignbridge pend in the Teignbridge pend in the Teignbridge sssstudy tudy tudy tudy aaaarearearearea    

COICOPCOICOPCOICOPCOICOP    

CategoriesCategoriesCategoriesCategories    
DescriptionDescriptionDescriptionDescription    

Per Per Per Per     

Capita (£)Capita (£)Capita (£)Capita (£)    

% of Total % of Total % of Total % of Total 

SpendSpendSpendSpend    

9.4.1 Recreation and sporting services 140.5 6.3% 

9.4.2 Cultural services 298.0 13.3% 

09.4.2(pt) Cinema admissions (sub part of cultural services) 19.3 0.9% 

09.4.2(pt) Theatre admissions (sub part of cultural services) 34.4 1.5% 

09.4.2(pt) Other  (sub part of cultural services) 244.4 10.9% 

09.4.3 Games of chance 184.9 8.2% 

11.1.1 Restaurants, Cafes, Etc 1,146.0 51.0% 

11.1.2 Canteens 134.9 6.0% 

11.2 Accommodation services 239.7 10.7% 

12.1.1 
Hairdressing Salons & personal grooming 

establishments 
101.6 4.5% 

Total Leisure services 2,245.6 100.0% 

Notes: 9.4.2 (pt) are sub categories of 9.4.2 (Cultural Services) and therefore in total account for 13.4% 

of leisure services expenditure.  The Cultural Services sub category ‘Other’ includes the sub categories 

of television and video rentals, social subscriptions and photographic processing.   
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Caveat note on the use of leisure expenditure in the COICOP sub-categories  

6.4 It is important to clarify that MapInfo’s per capita expenditure data for the study catchment 

is only broken down into four COICOP categories which are: Recreation and cultural 

services (COICOP category 9.4); restaurants, cafes etc (11.1), accommodation services 

(11.2) and hairdressing and personal grooming (12.1). In order to provide an indicative 

estimate of expenditure for the sub categories in Table 6.1, such as ‘cinemas’ and ‘games 

of chance’, we disaggregate the data using average UK percentage splits.  

6.5 Table 6.1 shows ‘restaurants, cafes, bars etc’ accounts for just over half of the average 

per capita spend on leisure services. Taken as one, ‘cultural services’ is the second 

highest category and ‘accommodation services’ (hotels, B&Bs etc) the third highest 

category, accounting for 11 per cent of spending on leisure services. Furthermore, 

commercially-orientated property developments such as cinemas, account for only a 

small fraction of total leisure expenditure (0.9 per cent of total leisure spend). Within the 

‘games of chance’ category it is thought that betting accounts for the largest proportion of 

spend with relatively little residual for bingo halls and casinos. 

Current and Current and Current and Current and ffffututututure ure ure ure lllleisure eisure eisure eisure eeeexpenditurexpenditurexpenditurexpenditure    

6.6 Having considered the structure of leisure spend, our next step in the assessment is to 

calculate the growth in leisure spend for residents in the study catchment area for the 

period 2009 to 2031. The projected growth in expenditure on leisure services is set out in 

Table 6.2 below, using Experian’s recommended growth rate for spending on leisure 

services of 0.8 per cent, per annum for the period 2009-2016. This can also be seen in 

greater detail in Spreadsheet 33 which provides the projections for population, per capita 

expenditure and the overall leisure goods spend for residents across the entire study 

catchment area (zones 1 to 11). Although the expenditure projections have been 

forwarded to 2031 for completeness, we caution against looking beyond 2021 when 

planning for commercial leisure needs. 

6.7 It is considered that this is a robust method for forecasting future leisure spending as it 

adopts the same principle method as used for retail goods and uses industry standard 

data sources26 on per capita spend and annual growth in leisure expenditure.   

6.8 Our assessment is focused on the current provision and capacity for additional growth 

within the local authority boundary based upon available expenditure from the study area – 

that is, survey zones 1 to 11. Capacity estimates also give consideration to nearby leisure 

facilities situated in Exeter. 

     

                                                           
26
  MapInfo/Oxford Economics 
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Table Table Table Table 6666....2222    Growth in Growth in Growth in Growth in lllleisure eisure eisure eisure eeeexpenditure (in £mxpenditure (in £mxpenditure (in £mxpenditure (in £m, per annum, per annum, per annum, per annum) 2009) 2009) 2009) 2009----2020202031313131    (all Zones)(all Zones)(all Zones)(all Zones)    

Expenditure Expenditure Expenditure Expenditure ccccategoryategoryategoryategory    2009200920092009    2011201120112011    2016201620162016    2021202120212021    2026202620262026    2031203120312031    

Growth Growth Growth Growth 

2009 2009 2009 2009 

to to to to 

2021202120212021    

Recreational & cultural 

services 
78.9 81.0 88.8 98.0 107.6 117.4 19.1 

Restaurants, Cafes, Etc 157.2 161.4 177.0 195.4 214.5 234.0 38.1 

Hotels 29.4 30.2 33.1 36.6 40.1 43.8 7.1 

Hair & personal grooming 12.9 13.2 14.5 16.0 17.5 19.1 3.1 

Leisure Leisure Leisure Leisure eeeexpenditurexpenditurexpenditurexpenditure    278.4278.4278.4278.4    285.9285.9285.9285.9    313.5313.5313.5313.5    345.9345.9345.9345.9    379.8379.8379.8379.8    414.3414.3414.3414.3    67.567.567.567.5    

Source: MapInfo Retail Expenditure Data 2006, combined with Teignbridge population projections. 

6.9 In absolute terms, leisure services expenditure will grow by £68m (or 24 per cent) 

between 2009 and 2021. This is in-line with a projected population growth of 25 per cent 

(scenario 3: RSS Proposed Changes), suggesting that participation in leisure activities 

remain broadly static on a per capita basis.  £38m, or 56 per cent of this growth will be 

absorbed by the restaurant, cafes, bar and canteens sub sector. Within the ‘recreation 

and cultural services’ sub category, the growth that could be absorbed for cinemas, 

theatres and games of chance is given below: 

� Cinema expenditure will grow from £2.4m in 2009 to £3.0 in 2021 (a growth of £0.6m) 

� Theatre expenditure can expect to grow from £4.4m to £5.4 (growth of £1m) 

� Games of chance can expect to grow from £23.4m to £29.1m (growth of £5.7m).  

Retention and leakage of leisure spend in the study catchment 

6.10 Although there is a forecast growth of £68m in leisure expenditure between 2009 and 

2021, the household survey data illustrates that a significant amount of current 

expenditure is leaked to other facilities outside of the study catchment. We refer to the 

household survey percentage splits when considering the available growth in leisure 

spend, which are as follows: 

Table Table Table Table 6666....3333        Retention and Retention and Retention and Retention and lllleakage of eakage of eakage of eakage of lllleisure eisure eisure eisure eeeexpenditurexpenditurexpenditurexpenditure    

Leisure ActivityLeisure ActivityLeisure ActivityLeisure Activity    Retention %Retention %Retention %Retention %    Leakage %Leakage %Leakage %Leakage %    

Restaurants/cafes 56.2 43.8 

Bars/clubs & pubs 66.5 33.5 

Cinema  28.7 71.3 

Museums & art galleries 6.7 93.3 

Family entertainment 13.6 86.4 

Health & fitness 58.6 41.4 

Bingo, casino & b’maker 31.5 68.5 

Theatre & concerts 8.8 91.2 

Source: NEMS Household Survey, May 2009. 
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Conversion of Conversion of Conversion of Conversion of eeeexpenditure xpenditure xpenditure xpenditure iiiincreases toncreases toncreases toncreases to    aaaadditional dditional dditional dditional lllleisure eisure eisure eisure 
‘requirements’‘requirements’‘requirements’‘requirements’    

6.11 With regard to leisure provision, the focus of this report is the Town Centre leisure uses 

referred to in PPS4 at para. 7: “leisure, entertainment facilities, and the more intensive 

sport and recreation uses (including cinemas, restaurants, drive-through restaurants, bars 

and pubs, night-clubs, casinos, health and fitness centres, indoor bowling centres, and 

bingo halls)”.  The provision of leisure centres and outdoor sports facilities is covered by 

Planning Policy Guidance Note 17: Planning for Open Space, Sport and Recreation 

(PPG17). 

6.12 The following section examines the scope for requirement of leisure facilities within the 

study area.  Current provision is mapped in Figure 6.1 below.   
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Figure Figure Figure Figure 6666....1111    Teignbridge Teignbridge Teignbridge Teignbridge lllleisure eisure eisure eisure ffffacilities acilities acilities acilities mmmmapapapap    
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Recreation Recreation Recreation Recreation and sporting and sporting and sporting and sporting servicesservicesservicesservices    

6.13 Recreation and sporting services is a very broad category of spend, which includes 

facilities/services such as golf courses, motor-racing, sports centres, gymnasia, bowling 

alleys, ice skating rinks, swimming pools, playground facilities for children, fairgrounds 

and amusement parks and so on.  

6.14 The expenditure forecasts suggest that there will be an additional £4.3m to support new 

recreation and sporting facilities between 2009 and 2021. At present the household 

survey shows retention of 14 per cent for family entertainment (e.g. ten pin bowling, ice 

skating, adventure parks, sporting activities).  Our assessment looks to focus on the 

potential for family entertainment facilities such as bowling alleys, skating rinks,  

adventure parks.  

6.15 The household survey reveals that by and large most people within the study catchment 

do not visit family entertainment facilities – this may be due to a lack of provision.  Those 

that do frequent family entertainment venues tend to go to Torquay (34%), Exeter (27%) 

and Plymouth (13%).  Given that only 14 per cent of family entertainment spend is 

retained in Teignbridge, only £602,000 of the £4.3m growth between 2009 and 2021 

would remain within the study area.  Although this revenue would more than likely support 

a new facility of some kind, given the broad nature of facilities it is likely that existing 

operators will absorb this expenditure. The fact that the former bowling centre in Newton 

Abbot is now closed, suggests there may not be any market activity for a family 

entertainment facility in the short term. Rather than being plan led, new applications for 

recreation and sporting facilities can be dealt with on an individual basis. 

6.16 Family entertainment also includes indoor leisure facilities such as the “Bear Feet” Play 

Centre in Newton Abbot.  We understand that there was a smaller facility, “Dinky’s Play 

Café” in Teignmouth but that this has closed, suggesting that there may not be any market 

demand for such facilities in the short term.  Again, new applications should be dealt with 

on an individual basis. 

Cultural Cultural Cultural Cultural sssserviceserviceserviceservices    

6.17 The following section considers the benefits of cultural provision in general; this is 

followed by an assessment of the cultural offer in Teignbridge.  This assessment includes 

any potential or planned cultural projects which may be of benefit to the towns in the study 

area. 

6.18 Culture plays a pivotal role in society, it is through our cultural activity that we identify 

ourselves and express this identity to others.  Through cultural expression we interact with 

each other forming engaged, vibrant communities, within which quality of life is enhanced.  

When social well-being is strong, the economic value of a place is increased, attracting 

people and investors.   
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6.19 The term ‘culture’ has taken on many different nuances in meaning, perhaps because it 

manifests itself in different ways for each individual.  A Better Place to be27 suggests that 

culture can be: 

“Art or sport, enjoyment of our rich heritage, architecture and landscape, books or theatre, 

playing music or just to play.” 

6.20 Cultural infrastructure is essential in encouraging and providing the spaces and facilities 

needed for people to pursue their cultural expressions.  Cultural infrastructures, including 

attractions, public realm enhancements and arts projects, not only have social benefits, 

but also environmental and economic value, not least: 

� As place marketing icons 

� Contributing to property led regeneration 

� Developing experience economies – which bring tourism and discretionary spend e.g. 

Covent Garden 

� Social inclusion and local employment – drawing on ‘natural skills’ and ‘learned skills. 

6.21 Although cultural development includes a wide range of activities, the study concentrates 

on the provision of facilities that complement or are in and around the study Town 

Centres.  Such facilities include cinemas, museums, libraries, archives, theatres and 

music venues.  Cinemas, theatres and music venues encourage people to visit the 

centres in the evenings and so assist the evening and night time economy.  

Cinemas 

6.22 Teignbridge has one cinema in Newton Abbot; this is housed in Newton Abbot’s former 

Corn Exchange and has two screens and a total seating capacity for 325 people.  The 

cinema is run by the small chain operator Scott Cinemas.  There are cinemas at Exeter 

(Vue, Odeon, Picture House, Phoenix), Torquay (Central Cinemas), Paignton (Apollo), 

Totnes (Dartington Arts) and Exmouth (The Savoy). 

6.23 Data from Dodona research suggests that the average multiplex screen would take an 

average turnover of £310,000 per screen, whereas an independent would take around 

£148,000 per screen. Thus the increase in cinema expenditure of £0.6m to 2021 could 

support roughly one or two screens in a multiplex format, or three to four independents.  

6.24 However it is not sufficient to simply convert the potential growth in cinema revenue to a 

notional requirement for screens. Operators also look at screen density in terms of the 

number of screens per 100,000 population28 within an appropriate driving time of the 

cinema site. The latest information indicates that the average travel time to a cinema is 18 

minutes29. Therefore in Figure 6.2 we analyse the current cinema provision within 18 

minute drive-time isochrones from the nearby cinemas. 

                                                           
27
 A Better Place To Be: Culture and the South West of England, September 2008, Culture South West 

28
 UK Film Council (2008) 2008 Statistical Yearbook 

29
 Source: Caviar 
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6.25 The screen density for cinema provision in the South West region is 5.5 screens per 

100,000 population30. The study area catchment area has a resident population in 2009 of 

146,147. Applying this population to the average population density for cinema provision 

suggests a requirement for 8 screens. The GIS analysis reveals that the Scott cinema in 

Newton Abbot (offering 2 screens in total) has a screen density of 0.9 per 100,000 

population.  However in reality the screen density is higher as a significant proportion of 

residents within the catchment are also within 18 minutes drive time of the cinemas at 

Exeter, Exmouth, Paignton, Torquay and Totnes.     

6.26 There are roughly 216,500 residents, within 18 minutes of Newton Abbot Town Centre; 

this suggests a notional requirement for approximately 10 additional screens, based upon 

the South West average (considering there are already two screens within the study 

area).  Although as previously stated there is significant overlap, where residents can also 

access Cinemas at Dartington Arts, Torquay and Paignton. None-the-less, this illustrates 

that there is likely to be scope for a larger cinema complex within Teignbridge.  Overall the 

following points can be drawn: 

� There are 12,050 residents within Teignbridge that fall outside of the 18 minute 

drivetime isochrones. They almost exclusively reside in rural areas on the east fringe 

of the district 

� The current cinema provision within the Teignbridge study catchment shows that the 

screen density is well below average for the South West 

� Based upon the £0.6m of forecast growth in expenditure and Newton Abbot’s notional 

requirement for roughly 10 additional screens, it would be feasible to add to or 

enhance the current provision. 

6.27 In additional to this proxy analysis for quantitative need we have been in contact with 

Scott Cinemas, who operate the Alexandra 2 screen cinema in Newton Abbot. Their 

market perspective reveals that the cinema currently operates at 50 per cent of its 

potential capacity. Furthermore, the existing venue has facilities for performance and 

music but at present the over-stretched demand means that it predominantly operates 

solely as a cinema. On this basis, and given that local authorities commonly see good 

quality cinema provision as an essential requirement for local communities, it would be 

important to consider integration of a new cinema scheme as part of the development 

opportunities associated with livestock market site. This would also free up the existing 

cinema auditorium at the Alexandra for community and performance use.      

6.28 In addition, we understand that planning permission has been granted for the 

refurbishment of the Riviera Cinema in Teignmouth.  The existing auditorium is still in situ.  

Flats have been built on top of the cinema but they cannot be occupied until the 

auditorium is refurbished. 

                                                           
30
 Source: The Cinema Advertising Association 
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Theatres and music venues 

6.29 There are two main theatres in Teignbridge; that of the Carlton Theatre in Teignmouth 

and Shaftesbury Theatre in Dawlish.  Both theatres provide theatrical performances and a 

venue for live music.  The Shaftesbury Theatre, the smaller of the two theatres has a 

seating capacity of around 100 people and also offers a cinema.   

6.30 The Carlton Theatre can seat 220 people and is currently the focus for plans for 

development of a new flagship community theatre building. A planning application is 

currently being determined for replacement of the theatre building with a flexible 

community centre comprising a 200 seat multi use auditorium, library, meeting and 

exhibition space, café, restaurant and bar.   

6.31 Alexandra Cinema in Newton Abbot also has a small theatre (177 seats) for live 

performances which is used by the Newton Abbot Musical Comedy Society.  

Coomeshead College has a theatre able to seat 300 that is open for community use.  

6.32 The household survey revealed that 91per cent of theatre and concert visits are leaked to 

areas outside of the catchment, predominantly to Torquay, where there are three theatres, 

including the Princess Theatre that can seat 1,500.  Plymouth, followed by Exeter, also 

receives a significant proportion of Teignbridge residents visiting for theatre and concert 

performances.   

6.33 Expenditure on theatre and concert admissions by residents of the study catchment is 

projected to rise by £1.05m by 2021 to a total of £5.4m.  It is felt that the majority of this 

spend would be absorbed by the existing operators in Exeter, Plymouth and Torquay.  

However, the theatres in Teignmouth and Dawlish are also likely to absorb a small 

fraction of this expenditure.  Should a new centre for performing arts be provided, such as 

that proposed for Teignmouth, it is reasonable to assume that some of the leaked 

expenditure could be ‘clawed back’. 

Museums and zoos 

6.34 A recent study undertaken by RTP for MLA South East31 identified that larger museums 

are a valuable component to a destination’s overall visitor ‘offer’ of attractions and 

products.  In some cases local museums will help to contribute to the tourism offer in less 

well known/visited areas, helping a visitor to understand and therefore form a connection 

and desire to explore a place further; thus helping to disperse tourism visits to areas that 

visitors may not otherwise visit.   

6.35 Teignbridge has a number of small museums which are likely to attract some tourism day 

visits (around 40 per cent for example), but are also likely to be important to local visitors 

and residents32.  Museums play an important role as guardians and educators of a 

locality’s heritage.  Educating communities in a locality’s heritage can be an important part 

                                                           
31
 Roger Tym & Partners (2008) Assessment of the Contribution of Museums, Libraries and Archives for 

the Visitor Economy, for MLA South East. 
32
 Roger Tym & Partners (2008) Assessment of the Contribution of Museums, Libraries and Archives to 

the Visitor Economy, for MLA South East 
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of building a shared cultural identity and so shared connection to a place - an important 

aspect of regeneration.   

6.36 The museums offer in Teignbridge includes: 

� Ashburton Museum (430 visitors in 2008) 

� Bovey Tracey Heritage Trust (1,333 visitors in 2008) 

� Dawlish Museum (2,776 visitors in 2008) 

� Newton Abbot Town and Great Western Railway Museum  (2,495 visitors in 200833) 

� Teignmouth and Shaldon Museum (2,203 in 2008) 

� The Valiant Soldier, Buckfastleigh (3,108 in 200834) 

� William Pengelly Caves Study Trust, Buckfastleigh (1,543 in 2008) 

� House of Marbles and Teign Valley Trust, Bovey Tracey (no data available ) 

� RNLI Station and Museum, Teignmouth (no data available) 

� Bishopsteignton Museum of Rural Life (currently closed) 

� South Devon Railway Museum, Buckfastleigh (no data available) 

6.37 The Teignmouth and Shaldon Museum has received funding from the Heritage Lottery 

Fund, the Sea Change programme and other sources, in order to undertake a £1million 

refurbishment and extension.  As such, the museum is to close during 2009 and the 

beginning of 2010 to allow work on the museum to progress.  When complete it is 

envisaged that the refurbished and extended museum will provide the town with a 

‘Landmark’ building that will be well used by the local community and visitors alike.  The 

extension will allow the inclusion of community space and much improved visitor facilities.   

6.38 Aside from museums there are also several historic properties open to visitors.  These 

include Bradley Manor, a National Trust house in Newton Abbot, Buckfast Abbey in 

Buckfastleigh and Ugbrooke House and Gardens near Chudleigh.  

6.39 There is a small zoo at Shaldon and a number of farm parks across the district.   

6.40 Teignbridge is a tourist destination, especially the coastal destinations of Dawlish and 

Teignmouth, along with Dartmoor.  Museums play an important, but perhaps smaller role 

in the tourist offer in Teignbridge.  The small museums do play an important role in 

assisting to build the cultural heritage of the district, for the visitor but also for the local 

communities within which they are located.   

Libraries 

6.41 Libraries, both public and commercial are an important resource for local communities. 

They act as the holders, managers and access points for knowledge, providing a safe and 

                                                           
33
 Figures are approximations for 2008, based on previous year’s figures where quarterly figures not 

available 
34
 Figures are approximations for 2008, based on previous year’s figures where quarterly figures not 

available 
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freely available facility for information, education, training, life-long-learning and social 

inclusion. Through work undertaken by RTP into the libraries sector it is thought that the 

role and impact of libraries is very much focused on the needs and requirements of local 

users and communities. 

6.42 Teignbridge has 10 libraries, located at: 

� Ashburton 

� Bovey Tracey 

� Buckfastleigh 

� Chudleigh 

� Dawlish 

� Kingskerswell 

� Kingsteignton 

� Moretonhampstead 

� Newton Abbot 

� Teignmouth 

6.43 RTP has previously researched a number of case studies where new library 

developments are widening their appeal and contributing towards regeneration of Town 

Centre locations and enhancement of the visitor economy.  For example, Hampshire 

County Council has redeveloped two of their main libraries under a Discovery Centre 

brand. This concept not only revitalises the traditional library functions, but has also 

introduced exhibition/gallery space, cafes and provides a venue for events and 

performance.  

6.44 This mixed-use approach enhances the role for libraries as community facilities and 

appears to work well in Town Centres, where increased use of the library facility can lead 

to linked trips to the Town Centre. 

6.45 Teignbridge’s libraries are equipped with PCs available for public use to access the 

internet and use Office applications.  The district is also served by a mobile library service.  

Newton Abbot’s Library is located on Market Street in a Grade I Listed Building.  The 

library has 29,052 registered users.  The building is also home to the Railway Studies 

Library which is appropriately located given Newton Abbot’s railway heritage and Adult 

Community Learning. 

6.46 As stated, the planning application currently being determined for the new Carlton Theatre 

includes new library space for Teignmouth.  Teignmouth’s current library has 13,156 

registered users, while Dawlish’s library has 10,944 registered users.   

6.47 There is a library in each of the study Town Centres, these are sustaining use and are 

adequately serving the community.  If mixed-use facilities, such as the Discovery Centres 

in Hampshire, were introduced (on a scale commensurate with each Town Centre) they 

may encourage more library use and would provide a complementary space for 

community use, both of which would encourage more trips to the Town Centre.   
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Archives 

6.48 Archive facilities are thought to be valuable access points to cultural and historical 

information. Archives are an important resource for the community, where they can be 

used as tools for building identity and cohesion and also as learning resources, where 

people actively gain knowledge through operating and using archives35.   

6.49 Archives can also generate tourism visits as is exemplified by the fact that 85% of visitors 

to South West archives cite their main reason for visiting the region as being to visit the 

archive36. 

6.50 Devon’s archives are presently held in three locations: Exeter, North Devon and 

Plymouth.  Records for Teignbridge are located at the Devon Record Office in Exeter.  As 

a result, there is no requirement for such a Town Centre facility in Teignbridge. 

Games of Games of Games of Games of cccchancehancehancehance    

Bingo halls 

6.51 Presently, there are no bingo halls within the study area. However, there are three bingo 

halls in Plymouth and one each in Torquay, Exeter and Exmouth.  The household survey 

identified Torquay as the main destination where Teignbridge residents visit bingo halls, 

casinos and bookmakers. It is envisaged the there will be a growth of £5.7m in the games 

of chance sector between 2009 and 2021.    

6.52 In quantitative terms, there is likely to be an expenditure growth of £5.7m in the games of 

chance sector between 2009 and 2021. However we estimate that only 7 per cent of this 

will be attributed to bingo halls, with 9.5 per cent to casinos and the rest to bookmakers. 

This leaves a residual growth of £407,500 between 2009 and 2021. The household 

survey identified significant leakage in the games of chance sector and while most of the 

leakage is likely to be attributed to the casinos sub-sector, a portion of the additional 

expenditure will be absorbed by the bingo halls in Exeter, Exmouth and Torquay, and 

possibly the three in Plymouth. Overall, the recent decline in the bingo hall industry 

(admissions have fallen by 22% between 2006 and 2009)37, and level of growth is unlikely 

to support a new facility, especially of Gala-type scale, within the study area.   

Casinos 

6.53 There are no casinos within the study area.  However, there is one casino in Torquay and 

two in Plymouth.  As already discussed the household survey identified Torquay as the 

main destination where Teignbridge residents visit bingo halls, casinos and bookmakers.     

6.54 Expenditure wise, there is a forecast growth of £537,700 up to 2021.  However, at present 

this expenditure is leaked to other destinations, including holiday spend abroad. Given 

                                                           
35
 RTP (2008) Assessment of the Contribution of Museums, Libraries and Archives to the Visitor 

Economy, for MLA South East 
36
 Archives in the South West Factfile, South West Museums, Libraries and Archives Council. 

37
 Bingo – UK – April 2009, Mintel cited by Bingo News available at: 

http://www.bingonews.com/3704/mintel-publishes-new-bingo-report/  
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that a small-scale ‘traditional’ casino generates average annual turnovers of around 

£3.6m per casino38 there is likely to be limited scope for the provision of a casino within 

the study area.  

Racecourses 

6.55 There are two racecourses within the Teignbridge study area, one at Newton Abbot and 

Exeter Racecourse at Haldon. The core market is for gambling expenditure but it is 

acknowledged that the racecourse at Newton Abbot in particular attracts spend from 

across many of the leisure expenditure categories including family entertainment, leisure 

and sports and also SFT through fairs and car boot sales.  Spend at the racecourses from 

local residents is therefore included in several of the categories in Table 6.1 (per capita 

spend) and Table 6.2 (expenditure growth). 

6.56 The survey did not include a specific question on racecourse spend so there are no 

retention/leakage figures provided in Table 6.3.  However, it is likely that both racecourses 

will attract much of their expenditure from outside the study area.  Rather than being plan 

led, applications for new racecourses, or for expansion of existing provision, should be 

dealt with on an individual basis. 

6.57 There is little evidence to suggest that there are linked trips to Newton abbot town centre 

for retail shopping  

Amusements 

6.58 There are a number of amusements operators within the district. The main locations are 

around the tourist hotspots at Dawlish/Dawlish Warren and Teignmouth. 

Restaurants, Restaurants, Restaurants, Restaurants, ccccafes and afes and afes and afes and bbbbarsarsarsars    

6.59 Food and drink expenditure is generally fairly localised, with 56 per cent restaurant and 

café expenditure retained within the study catchment and 65 per cent of spend retained 

for pubs, bars and nightclubs etc. The survey of households reveals useful information 

regarding the market shares of expenditure on restaurants and cafes and also for pubs, 

bars and nightclubs. The following information can be observed: 

� A relatively significant proportion of households in Zones 3 (Dawlish), 4 (Teignmouth), 

Zone 10 (Buckfastleigh, Ashburton) and Zone 11 (Bovey Tracey) use local facilities in 

Dawlish, Teignmouth, Buckfastleigh and Bovey Tracey  

� Newton Abbot tends to draw households mainly from the adjacent Zone 5 

(Kingsteignton), Zone 6 (Newton Abbot), Zone 7 (Kingskerswell) and Zone 9 

(Abbotskerswell)  

� Households in Zone 1 (Exminster) and Zone 2 (Chudleigh) tend to travel to Exeter, 

while those in Zone 8 mostly travel to Torquay 
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 Source – The Gambling Commission 
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� 26 per cent claimed not to spend money on restaurants and cafes and 48 per cent 

claimed not to spend money at pubs, bars and nightclubs 

� 18 per cent of  study residents who do spend money in restaurants and cafes do so in 

Newton Abbot Town Centre 

� The main leakage destinations for restaurant and café spend are Exeter (12 per cent) 

and Torquay (10 per cent) 

� The greatest expenditure for pubs, bars and nightclubs is directed towards Newton 

Abbot Town Centre (20 per cent) 

� Exeter and Torquay receive shares of less than 7 per cent each in the bars, pubs and 

clubs sub-sector.  

6.60 The survey results show that although Newton Abbot attracts the highest share for food 

and drink expenditure for adjacent zones, the pattern of spending for more distant zones 

is fairly localised, where each zone has a relatively high retention rate.  This is with 

exception for Zones 1 and 2 where a significant proportion of spend is leaked to Exeter. 

6.61 As depicted in the Town Centre performance analysis the restaurant offer in Newton 

Abbot is fairly strong accounting for a significant proportion of the services sector.  For 

example there are four Chinese restaurants, three Indian restaurants, three fast food 

restaurants, one each of a pizza, Greek and fish restaurant and three regular restaurants.  

Only four of these sixteen restaurants are located away from Queen Street where there is 

a very strong cluster of take-aways and restaurants.  Despite this Newton Abbot is lagging 

behind the national average by three per cent in terms of the proportion of the number of 

restaurants, cafes and take-aways within the Town Centre. 

6.62 The pub and bar offer is also strong in Newton Abbot with 16 public houses and two 

bar/restaurants.  However, none of these are located within the busiest parts of the Town 

Centre (as identified by the pedestrian counts survey).     

6.63 As illustrated by the Town Centre performance analysis the proportion of restaurants, 

cafés and take-aways on offer in Bovey Tracey, Chudleigh and Ashburton is lower than 

the national average.  This indicates that there could be opportunities for new restaurant 

and café provision within these more rural towns, encouraging people to travel locally for 

evening entertainment.    

6.64 Restaurants, cafes and bars encourage people to visit the centres in the evenings and so 

assist the evening and night time economy. 

Assessment of floorspace need for food and drink operators 

6.65 Overall, study area residents spend £157m in food and drink establishments. The survey 

data indicates that 39 per cent of food and drink expenditure is leaked to establishments 

outside the study catchment, leaving £95m in retained expenditure.  

6.66 At this point it is necessary to consider the amount spent in food and drink establishments 

by tourist visitors. Using published sources from South West Tourism and using the same 

methodology for comparison and convenience goods expenditure from tourists there is an 

estimated spend of £69m. The methodology for calculating this expenditure is set out in 

Appendix 5.  
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6.67 Thus, in 2009 there is an estimated £164m of food and drink expenditure within the study 

area. Looking ahead to 2021 this is forecast to rise to £194m, a growth of £30m.  

6.68 However, not all of the growth in retained expenditure will be available for new restaurants 

and cafés.  In the same way that an allowance is made in the retail sector for existing 

operators to improve their turnover efficiency, it is reasonable to assume that some of the 

growth in available food and drink expenditure will be absorbed by existing operators (to 

allow them to grow their business, re-fit their premises, and so on).  Unlike in the retail 

sector, however, there is a dearth of published advice on what proportion of expenditure 

growth in the food and drink sector should be ring-fenced for existing operators.  In the 

absence of firm guidance, we have therefore allocated half of the growth in food and drink 

expenditure to existing restaurateurs and pub/bar operators (i.e. circa £15m).  

6.69 Table 6.4 below sets out an indicative floorspace requirement in the food and drink sector 

up to 2021. This could include new restaurants, cafes, bars, pubs, take-aways or 

nightclubs. Using the average size of all current food and drink operators in Newton 

Abbot, Dawlish and Teignmouth39 of 103 Sqm net, the indicative floorspace is converted 

into an approximate number of units that could be supported by the growth in expenditure. 

Clearly there is great variance in the floorspace required between operators, however, in 

broad terms there is likely to scope for 19 new operators within the District. It is thought 

that Teignmouth and Dawlish would support the majority this future capacity due to their 

role as tourist destinations. It would also be feasible for Newton Abbot and the other 

smaller settlements to support new food and drink facilities. 

Table Table Table Table 6666....4444        Floorspace Floorspace Floorspace Floorspace rrrrequirements for equirements for equirements for equirements for ffffood and ood and ood and ood and ddddrink rink rink rink ooooperatorsperatorsperatorsperators    

        2009200920092009----16161616    2016201620162016----21212121    Total  Total  Total  Total  2009200920092009----2021202120212021    

Initial surplus £m 15.9 14.0 30.0 

Residual  £m (Surplus x 0.5) 8.0 7.0 15.0 

Floorspace Floorspace Floorspace Floorspace rrrrequirement sq m (net)equirement sq m (net)equirement sq m (net)equirement sq m (net)    1,0631,0631,0631,063    901901901901    1,9741,9741,9741,974    

Approximate number of new 

operators 
10 9 19 

6.70 Furthermore, it would be reasonable to assume that an element of latent demand exists 

and that it would be possible to increase the retention rate should the offer improve. This 

would allocate a greater level of available expenditure to support new operators.   

Hotels aHotels aHotels aHotels and nd nd nd aaaaccommodation ccommodation ccommodation ccommodation sssserviceserviceserviceservices    

6.71 The study does not look in great detail at the requirements for hotels and accommodation 

as expenditure generated by residents of the study area will primarily support such 

services outside the study area when making leisure or business visits. Thus available 

expenditure is not a good indicator of local demand. 

                                                           
39
 Gross aggregate floorspace for all A3, A4 and A5 uses identified in the Experian Goad plans, divided 

by the number of units present. 70% gross to net ratio applied.  
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6.72 Tourism is recognised as one of Teignbridge’s key economic drivers40. The seaside 

resorts of Dawlish, Dawlish Warren, Teignmouth and Shaldon, along with Dartmoor, the 

towns lying at the foot of the Moor – Ashburton, Buckfastleigh, Bovey Tracey, 

Moretonhampstead are popular destinations for visitors to Teignbridge.   

6.73 In 2007 there were 2,675,800 staying visitor nights spent in Teignbridge.  The most 

popular accommodation for tourist trips to Teignbridge is staying with friends and relatives 

(30%).  This is followed by touring caravans and tents (24%) and static vans and holiday 

centres (20%)41. 

6.74 The Survey of Capacity and Occupancy of Holiday Accommodation Sites42 indicates that 

there are approximately 6,400 caravanning, camping and chalet units in Teignbridge, the 

large majority of these are located on the coast (approximately 66%), mainly at Dawlish 

Warren, but also at Teignmouth and Shaldon.   

6.75 Visitors tend to walk the moors, countryside, coast and beaches and visit market towns, 

villages and attractions on visits to the district43.   

6.76 The District’s ease of access, low cost holiday accommodation and abundance of tourist 

destinations and attractions makes it a popular place to visit.  Market intelligence analysis 

presented in the South West regional tourism strategy44 identifies a growing number of 

visitors and tourist expenditure within the region over the next decade.  

6.77 Although certain ‘’hotspots” elsewhere within the South West will absorb a fair proportion 

of this trade, it is reasonable to assume that Teignbridge will need to plan for growth in the 

sector.  However, in 2008, occupancy rates at the beginning of August in the caravanning, 

camping and chalet sector ranged widely between 24 per cent and 100 per cent 

depending on location and accommodation type.  This perhaps indicates that some of the 

caravanning, camping and chalet accommodation providers in the District still have 

capacity to absorb an increase in tourism numbers.   

6.78 The South West regional tourism strategy45 recognises a growth in shorter holidays, 

predominantly from domestic tourists.  The predominance of static caravans in 

Teignbridge, which tend to cater for longer family holidays, means that the district may be 

poorly placed to benefit from future market changes.       

Hair and Hair and Hair and Hair and ppppersonal ersonal ersonal ersonal ggggroomingroomingroomingrooming    

6.79 If the District’s market share of ‘hair and personal grooming’ study area expenditure 

remains the same in 2021 there will be around £3.1 available to support new facilities.  

This can be met by a range of provision at the local level.   

                                                           
40
 A Tourism Strategy for Teignbridge 2003-2008, Teignbridge District Council 

41
 Value of Tourism 2007: Devon, South West Tourism 

42
 Camping, Caravanning and Chalets – Survey of Capacity and Occupancy of Holiday Accommodation  

Sites in the Teignbridge Plan Area, August 2008, Teignbridge District Council 
43
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Summary of need for additional commercial leisure and cultural Summary of need for additional commercial leisure and cultural Summary of need for additional commercial leisure and cultural Summary of need for additional commercial leisure and cultural 
facilitiesfacilitiesfacilitiesfacilities    

� There is likely to be a growth in leisure services expenditure of £68m between 2009 

and 2021, this is broadly in line with the expected population growth of 25 per cent 

(scenario 3: RSS Proposed Changes) 

� The largest portion of the growth in leisure expenditure will be directed to restaurants, restaurants, restaurants, restaurants, 

cafes and barscafes and barscafes and barscafes and bars. The majority of spend in this category is fairly localised, with residents 

frequenting local businesses for their main spend. The growth in expenditure is likely 

to support an additional 19 food and drink operators up to 2021. It is thought that 

Teignmouth, Dawlish and Newton Abbot would be best placed to support the majority 

of this growth 

� In relation to cinemascinemascinemascinemas, Teignbridge has a low screen density compared to the South 

West average. In addition, the growth in expenditure on cinema admissions is likely to 

support several more cinema screens within the district. Scott Cinemas, who operate 

the 2 screen cinema in Newton Abbot would like to find a larger premises – it is 

recommended that a new cinema scheme is integrated with the development 

opportunity associated with the livestock market in Newton Abbot.  Planning 

permission has also been granted for the refurbishment of the Rivera Cinema at 

Teignmouth. 

� It is thought that existing theatre and livetheatre and livetheatre and livetheatre and live music operators in Exeter, Plymouth, 

Torquay and also Teignmouth and Dawlish will absorb the modest growth in this 

sector  

� There is a range of small museumsmuseumsmuseumsmuseums in Teignbridge, however they play a smaller role 

in the tourism offer and there is little quantitative or qualitative need for new facilities 

� There is a librarylibrarylibrarylibrary in each of the study Town Centres, these are sustaining use and are 

adequately serving the community. Devon’s Library and Information Service are 

currently in discussions with Teignbridge District Council about the possibility of 

incorporating a new library for Teignmouth within the Carlton Theatre site.  A planning 

application is currently being determined for replacement of the theatre building with a 

flexible community centre comprising a 200 seat multi use auditorium, library, meeting 

and exhibition space, café, restaurant and bar. 

� Within the games of chancegames of chancegames of chancegames of chance sector there is expected to be a growth of £5.7m to 2021. 

Given the recent decline in admissions to bingo halls and the limited level of spend 

available to support new operators it is unlikely that a new facility would be viable. 

There will also be limited expenditure available for casinos -any growth will be 

absorbed by existing operators in Torquay and Plymouth. 
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7777 STRATEGSTRATEGSTRATEGSTRATEGY Y Y Y AND RECOMMENDATIONSAND RECOMMENDATIONSAND RECOMMENDATIONSAND RECOMMENDATIONS    

IntroductionIntroductionIntroductionIntroduction    

7.1 In Section 2 of our report, we set out the requirements that PPS4 imposes on Regional 

Planning Bodies (RPBs) and Local Planning Authorities (LPAs) in preparing development 

plans. These include the need to: 

� Set out a strategy for the management and growth of centres over the plan period 

� Promote competitive town centre environments and provide consumer choice, 

� Identify a range of sites to accommodate identified need 

7.2 Thus, in preparing their Development Plan Documents (DPDs) within the context set by 

the RSS, LPAs must: 

� select appropriate existing centres to accommodate growth, making the best use of 

existing land and buildings, but extending the centres where appropriate using tools 

such as the Action Plans, CPOs and strategies to improve transport, land assembly, 

crime prevention and design; 

� manage the role of existing centres through the promotion of specialist activities, or 

specific types of uses; and 

� plan for new centres of an appropriate scale in areas of growth, or where there are 

deficiencies in the existing network 

7.3 In Section 2, we refer to the test of soundness introduced by PPS12 in June 2008.  This 

test requires the Council to demonstrate that its chosen strategy is the most appropriate, 

when considered against reasonable alternatives and, secondly, that the chosen strategy 

is effective and deliverable.  

7.4 Thus, in assessing strategies for meeting retail and leisure needs, we have dismissed 

those which would clearly not accord with national and regional policy. Such inappropriate 

strategies include trying to meet most of the need in existing out-of-centre retail parks or 

recommending no action for town centres. In addition, we consider that all reasonable 

strategies should acknowledge our suggested hierarchy of centres. 

7.5 Our recommendations for the town centres set out retail and leisure floorspace 

requirements for each town centre. These are rounded to the nearest 100 sqm for ease of 

presentation. We also make recommendations as to how these requirements could be 

achieved.  Due to our reservations as to the accuracy of forecasts post 2016, more weight 

should be given to the 2009-2021 requirements. The requirements to 2031 are less 

reliable and should be reviewed within five years of this study and with regular monitoring 

thereafter. 

7.6 The recommendations below are intended to inform the Core Strategy and future 

development plan documents (DPDs) or any other local development documents (LDDs).  
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Recommendations for hierarchy of centres in TeignbridgeRecommendations for hierarchy of centres in TeignbridgeRecommendations for hierarchy of centres in TeignbridgeRecommendations for hierarchy of centres in Teignbridge    

7.7 In Section 3, there is a detailed assessment of the vitality and viability of the seven towns.  

In addition, we have considered the role of Trago Mills and its relationship with the other 

town centres.   

7.8 The adopted Teignbridge Local Plan (1996) does not set out a centre hierarchy.  We 

recommend a hierarchy as shown in the table below. 

Table Table Table Table 7777....1111        TeignbridTeignbridTeignbridTeignbridge Hierarchy of Centresge Hierarchy of Centresge Hierarchy of Centresge Hierarchy of Centres    

Position in HierarchyPosition in HierarchyPosition in HierarchyPosition in Hierarchy    CentresCentresCentresCentres    

Town CentreTown CentreTown CentreTown Centre    Dawlish, Newton Abbot, Teignmouth,  

District CentreDistrict CentreDistrict CentreDistrict Centre    Bovey Tracey, Ashburton 

Local CentreLocal CentreLocal CentreLocal Centre    Chudleigh, Buckfastleigh,  

South West of Exeter Urban Extension 

7.9 This reflects our opinion of how each centre matches the definitions in PPS4 (2009) 

Annex B: 

� Town Centres - in many cases, they will be the principal centre or centres in a local 

authority’s area. In rural areas they are likely to be market towns and other centres of 

similar size and role which function as important service centres, providing a range of 

facilities and services for extensive rural catchment areas.  

� District Centres - will usually comprise groups of shops often containing at least one 

supermarket or superstore, and a range of non-retail services, such as banks, building 

societies and restaurants, as well as local public facilities such as a library. 

� Local Centres - include a range of small shops of a local nature, serving a small 

catchment. Typically, local centres might include, amongst other shops, a small 

supermarket, a newsagent, a sub-post office and a pharmacy. Other facilities could 

include a hot-food takeaway and launderette. In rural areas, large villages may 

perform the role of a local centre. 

7.10 It is likely that the South West of Exeter Urban Extension will include, when developed, a 

small centre.  We recommend that this is included as a “Local Centre” in the hierarchy. 

7.11 Trago Mills retail and leisure complex at Drumbridges is an out of town attraction which 

draws on a wide catchment area. Although it includes convenience, comparison and 

leisure floorspace it lacks services such as banks and building societies, and public/civic 

facilities such as a library.  This means that it does not currently fulfil the characteristics of 

a town, district or local centre as defined in PPS4, Annex B. Thus whilst it is an important 

destination in terms of retail and leisure expenditure, in our opinion it should not be 

included within the hierarchy of centres in Teignbridge and should not be a focus for 

further retail development.  
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Teignbridge floorspace recommendations Teignbridge floorspace recommendations Teignbridge floorspace recommendations Teignbridge floorspace recommendations     

7.12 Our assessment of the additional floorspace requirements for retail and leisure uses are 

set out in Section 5.  

Comparison goods retailingComparison goods retailingComparison goods retailingComparison goods retailing    

7.13 The comparison capacity assessment indicates that there is a quantitative need for new 

comparison floorspace in the study area beyond 2011. This need increases year on year 

and arises as a result of increases in population and consumer expenditure per capita. 

7.14 The current retention rate of the Study Area is 57% for comparison goods exprenditure, 

with 43% leakage to shopping destinations outside.  The Study Area covers the district 

and an area outside – part of Torbay and South Hams.   The presence of comparison 

goods stores at the Willows in Torbay in the Study Area inflates the retention rate (by 

about 7 percentage points).  Despite this, the retention rate is reasonable in our opinion. 

7.15 If the retention rate is kept at 57% in future years, the Study analysis suggests that the 

future comparison goods floorspace requirement will range from 40,600 to 58,100 sq m 

net for the period 2009-31, depending on the level of population growth in Teignbridge.   

7.16 RSS Proposed Changes include provision for substantial growth at Newton Abbot which 

will have SSCT status (a Strategically Significant City or Town). This could support 

opportunities and provide justification for planning interventions for enhancing the 

comparison goods retail offer in quantitative and qualitative terms at Newton Abbot. For 

this reason, we have undertaken sensitivity testing to show the floorspace provision  

necessary to achieve an increased retention of comparison goods expenditure, to reflect 

the SSCTs enhanced role and function as a retail centre.  

7.17 The sensitivity test calculates the likely floorspace requirements necessary to achieve an 

increased retention rate from the current 57% to 62% by 2026 (remaining at 62% up to 

2031). The sensitivity test uses Population Scenarios 3 (based on the RSS Proposed 

Changes) and 4 (based on the RSS Proposed Changes with a further 18% population 

increase). This is because an improved retention is unlikely to be achieved without the 

population growth associated with Newton Abbot’s SSCT status. 

Table Table Table Table 7.27.27.27.2    Comparison floorspace requirements with increased retention rateComparison floorspace requirements with increased retention rateComparison floorspace requirements with increased retention rateComparison floorspace requirements with increased retention rate    

  2009200920092009----16161616    2016201620162016----21212121    2021202120212021----26262626    2026202620262026----31313131    
Total Total Total Total     

09090909----26262626    

Total Total Total Total     

09090909----31313131    

Pop Scenario 3 2,430 16,400 20,770 21,400 39,600 61,000 

Pop Scenario 4 2,850 17,890 22,970 23,610 43,710 67,320 

Note: Figures are rounded to nearest 10 

7.18 With this higher retention rate, the 2009-31 floorspace requirements will be around 61,000 

sq m net under Scenario 3 and around 67,300 sq m net under Scenario 4.   

7.19 These requirements take account of committed floorspace (ie unimplemented planning 

permissions and allocations).  There is around 6,300 sq m net committed comparison 

floorspace.  They also include an allowance for inflow, both from residents outside the 
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study area and from tourists. The expenditure growth rates are derived from industry 

leading forecasts provided by MapInfo/Oxford Economics and Experian.  

7.20 In the table below we provide a suggested breakdown by settlement of the comparison 

floorspace requirements up to 2031, considering both static and increased retention under 

Population Scenario 3. 

Table 7.3 Comparison floorspace breakdownTable 7.3 Comparison floorspace breakdownTable 7.3 Comparison floorspace breakdownTable 7.3 Comparison floorspace breakdown    ––––    Population Scenario 3Population Scenario 3Population Scenario 3Population Scenario 3    (sq m net)(sq m net)(sq m net)(sq m net)

    

7.21 Our view is that the majority of the requirement should go to Newton Abbot because of its 

likely SSCT status and because it is the centre with the most potential for growth and 

development.  The above table shows a breakdown where 80 per cent of the floorspace 

requirement is provided at Newton Abbot.  The Council’s Planning and Regeneration 

teams will need to discuss this to see if it is realistic. 

7.22 Providing 80% of the floorspace requirement in Newton Abbot would mean more than 

doubling (and in the case of increased retention, tripling) the comparison floorspace in the 

centre by 2031 - currently there is 26,600 sq m net of comparison floorspace in Newton 

Abbot. 

7.23 The Council will need to decide whether it will be possible to deliver the necessary 

regeneration, public realm improvements, enhanced tenant mix and new retail scheme 

developments to entice an uplift in local spending patterns under an increasing retention 

strategy.  New sites would need to be provided, with large modern units to attract multiple 

retailers, particularly higher end clothing shops which the healthcheck has found are 

poorly represented. 

7.24 In addition, we suggest small allocations for Dawlish, Teignmouth and the smaller 

centres.  Apart from a potential opportunity at Brunswick Street, Teignmouth,  there are no 

large development sites in these towns and little potential for growth, but making this 

allocation will allow for flexibility should any opportunities come forward during the plan 

period.   

Garden Centres 

7.25 RTP was asked to look specifically into the need for garden centre floorspace within the 

District. The NEMS survey of households built in a series of questions to address identify 

the spending patterns of residents.  

7.26 There is a negative initial requirement, due to the new garden centre extension to Trago 

Mills, which was under construction at the time of the survey.  Because of this initial 

negative requirement, the quantum of need will only become positive between 2026 and 

%

2009-26 2009-31 2009-26 2009-31

Newton Abbott 80 26,060 41,750 31,680 48,810

Dawlish, Teignmouth 15 4,890 7,830 5,940 9,150

Smaller centres 5 1,630 2,610 1,980 3,050

Static retention Increased retention 
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2031. Thus the level of provision, now that the Trago Mills extension is complete, is more 

than adequate based upon the level of available expenditure.  

Large Format Stores  

7.27 Large format stores or retail warehouses sell a range of products, not necessarily just 

“bulky” goods.  Surveys carried out by RTP, together with simple observations, have 

shown that many, probably most, purchases from retail warehouses do not involve bulky 

goods and few people frequent retail warehouses in order to take goods away in their 

cars. At the same time many of the items sold in retail warehouses are widely available on 

the high street. 

7.28 Research by RTP has shown that in most areas retail warehouses (defined by their format 

rather than what is sold there) account for around 15% of total comparison expenditure.  

The 15% allowance has been developed by RTP from an analysis of retail warehouse 

provision in various parts of the UK. For individual catchment areas we have estimated 

the turnover of all retail warehouses serving the area and have expressed this as a 

percentage of expenditure on all comparison goods by residents of the catchment area.  

The results have been consistently close to 15%.  The Council may wish to adopt this as 

guide.  Because retail warehouses have lower sales densities than mainstream 

comparison stores, this would mean allowing for 15-20% of the future floorspace 

requirement to be developed as retail warehouses.  However, it is important to note that 

retail warehouse applications should be subjected to the sequential test. 

Independent and Local Shops 

7.29 Independent and local shops are an important part of the District’s offer and are key 

attractors to the centres.  The Council could consider requiring applicants for large retail 

schemes to include some small units, at lower rents, to be occupied by independent 

retailers. 

Convenience goods retailingConvenience goods retailingConvenience goods retailingConvenience goods retailing    

7.30 The requirement for new convenience goods floorspace in the short term (up to 2011) is 

negative, indicating an over supply of floorspace. The table below shows that there is little 

quantitative need for new convenience floorspace even in the long term, despite the 

15,900 new homes planned through the RSS.  This is due to the projected slow growth of 

convenience goods spend and an allowance for the existing foodstores to improve their 

efficiency over time.   

7.31 In addition, the recently opened Lidl and the Sainsbury’s permission at Shutterton Bridge, 

Dawlish are included as commitments which would ‘soak up’ need in the short term.  We 

understand that the Council’s decision to grant planning permission to the Sainsbury’s 

store has been quashed following a challenge by Tesco at the High Court, and that the 

Council will have to reconsider the planning application.   This means that it will almost 

certainly be considered alongside Tesco's own planning application for a proposed store 

at the Lady's Mile Farm caravan park. The proposed Sainsbury’s floorspace (1,673 sqm 

net – comparison element only) should therefore be added to the requirement shown in 

the table. 
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Table Table Table Table 7.47.47.47.4    Convenience floorspace requirementsConvenience floorspace requirementsConvenience floorspace requirementsConvenience floorspace requirements    

  2009200920092009----16161616    2016201620162016----21212121    2021202120212021----26262626    2026202620262026----31313131    
Total Total Total Total     

09090909----26262626    

Total Total Total Total     

09090909----31313131    

Pop Scenario 3 0 220 1,290 840 1,510 2,350 

Pop Scenario 4 0 710 1,710 1,120 2,420 3,540 

Figures rounded to nearest 10 

7.32 In addition, if stores close and are redeveloped or reoccupied for non food retail (we 

understand that this may happen to the Somerfield Store at Market Walk), their floorspace 

should be re-provided. 

7.33 Across the study area, there is an aggregate under trade of £8.6 million.  There is a lack 

of clear Government guidance as whether or not under/overtrading constitutes a 

quantitative lack/additional need and whether or not to take under/overtrading into 

account is a policy decision for the Council. However, unless there are very large 

differences from national average sales densities, statements about “over-trading” or 

“under-trading” are contentious, for the following reasons. 

� The benchmark sales densities produced by Verdict and Mintel combine convenience 

and comparison sales.   

� It is also necessary to separate out the convenience floorspace of individual stores but 

such data is not readily available. 

� The benchmarks also exclude VAT, whereas survey-based estimates for individual 

stores will include VAT. It is not easy to estimate the average VAT content of 

convenience sales. 

7.34 Apart from these difficulties in assembling comparable data, information from several 

leading operators shows that there is considerable variation around their company 

averages for convenience sales densities. It is not unusual for individual stores to trade at 

20% to 30% above or below the company average, and some stores trade at 100% or 

more above.  This can happen because of factors like efficient management or attractive 

store design and not just lack of competition.  Thus although there appears to be a level of 

undertrading in Teignbridge, this is not so great as to justify an adjustment to the 

quantitative need requirements. 

7.35 It must be acknowledged that household surveys have limitations - actual turnover data 

held by local operators could tell a different story.  If any applications come forward 

arguing that there is in fact overtrading in existing stores, these should be supported by 

local evidence, for example of congestion and queues.  

7.36 Dawlish and Teignmouth both experience significant leakage to the superstores at Exeter 

and Newton Abbot/Kingsteignton and so there is a quantitative and qualitative need for 

new floorspace in these towns.  

7.37 As mentioned, the Council will be considering foodstore applications from Tesco and 

Sainsbury’s at Dawlish.  At Teignmouth, there may be interest from a national leading 

supermarket operator for establishing an outlet and a possible site (albeit at an out of 

centre location) for a new store. This could draw trade from the town centre and therefore 
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may have an impact upon the town’s convenience stores. However, as demonstrated by 

the in-centre surveys, the town centre is not a popular food shopping destination.  The 

majority of visits are by tourist visitors or for social reasons (e.g. to meet friends), and it is 

likely that these types of visits will continue to happen regardless of whether or not an out-

of-centre convenience goods supermarket is built.  In our opinion, the impact on town 

centre convenience provision would be minimal. 

7.38 It is also worth noting that applicants proposing new retail floorspace (either convenience 

or comparison) at in-centre sites are not required to demonstrate that there is a need for 

the development.  Therefore, there is scope to provide floorspace above the requirements 

as long as this is in-centre.  In addition, there may be scope to provide floorspace over 

and above the requirements where a qualitative need can be shown; particularly if there 

will be regeneration benefits. 

7.39 Applicants for new convenience floorspace should be required to adopt the sequential 

approach towards site location, with town centre sites being the most preferable, followed 

by edge-of-centre sites. Any new provision should be of a scale appropriate to the size 

and function of the centre. 

7.40 We recommend that any new planning permission for a new foodstore or extension 

should be subject to a condition restricting the amount of floorspace that can be dedicated 

to the sale of comparison goods where it is located in an out of town location, to protect 

the vitality and viability of existing comparison retailers and encourage linked trips. 

7.41 However, smaller scale developments in district or neighbourhood centres should 

generally be permitted, as should small stores to support new housing developments.  

7.42 It will be necessary to monitor planning permissions for new convenience goods 

development to distinguish between the type of retail operator, since sales densities vary 

widely.  For example, discounters trade at a far lower sales densities that the large 

supermarkets, so if a discount store is permitted, there may be scope for more floorspace 

than originally forecast.  
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SummarySummarySummarySummary    

Table Table Table Table 7.57.57.57.5    ForecastForecastForecastForecast    retail floorspace requirements to 2031 by settlement/area based on   retail floorspace requirements to 2031 by settlement/area based on   retail floorspace requirements to 2031 by settlement/area based on   retail floorspace requirements to 2031 by settlement/area based on   

Population Growth Scenario 3 RSS Proposed ChangesPopulation Growth Scenario 3 RSS Proposed ChangesPopulation Growth Scenario 3 RSS Proposed ChangesPopulation Growth Scenario 3 RSS Proposed Changes    

    

7.43 The convenience floorspace requirements in the above table take into account 

Sainsbury’s recently quashed planning permission at Shutterton Bridge. 

LeisureLeisureLeisureLeisure    

7.44 There will be just over £68m available to support new leisure facilities within the study 

area between 2009 and 2021. However a significant amount of this increase in 

expenditure will be directed to restaurants, cafes and bars. If the District retains its current 

market share of expenditure on “restaurants, cafes and bars”, and allowing for existing 

operators to improve their trading efficiency, we allocate £15m of the growth to support 

new restaurants, cafes and bars. This could support up to 19 new operators across 

Teignbridge. In Newton Abbot new restaurants, cafés and bars use could help to 

strengthen and diversify the centre.  

7.45 Newton Abbot already has a two-screen cinema (Alexandra Cinema).  However, our 

assessment shows that there may be scope for additional cinema provision in Newton 

Abbot, with a requirement of up to 10 screens, depending on operator demand. While 

there is modest growth in the expenditure available to support bingo halls it is not 

Garden Centres**Garden Centres**Garden Centres**Garden Centres**

Constant Market 

Share (57%)*

Increased 

Market Share 

(62% )*

Constant 

Market Share 

(83%)*

Increased 

Market Share 

(90%)*

Constant Market Share 

(78%)*

sq m net sq m net sq m net sq m net sq m net

Newton Abbot SSCT # 41,760 48,800 - -

South West of Exeter SSCT - - 1,150 (3) 1,150 (3)

Teignmouth

Dawlish

Bovey Tracey

Chudleigh

Ashburton

Buckfastleigh

Elsewhere rural area

RLS Study Area RLS Study Area RLS Study Area RLS Study Area 52,200 (1)52,200 (1)52,200 (1)52,200 (1) 61,000 (2)61,000 (2)61,000 (2)61,000 (2) 4,0204,0204,0204,020 4,0954,0954,0954,095 1,2951,2951,2951,295

# Newton Abbot and Kingsteignton - subject to LDF Policy

* For the RLS Study area to 2031

** The garden centre floorspace requirement is part of the overall comparison goods floorspace requirement

Comparison GoodsComparison GoodsComparison GoodsComparison Goods Convenience GoodsConvenience GoodsConvenience GoodsConvenience Goods

1,295  (6)

7,830 9,150 2,870 (4) 2,945 (5)

2,610 3,050

(3) Small supermarket or smaller general convenience store complemented by other specialist 

foodstores

(4) and (5) Quantitative and qualitative need identified for a new supermarket at Teignmouth and at 

Dawlish - subject to impact and sequential test

(6) No future need identified to 2026.  1,295 sq m net need identified 2026 to 2031.

NB Comparison goods floorspace need identified in Teignmouth, Dawlish and the smaller centres 

may not be met due to a lack of identifiable development sites.

- -

(1) 15-20% of total  (7,830 to 10,440 sq m net) could be met by large format retail warehousing - 

subject to impact and sequential test

(2) 15-20% of total (9,150 to 12,220 sq m net) could be met by large format retail warehousing - 

subject to impact and sequential test
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sufficient to support new facilities in Newton Abbot and we envisage that the additional 

revenue will be absorbed by existing operators outside the district. Our assessment 

revealed that there will not be sufficient expenditure to support a casino facility. There 

may also be scope to provide new facilities such as a bowling alley but it is considered 

that these should be market rather than plan led, given issues regarding commercial 

viability.  

7.46 In relation to cultural facilities, it is considered that there is limited scope or need for new 

museum, library and archive provision but that existing facilities would benefit from 

improvements. With regard to theatres and music venues the majority of the expenditure 

growth will be absorbed by existing operators in neighbouring towns outside the study 

area (Plymouth, Torquay and Exeter).  

OfficeOfficeOfficeOffice    

7.47 The Employment Land Study 2009 states that the largest concentration of offices is found 

in Newton Abbot town centre. The ELR identifies a total requirement for around 3.9 

hectares of office space within Teignbridge. Newton Abbot as the SSCT is the focus for 

this development. In line with PPS4 it is recommended that office provision in Newton 

Abbot is focussed in town centre areas. In particular there are opportunities on potential 

redevelopment sites such as the Livestock Market area, and adjacent to the town centre, 

Bradley Lane and the former Hospital site on East Street.  

General town centre and retailing recommendationsGeneral town centre and retailing recommendationsGeneral town centre and retailing recommendationsGeneral town centre and retailing recommendations    

7.48 In formulating our strategies, we have taken into account the availability of sites, the 

accessibility and function of the centres, their existing market share and the position of the 

centres in our recommended town centre hierarchy.  As explained earlier, we have 

considered reasonable alternatives strategies in accordance with PPS12, before 

suggesting potential long term outcomes for Newton Abbot, Dawlish, Teignmouth, the 

“Edge of Exeter Urban Extension” and, in combination, all other designated local centres 

within the study area.    

Strategy for Newton AbbotStrategy for Newton AbbotStrategy for Newton AbbotStrategy for Newton Abbot    

Context and reasonable optionContext and reasonable optionContext and reasonable optionContext and reasonable options for Newton Abbot Town Centres for Newton Abbot Town Centres for Newton Abbot Town Centres for Newton Abbot Town Centre    

7.49 Newton Abbot is the largest town in the study area and it dominates shopping patterns.  

Although the town centre does not currently attract the tourism trade that is crucial in 

supporting the other centres, it is a successful centre. Despite competition from larger 

neighbouring centres at Exeter and Plymouth, it has increased its retail ranking from 267 

to 249 between 2000 and 2008.    

7.50 Some elements of Newton Abbot town centre appear dated, especially the Market Walk 

area but overall it has a strong and individual retail offer, especially through areas such as 

the recently refurbished indoor market. There is also leisure provision through the 

Alexandra Cinema and a dominant pub sector both within and on the edge of the town 

centre. Despite its apparent strong retail performance, Newton Abbot has significant 

potential for growth and redevelopment for three key reasons. 
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7.51 First, Development Policy A of the RSS Proposed Changes explains that SSCTs (such as 

Newton Abbot) are “key places in the region with potential to achieve further significant 

development sustainably. The Strategy is for an increased proportion of new 

development, particularly housing, to be delivered at these SSCTs. Through this 

approach, opportunities will be presented for a better balance between job growth and 

where people choose to live. Ultimately, a higher share of regional population will live at 

these SSCTs”.  This is an important change in the policy direction for Newton Abbot and 

places it within the same development category as the larger cities and towns in the South 

West. 

7.52 Secondly, the strategic housing proposals for Newton Abbot are likely to result in a rapidly 

expanding population during the plan period.  The Proposed Changes RSS requires 

Newton Abbot to accommodate 8000 new dwellings between 2006 and 2026 (or 400 per 

annum).  Our assessment and work undertaken by Devon County Council on behalf of 

Teignbridge District Council shows that the population in the Newton Abbot area 

(including Kingskerswell, Kingsteignton and Ogwell Cross) will increase by nearly 15,000 

between 2009 and 2031. Importantly, these could be considered as conservative 

projections since we understand the more recent NHPAU figures may result in even 

higher levels of population. As the main town centre in the district and the focus for 

growth, Newton Abbot must be fit for purpose to accommodate this growth. 

7.53 Thirdly, there is potential competition from other town centres and in particular Torquay, 

which over time has the potential to erode the market share of Newton Abbot town centre.  

Specifically, in respect of Torquay, the building of the South Devon link road which will 

provide improved access and proposals for regeneration in Torquay town centre, such as 

Torwood Street development, may have an impact on Newton Abbot. Although we 

appreciate the future of some of these schemes is not certain due to the current economic 

circumstances, there are plans in place and they represent a real risk to the future 

performance of Newton Abbot town centre.  Exeter and Plymouth have both expanded 

their retail offer significantly in recent years and this is likely to continue over the Plan 

period – these centres will continue to be key attractors in the sub region.  

7.54 The Council will need to consider the new role for Newton Abbot.  Although Newton Abbot 

will be an SSCT, as a retail centre it is unlikely to be able to compete with Exeter, 

Plymouth or Torquay.  These centres have several department stores and a wide range of 

clothing multiples including premium brands.  Exeter and Plymouth have large catchment 

areas.  Even with an extra 8,000 dwellings, Newton Abbot’s population will not compare 

with that of say Exeter which is over 120,000.  There is, however, potential for Newton 

Abbot’s retail offer to grow and improve, to better provide for its residents, workers and 

visitors. 

7.55 In summary, there is a shared ambition at regional and local level to continue to improve 

the retail and leisure offer in Newton Abbot town centre, whilst ensuring its individuality 

and that its key selling points such as its markets are fully included within any planned 

change.  In our view a ‘no action’ option is not a realistic alternative.  However, there are 

reasonable alternatives as to how this ambition can be met and these can be divided into 
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two ‘options’, although we appreciate that there are various permutations to both options.  

A summary of the two main options is set out in the following table: 

 

Table Table Table Table 7.57.57.57.5    Options for the rOptions for the rOptions for the rOptions for the redevelopment of Newton Abbot town centreedevelopment of Newton Abbot town centreedevelopment of Newton Abbot town centreedevelopment of Newton Abbot town centre    

Options Key characteristics 

Option 1: Modest Option 1: Modest Option 1: Modest Option 1: Modest 
expansionexpansionexpansionexpansion    

� The layout of the town centre largely remains the 

same 

� Encourage opportunities to merge and 

redevelop existing town centre units in order to 

create larger stores 

� Improvements to the physical environment of the 

town centre 

� Improved marketing strategy and continued 

appointment of a town manager for the centre, to 

attract more visitors and occupiers 

Option 2: Major Option 2: Major Option 2: Major Option 2: Major 
remodellingremodellingremodellingremodelling    

� Major remodelling of the town centre is 

undertaken 

� Significant redevelopments are encouraged with 

a mix of uses, larger units and a critical mass of 

retail floorspace 

� There is improved integration between the 

different uses within the town centre 

� improved marketing strategy and continued 

appointment of a town manager for the centre, to 

attract more visitors and occupiers 

 

7.56 It is ultimately for the Council to decide the most appropriate approach through the LDF 

process.  However, it is our view that Option 1 will not achieve the improvement in the 

town centre necessary for Newton Abbot. Option 2 will require a major input from the 

Council from both policy intervention and potentially through its use of its compulsory 

purchase powers and release of council owned land.  However, through discussions with 

officers and stakeholders, it appears that Option 2 and the associated benefits that sit 

alongside such wholesale change would be encouraged, in principle, by most 

stakeholders within the town. 

Spatial proposalsSpatial proposalsSpatial proposalsSpatial proposals    

7.57 Newton Abbot’s town centre is relatively constrained by the busy road network that 

envelopes it, however there are a number of opportunities within these confines that will 

provide sufficient area to meet floorspace demands and potentially improve its 

attractiveness.  

7.58 We have not undertaken a detailed development appraisal of these sites, however we 

consider that sequentially they do provide the greatest potential and with an appropriate 
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level of investment and support could be successful in meeting the needs and aspirations 

of current and future residents and visitors.  

7.59 It is understood that the Council has commissioned a regeneration masterplan for Newton 

Abbot town centre and are looking towards redevelopment or regeneration of these areas. 

We would recommend that consideration is given to the retail floorspace, leisure and 

office requirements in any redevelopment plans and that the masterplan fully considerers 

the consultation report which is attached as an appendix to this study.  

Livestock market, car parks and market walk 

7.60 The livestock market, adjacent car parks, bus station and Market Walk shopping precinct 

present the greatest opportunity for redevelopment and provision for Newton Abbot’s 

future needs. It is understood the livestock market has a limited future and that the lease 

to operate the market is only being offered on a short term basis. Whilst the parking 

provision at the multistorey car park and adjacent surface car park are an important 

facility, their future should be fully considered within any development scheme for the 

wider area. Finally the Market Walk shopping precinct and associated service areas are 

low density, low quality in design terms and would benefit from redevelopment. 

Queen’s Street corridor 

7.61 The area along Queen’s Street between the railway station and the pedestrianised 

Courtney Street, whilst not presenting development opportunities in terms of major 

increases in floorspace, should be a focus improvement in the pedestrian environment. 

The link between the town centre and the railway station should be improved, although 

vehicular access will need to remain along the route. It is not considered that 

pedestrianisation would be appropriate as the roadside parking provides an important 

contribution to the overall viability and viability of retailing in this area. However, other 

options such as chicanes and wider pavements should be investigated to improve the 

linkage, encourage a higher footfall and enhance mobility and safety along Queen Street.  

22-26 Wolborough Street 

7.62 This vacant area within the town centre is in a prominent position at the gateway to the 

western end of the main pedestrianised shopping street. It is understood that an 

application has recently been submitted for a budget hotel with ground floor mixed retail 

units. This would be a good use of the site and development proposals of this nature 

should be encouraged. 

Bank Street, Market Street corner 

7.63 The plot is located on the edge of the newly created pedestrianisation scheme. 

Unfortunately as an area of derelict land it detracts from the rest of the scheme and 

lessons its positive impact in this area of the town centre. Although this is a relatively 

small plot there are a number of suitable uses. These range from incorporating it into the 

public realm as an area of open space, allowing some concession type low rise but high 

quality buildings or a more comprehensive development which includes some of the 
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surrounding buildings. It is for the Council and land owner to determine the most 

appropriate approach.  

Spatial recommendations for Newton Abbot 

7.64 We advise that any major remodelling of the town centre be facilitated through an Area 

Action Plan (AAP).  This ensures full consultation and the inclusion of redevelopment 

schemes within a statutory plan, thus ensuring that planning applications comply with 

T&CP Act Section 38(6).  It also enables the proposed mix of new uses in the town centre 

to be integrated into a cohesive manner and for the provision of infrastructure to support 

new development.   

7.65 We are, however, aware that opportunities can arise when some adopted planning 

documents are under review and such opportunities should not be lost.  The current lack 

of an AAP should not preclude any non-statutory masterplans being prepared in the 

interim or planning applications being determined, provided that wider, town centre issues 

are fully considered and that a Newton Abbot town centre AAP is set in motion.   

7.66 The recommended floorspace requirements for Newton Abbot town centre are proposed 

to be delivered by an expansion of the town centre.  Any significant out-of-centre retail 

development that would threaten the delivery of a town centre scheme should be strongly 

resisted. 

Strategy for TeignmouthStrategy for TeignmouthStrategy for TeignmouthStrategy for Teignmouth    and Dawlishand Dawlishand Dawlishand Dawlish    

Context and reasonable options for TeignmouthContext and reasonable options for TeignmouthContext and reasonable options for TeignmouthContext and reasonable options for Teignmouth    and Dawlishand Dawlishand Dawlishand Dawlish    town centretown centretown centretown centre    

7.67 These two costal resorts are the second and third largest centres in the District.  They 

both benefit from a strong tourism market, especially during the summer months. 

However, unlike Newton Abbot, both these town have fallen down the retail rankings since 

2000. Teignmouth has dropped 469 places and is now ranked at 1139 and Dawlish’s 

performance is even worse having dropped 961 places since 2000 to a ranking of 1789. 

7.68 Teignmouth has a modest sized Co-op supermarket and benefits from a range of local 

convenience retailers and thus provision is good. Comparison floorspace is slightly below 

the average and while there are a number of multiple retailers in the town, they tend to 

service local needs (e.g WH Smith and Boots) or are lower end comparison retailers such 

as New Look and Peacocks.  There is strong representation for restaurants, cafes and 

take-aways, reflecting the tourism element of the town’s trade.  

7.69 The town’s retail fabric contains smaller shop units, with an absence of units large enough 

to encourage national and higher-order retailers to the town. Generally Teignmouth has a 

good public realm.  

7.70 Dawlish benefits from a good mix of independent retailers but lacks any large stores and 

has only two national retailers – One Stop and Boots.  While the town has a good selection 

of small convenience shops, there is no supermarket and residents are thought to go 

elsewhere for their higher-order shopping and main food shop - the town is suffering from 

declining trading conditions 
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7.71 The town has a low proportion of comparison retail floorspace compared to the GB 

average. The comparison offer has a focus on local service retailing such as stationers 

and chemists rather than niche or higher-end retailing (e.g. fashion clothing etc). The town 

also lacks an anchor store. There is a range of gift shops, A3 restaurant, café and take-

away outlets in the town, in keeping with the seaside tradition 

7.72 The towns of Teignmouth and Dawlish do not have the physical capacity or catchment to 

achieve a large quantum of additional retail and leisure space.  However, we consider 

there is an opportunity to achieve modest additional comparison floorspace within the 

town centres thus we have suggested a potential long term strategy for these towns.  

7.73 Convenience floorspace provision has been an issue in both towns over the past few 

years. The previous retail study identified a need for a new foodstore in Dawlish and 

identified potential locations. It also suggested that there was a modest requirement for 

additional floorspace in Teignmouth. 

7.74 As stated, there is a quantitative and qualitative need for a new store in Teignmouth.  The 

localised retention rate for convenience provision within the Teignmouth zone (zone 4) is 

considered to be low. Whilst it is to be expected that lower retention rates are likely in the 

rural area, Teignmouth is an urban area with a substantial population. It would appear that 

a large proportion of the population are travelling to the Newton Abbot area and in 

particular the Tesco store, to do their main food shopping. This could be attributed to a 

lack of choice in supermarket format stores, with the Coop as the only operator.  

Spatial proposSpatial proposSpatial proposSpatial proposalsalsalsals    

Teignmouth 

7.75 The Teignmouth Vision regeneration strategy will be published and consulted on in March 

2010 and will set out a number of projects to improve the town, enhance vitality and 

attract investment. A number of these are pertinent to the town’s retail function and future 

opportunities, including: regeneration scheme for Brunswick Street, retail core public 

realm enhancements and a new foodstore development. 

7.76 The Brunswick Street site provides an opportunity to provide some larger, modern retail 

units which could enhance the comparison offer. Conversely, this area is disjointed from 

the Town Centre and retail core and may struggle to integrate; agents were concerned 

that the loss of parking would be a negative for the town.  

7.77 Other regeneration aspirations in the Teignmouth Vision will include a desire to redevelop 

the Carlton Theatre, new public realm schemes along The Den, Station Square and The 

Promenade and a new retail scheme in Teign Street to develop the apartment building to 

the north.  

7.78 There may be a potential opportunity for an out of centre supermarket, which would help 

to ‘localise’ convenience shopping patterns.  

Dawlish 

7.79 The Dawlish Community Trust commissioned a masterplan study for regenerating the 

Town Centre which sets out a number of priority investment schemes, including: 
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landscaping and a new café/performance centre for the Lawn; friendlier and safer 

shopping environment for The Strand and a new market square encompassing traffic 

alterations between the Lawn and Jubilee Bridge  

7.80 Dawlish does not have any obvious development sites that could be used for a new retail 

scheme. As stated, we understand that the Council’s decision to grant planning 

permission to the Sainsbury’s store at the Shutterton Bridge site has been quashed 

following a challenge by Tesco at the High Court, and that the Council will have to 

reconsider the planning application.   This means that it will almost certainly be 

considered alongside Tesco's own planning application for a proposed store at the Lady's 

Mile Farm caravan park.  

Smaller centresSmaller centresSmaller centresSmaller centres    

7.81 The smaller centres of Ashburton, Bovey Tracey, Buckfastleigh and Chudleigh are 

constrained and fulfil local roles.  However, there are some small scale redevelopment 

opportunities.  In addition, their offer could be promoted through marketing (such as 

events and advertising) and good management. 

7.82 Ashburton has a strong and independent convenience sector and is popular with tourists. 

The size and shape of retail units in Ashburton is not conducive to attracting larger 

national multiples.  Environmental quality in Ashburton is high with generally well kept 

shop frontages and clean streets; the town’s character is protected by a conservation area 

and a high number of listed buildings 

7.83 Vacancy rates are relatively low indicating a strongly performing town, especially given 

the current economic crisis.  However, opportunity for any major retail expansion is 

limited.  

7.84 Bovey Tracey is well served in terms of convenience stores with two supermarkets and a 

good selection of independent convenience retailers.  In terms of comparison stores, 

Bovey Tracey is lacking; those comparison stores that do exist are very practical in nature 

and augment the many service units found in the centre.  

7.85 Bovey Tracey’s evening entertainment offer is suffering in the poor economic climate with 

two pubs and a restaurant currently lying vacant.  There are four sites within, and also just 

outside of the Town Centre, that offer the potential for small retail redevelopments. 

7.86 The convenience offer in Buckfastleigh is both healthy and diverse for its size and 

includes a good sized Co-op.  The town’s service offer is also healthy except for the 

absence of a bank. In contrast, the comparison offer is lacking with a total of only six 

comparison retail outlets 

7.87 The town has lost a number of retail units over the last few years and more are currently 

lying vacant, indicating a struggling centre that has declining appeal as a shopping 

destination.  While moderate redevelopment opportunities exist, evidence suggests that 

private retail redevelopment will be difficult to encourage at present. 

7.88 Chudleigh Town Centre has a good convenience offer that includes a Co-op and a 

number of independent retailers.  The comparison and service offer is lower than average 

with an abundance of charity shops, second hand shops and estate agents, and there is 
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no bank. Retail units are evidently too small to attract multiples.  Despite the healthy level 

of demand from independent operators, the town is currently suffering from a slightly high 

vacancy rate. 

7.89 There are a couple of clusters of vacant property that offer the potential for future retail 

redevelopment.  In particular that of the Old Pottery Court which has several vacant units 

and could offer an attractive opportunity for an interesting and revitalised retail offer 

Strategy for edge of Exeter urban extensionStrategy for edge of Exeter urban extensionStrategy for edge of Exeter urban extensionStrategy for edge of Exeter urban extension    

ContextContextContextContext    

7.90 National guidance requires local authorities to adopt a sequential approach when 

allocating sites for new retail development, this means that preference is given first to 

town centres sites, then edge of centre sites and finally out of town centres.  This is 

intended to protect the vitality and viability of town centres.   However, it is recognised that 

there is a need for retail provision close to where people live to meet the every day needs 

of the community.   

7.91 There is no specific guidance regarding what type of centre is appropriate for a particular 

size of settlement. However, the University of West of England’s Sustainable Settlements 

(1995) research indicates that a local centre will serve around 5,000 – 10,000 people with 

a district centre serving around 25,000 – 40,000. PPS4 suggests that a district centre 

usually comprises groups of shops often containing at least one supermarket or 

superstore, a range of non retail services such as banks, restaurants and public facilities 

such as a library. It describes local centres to include a range of small shops, serving the 

local catchment such as small supermarkets, newsagents and takeaways. 

7.92 PPS4 states that “housing in out-of-centre mixed-use developments is not, in itself, used 

as a reason to justify additional floorspace for main town centre uses in such locations” 

(Policy EC3, f).  However, the Edge of Exeter Urban Extension needs to aspire to a 

sustainable pattern of development.  Despite its proximity to the larger Exeter City centre, 

a sense of community cohesion needs to be established to create a successful and 

sustainable development. A big part of achieving this is to have at its heart a centre 

providing a range of retail outlets and community facilities to meet the local demands of 

the new community. If designed and planned well this will also create a hub for the new 

community and help to provide it with an identity.  

7.93 Whilst it is important for the urban extension to meet its own local needs, consideration 

also needs to be made of need arising in the neighbouring Exeter urban area, as 

development within the urban extension maybe a more appropriate location. Exeter City 

Council published the Exeter Retail Study 2008 in early 2009; therefore it is considered 

that this provides an up to date assessment of retail need in Exeter. The study includes an 

up to date assessment of spending patterns, using a household survey and the latest 

available expenditure available at the time of the study. The study did not anticipate any 

great need for further convenience floorspace in the outer areas of Exeter, the only need 

that was identified was within the city centre. Likewise for comparison goods it 

recommends that any further development should take place in the city centre rather than 

at its periphery. The study concludes that in terms of convenience and comparison: 
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“…that there will not be capacity for a new food superstore elsewhere in Exeter or its 

immediately adjacent area…”  

“There will therefore be no need for any substantial new non-central comparison goods 

floorspace for some years” 

7.94 Therefore on the basis of the Exeter Retail Study it is considered that the urban extension 

will only need to provide floorspace for its own local needs rather than those of the 

neighbouring urban area. 

ConvenienceConvenienceConvenienceConvenience    

7.95 To calculate the potential floorspace requirements generated from the urban extension we 

have taken the per capita expenditure on convenience spending based on the population 

increases provided by the Council for Zone 1 (assuming that the majority of population 

increase within this zone is at the urban extension).   

7.96 Since this is a new development with no substantial existing provision, we have assumed 

that whilst the development is likely to be phased that the authority would want to ensure 

that there is sufficient retail provision to meet their needs over the period 2009-2031.  

7.97 Currently, 17% of expenditure from Zone 1 residents is spent at foodstores in Zone 1, 5% 

in other foodstores in Teignbridge and 78% at stores in Exeter, predominantly the 

Sainsbury’s on Alphington Road and the Tesco Extra at Exeter Vale.  However, for the 

purposes of this calculation we assume that all the residents’ additional expenditure at 

2031 would be spent in Zone 1. 

7.98 There will be a resident population growth of approximately 5,700 people in Zone 1. After 

deducting spend at existing Zone 1 foodstores (making an allowance for these stores to 

increase their efficiency each year up to 2031), there will be a residual expenditure growth 

at 2031 of £11.5m.  This is then converted to a floorspace requirement using a sales 

density of £10,032 per sqm.  This produces a floorspace requirement, at 2031, of around 

1,150sqm net sales area.   

7.99 A new store will provide the opportunity to improve the range of goods available to the 

new community. This could be through a small supermarket or a smaller general 

convenience store which is complemented by other convenience stores such as a butcher 

or baker etc. 

7.100 It is therefore recommended that that the masterplan and any future planning documents 

limit convenience floorspace to 1,150sqm net sales area. Anything larger would be 

providing floorspace for residents and workers within Exeter and potentially change 

existing shopping patterns. 

ComComComComparison and other usesparison and other usesparison and other usesparison and other uses    

7.101 In terms of comparison goods it is considered that the size of the urban extension is not 

large enough to support any substantial comparison provision. Exeter City and other 

shopping areas within the city will meet most comparison needs. Therefore, rather than 

any substantial provision it will be more important to ensure that links to existing shopping 

areas are improved or created, especially those to the city centre. However, small scale 
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comparison development meeting local need (e.g. pharmacy), commensurate with a local 

centre as defined by PPS4 would be appropriate. 

7.102 It will be important to ensure that any shopping provision is complemented with local 

services and facilities such as food outlets (takeaways, restaurants, cafes etc), public 

houses and healthcare. This will help the local centre become successful, provide 

essential facilities locally reducing need to travel and create a community hub and heart 

for the new development. However the size of development and anticipated population 

will not be sufficient to support any extensive commercial leisure development. 

Summary of recommendationSummary of recommendationSummary of recommendationSummary of recommendation    

7.103 Given the quantities of floorspace noted above, it can be seen that for retail, the extension 

could support a local centre, with convenience floorspace provision of up to 1,150sqm net 

sales area, and some associated comparison and service floorspace. The level and type 

of comparison floorspace provided should however be limited in order not to needlessly 

draw trade away from Exeter City Centre. 

7.104 Whilst policy should aim to develop the urban extension to be as self-contained as 

possible, there are other considerations. These considerations relate to the fact that the 

urban extension will not operate in isolation. There is a need to integrate the development 

with the existing urban fabric and encourage the supporting of existing services and 

facilities. If greater retail provision is permitted then the urban extension would serve a 

wider catchment area than the extension itself. 

Retail BoundariesRetail BoundariesRetail BoundariesRetail Boundaries    

7.105 The maps in Appendix 7 show suggested Primary and Secondary Retail Frontages, 

Primary Shopping Areas and Town Centre Boundaries. 

Primary and Secondary Retail FrontagesPrimary and Secondary Retail FrontagesPrimary and Secondary Retail FrontagesPrimary and Secondary Retail Frontages    

7.106 PPS4, Annex B states that primary frontages are likely to contain a high proportion of 

retail uses, whilst secondary frontages provide greater opportunities for a diversity of 

uses.  The Practice Guide gives further guidance on defining frontages. Para. 6.4 states 

that prime rental levels and pedestrian flows are factors to consider. 

7.107 We recommend that the LDF includes a development control policy to maintain a 

concentration of A1 retail uses in the Primary Retail Frontages.  For example not 

permitting change of use where it would result in the proportion of A1 uses in the Primary 

Retail Frontage falling below a certain level.  In our experience, this should be at least 

60% and could be 70% or higher.  It could be a percentage of either floorpsace or units, 

depending on which would be easier for the Council to monitor. An alternative policy 

would be not to allow more than one non-A1 unit in every consecutive five. 

Primary Shopping AreasPrimary Shopping AreasPrimary Shopping AreasPrimary Shopping Areas    

7.108 A Primary Shopping Area is defined in PPS4, Annex B as follows: 

“Primary Shopping Area: defined area where retail development is concentrated 

(generally comprising the primary and those secondary frontages which are contiguous 
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and closely related to the primary shopping frontage). The extent of the primary shopping 

area should be defined on the proposals map”. 

7.109 The Practice Guide states at para. 6.4 that “The ‘centre’ for retail development is defined 

by PPS4 as the primary shopping area. Key considerations will be the extent of existing 

primary frontages…the presence of key anchor stores and other main town centre uses 

(e.g. cinemas) may also help to identify the extent of the PSA”. 

7.110 The proposed Primary Shopping Areas include all vacant sites and car parks, and whole 

building plots, to enable redevelopment and expansion in future.  For Newton Abbot, the 

proposed boundary includes the currently edge-of-centre Asda store. New retail 

developments should be directed to sites within the Primary Shopping Areas.   

Town Centre BoundariesTown Centre BoundariesTown Centre BoundariesTown Centre Boundaries    

7.111 The Practice Guide states at para. 6.13 that “LPAs should also identify an appropriate 

‘town centre boundary’ within which it will seek to locate other main town centres uses” 

such as specialist retail, offices and bars/restaurants.    

The Practice Guide goes onto state, at para. 6.14, that existing and potential linkages and 

public transport accessibility levels are important points to consider, to enable linked trips 

and to encourage the use of public transport.  We have taken this advice into account 

when suggesting the town centre boundaries. 


